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ABSTRACT

The Saladoid period (ca. 200 B.C. - ca. 600 A.D. ), on
the island of St. Vincent in the West Indies is not well
undersLood, despite the fact that it is well represented on

other islands in the Lesser Ant.i1les (especially Martinique)
and on the Sout.h American mainland, particularly
the lower
Orinoco and the coastal regions of Guyana. The appearance
of Saladoid ceramics in the West Indies is associated with
both the introduction of agriculture and the introduction of
ceramic technology. During a survey conducted on St.
Vincent in t993 and 1994, six archaeological sites were
locat.ed t.hat yielded ceramic remains that are primarily
associated with this period.
The analysis of these ceramics, using an attribut.e
analysis method, is presented in this study. Attributes of
lip shapes, vessel shapes, decoration are examined, as well
As a result, two
as technological characterist.ics.
definitive archaeological styles, Kingstown Post. Office and
Brighton, can be identified within the period in which the
island chain was initially
colonised by Saladoid peoples
(Horizon f). The Arnos Vale sty1e, characteristic of
and seems to best
Horizon II, exhibits less variability,
elements in
represent a region-wide increase in stylistic
the pot.t.ery that can be traced to the Barrancoid series on
the Sout.h American mainland. Evidence for agricultural
activities during t.he Saladoid period is suggested in light
of the appearance of clay griddles and perhaps large openmout.hed vessels, both of which are used in the preparation
of manioc.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTTON

Statement of the Problem
The objective in this thesis is to further enhance
knowledge of t.he Early Ceramic, or Saladoid, period (ca. 200

B.C. - ca. A.D. 600) on the Lesser Ant.il-l-ean island of St.
Víncent in the Eastern Caribbean (fig. 1). The significance
of this period from the point of view of St. Vincent is that
it represenLs both the introduct.ion of ceramic t.echnology
and agriculture to the islands. This period al-so represents
the first peopling of many of the islands in the Lesser
Anti1les.
Archaeological research on other islands in the Lesser
Antil1es, such as Grenada (Bu1len 1,964; Cody 1,990),
Mart.inique (Petitjean Roget L915; Mattioni L919, 1980;
Allaire l-989), Barbados (Drewett 1991,), St. Martin (Haviser
1993), Montserrat (Petersen and Vùatters l-991b) , Anguilla
(Pet.ersen and Watters 1991-a) , Nevis (Wilson 1-989), Antigua
(Rouse L976, 1992), and Puerto Rico (Roe l-989; Rouse and
Alegria l-989), has greatly contributed to our underst.anding
of the nature of this early ceramic period. St. Vincent has
remained conspicuously absent from this list..
The only archaeol-ogical activities conducted on St.
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Vincent were directed by Ripley and Adelaide Bullen in the
late l-960s and reported in their L972 monograph
Archaeoloqical Investiqations on St. Vincent. and the
Grenadines (Bu11en and Bul-len I912) . Other significant

contributions, however, have been offered by Dr. Earle
Kirby, Director of the St. Vincent National Trust and
founder of the St.. Vincent National Museum (1969,L975). Our
knowledge oÊ the Saladoid period in the Lesser Antilles has
increased substantially since the publication of t.he
Bullens' report.
My contribution in this thesis is to report on a
collection of 561- ceramic sherds from t.he island which was
recovered from six archaeological sites during surveys
conducted by Dr. Louis Allaire (University of Manitoba)
carried out in May and June of 1,993 and .fune of L994 in
which f acted as a field assistant.
Three central issues are addressed in t.he study: (1)
the naLure and classification of the early Saladoid ceramics
on St. Vincent; (2) Sal-adoid adaptation as reflect.ed in
prehistoric agricultural- activities and settlement patt.erns;
and (3) the context of Barrancoid influences from the South
American mainland.

l-) The nature of the early SaTadoid ceramics on St.
Vincent" The central focus of t.he study is a description of
the morphological, technological, functional-, and stylist.ic

at.t.ributes exhibited within the ceramic collection. A major
consideration is how these attributes compare to those which
have been established from oLher islands in the Ant.illean

chain, particularly those in the Windward Islands, which are
comprised of Grenada, St. VincenL, Barbados, SL. Lucia,
Martinique, and Dominica.
2) SaLadoid adaptation as refl-ected in prehistoric
agricuTturaL activities and settJ-ement patterns. This
aspect of the st.udy examines the potential for prehistoric
agricult.ural pract.ices on St. Vincent. This is accomplished
in two \^iays: (1) examining ecosystems on St. Vincent; and
(2) the functional implications of ceramic art.ifacts,
especially an ceramic griddles, which provide the most
conclusive evidence for the cul-tivation of bitter manioc, a
root crop common to northern South America, and introduced
to the West Indies with the expansion of Saladoid peoples.
The locational analysis of the six sites encountered
during t.he survey will help establish set.tlement strategies,
as well as contextualise inferences made regarding
prehistoric agricult.ure. While t.here have not been any
significant settlement pattern studies focusing direct.ly on
this early ceramic period, some preliminary assessments
have, noneLhel-ess, been offered for Puerto Rico (Siegel
1-991a) and especially Nevis (Wilson l-989). One aspect. which
is briefly addressed in this st.udy is the nature of

settlement systems on St. Vincent and their potent.ial
rel-at.ion to environmental factors.

3) The context Barrancoid infTuences from the South
American mainland. As shown, around A.D. 350 distinctive
patterns of design elements and motifs become more common in
the ceramics in the Windward fslands. These can be
positively traced to the South American mainland, especially
the Barrancoid cul-ture, which is discussed in Chapter fI.
It is after ca. A.D. 350 t.hat an increase in the number of
Saladoid sites in the Lesser Ant.illes is observed. On
Martinique, for example, t.he number of archaeological sites
in which Saladoid pot.t.ery exhibiting Barrancoid influences
is found increase in number. Later chapters will examine
any Barrancoid elements in the ceramics from St. Vincent.
Previous Archaeolocrical- Research
The earliest

reference to archaeological remains from

St. Vincent dates to the turn of the centüry, when Thomas
Joyce published Central American and Vrlest rndian Archaeologv

" In his section on West Indian 'material culture',
.Toyce mentions very little
of the prehist.oric archaeology of
(l-91-6)

St. Vincent, although he does describe some pottery
fragments from the Grenadine isl-and of Carriacou.
Illust.rations

are noticeably scant in Joyce's monograph,

v'¡ith no more than one stone axe depicted from St.. Vincent
(19t6: Fig .

. Instead, the central f ocus of .Toyce, s
account is the historic Island Caribs, whom he discusses at
great length by focusing on general considerations of their
appearance, dress, and oral history (L91,6 :2L0,236,225)
In his 1,91,3-1,91-4 survey of the Greater Caribbean area,
,J. I¡ialter Fewkes spent. six weeks on St, Vincent
investigating what. he called "kit.chen middens" along the
Leeward and Windward coasLs. Fewkes subsequently published
his results in his Prehistoric Island Culture of America
(1,922), discussing at length the numerous stone axes found
on St. Vincent, many of which are presently housed in the
National Museum.
The occasional sherds of pottery t.hat Fewkes was able
to find were, for the most part, fragmentary and in
generally poor condition, thus preventing him from drawing
any cultural associations (t922:l-18) " In his report,
however, Fewkes mentions fragments of bow1s, cups, bott1es,
griddles, vases, and effigy vessels, most of which are
painted red (L922: 1-l-B-l-1-9)
Sven Loven also wrot.e of the archaeology of St. Vincent
in his 1-935 monograph Oriqins of the Tainan Cu]t.ure, which
sought to provide a pan-Caribbean assessment of the material
culture and archaeology. Following Fewkes, Loven presents a
comprehensive study of sLone artifacts housed in the Heye
57 )

.

.

Museum (1935 :1-45-147)

.

Loven had limited accessibility to ceramíc remains from

St. Vincent. As a result, he (along with Fewkes and ,Joyce)
lumped all prehistoric ceramics from the southern region of
the Antillean island chain (including Grenada, the
Grenadines, and St. Vincent.) as belonging to one prehistoric
culture group.
Prior to Allaire's survey, the only comprehensive
publication of archaeological research on St. VincenL was
the Bullen and Bullen monograph (1,972). The objective of
the Bullens' investigations on St. Vincent was twofold.
First, they attempted to improve upon the scant
archaeological knowledge that was available for the island.
Second, the Bullens attempted to use their results of t.he
surveying activities to further support and contextualise
t.he archaeological chronology of the Windward Islands in
1ight. of t.heir research on the neighbouring islands of
Grenada (Bu11en 1964) , St.. Lucia (Bu11en and Bullen 1968),
and Barbados (Bullen and Bullen l-968). The cl-assification
system that. was initiated by Bullen (L964) and subsequently
applied by Bullen and Bullen to St. Vincent in order to
achieve t.his second objective is reviewed in Chapt.er IV.
In their report for St. Vincent, the Bullens describe
(in little detail) the locations of and the artifacts
recovered from 59 archaeological sit.es on St.. Vincent. They
lvere also able to survey and locate sites on the Grenadine
isl-ands of Carriacou, Union Island, Mayreau, Cannouan,

Mustique, Pet.it. Nevis and Isle à Quatre, Balliceaux, and
Bequia (Bu11en and Bullen 1,912) .
The Bullens also conducted various test pits at

sites during t.heir survey of St. Vincent., yet fail_
to mention why certain sites \¡/ere chosen for such test.s. For
the most part, their L972 monograph is adeguately
illustrated showing the stylistic nature of the ceramic
sherds recovered. Tt does not, however, include any vessel
or rim sherd profiles. Fortunately, some isolated
characteristics of their tlpology (primarily stylistic or
decorative) of the ceramics recovered by the Bullens are
useful in tracing relat.ionships to other Vriindward Islands in
light. of recenL work.
More recently, Boomert (1986) has completed a study on
the Cayo complex on SL. Vincent. This Cayo complex may
represent a definitive correlat.íon to Island Carib pottery,
and similar pottery was recovered during Allaire's survey
(Allaire and Duvat l-995).
numerous

Fieldwork

A three-week field season in May of 1-993 and a fourweek f ield season in ,June of 1994 was conducted on St.
Vincent. The goal of this preliminary survey was to assess
the archaeological potential- of the island in order to plan
future, more extensive archaeological projects. fndeed, our

survey

vüas

one in which the focus was of site discovery and

surface collection (MaManamon 1,984:225) .
The survey involved a general surface reconnaissance,
primarily using t.he Bullens' L972 report, in addition to the
valuable suggest.ions of Dr. Kirby, as guidelines. Due t.o
transportation limitations, only the most diagnostic sherds
were brought back to Inlinnipeg, courtesy of the St. Vincent
Natíonal Trust and Dr. Kirby. Those sherds 1eft. behind were
first counLed and then stored in the National Museum.
Aside from relying on the Bullens' report for site
locations, many other localit.ies were also surveyed where
soil- was exposed as a result of recent work. Occasionally,
information from loca1 residents \Á/as utilised. Sit.es were
plotted on t:25 000 scale ilâp, videotaped, photographed, and
annotated. Artifact. remains consist exclusively of
ceramics. No faunal, botanical-, or human skeletal material
was found. Very few lithics were recovered, but it. cannot.
be definitively suggested that t.hey are human-made and they
are noL considered in t.he present study. Ceramic sherds
recovered by Dr. Kirby over the past three decades and
housed in the Nat.ional Museum \,vere also examined, but are

used for this thesis only for general comparative purposes.

In all , 26 sites vrere located on St. Vincent (A11aire
and Duval l-995), six of which revealed substantial
concenLrations of ceramics that can be directly attributed
to t.he Saladoid period. Only those sites in which Sal-adoid

period pot.tery was dominant are considered in this study.
All other ident.ified sites found yielded eit.her late
prehist.oric or early historic remains, or a mixture of
varj-ous periods in the prehistory of the region.
Environment.

The isl-and of St.. Vincent (l-3 N, 61 W) is a small,

rugged, and mountainous volcanic island in the i¡Iindward

Island group of the Lesser Antilles (nig. 2) . At its
gireatest \^/idt.h, Lhe island measures approximately L7 .5 km,
while the greatest length is approximately 29 km. In all,
the island occupies approximaLel-y 2L4 km2.
St. Vincent lies approximately 160 km west of Barbados,
B0 km north of Grenada, and 40 km south of St.. Lucia. The
act.ive volcano on the island, La Soufrière, last erupted in
1,979, but is more commonly known from its deadly eruption of
1,902, Lhe same year as t.he erupt.ion of Mt.. Pelée in
Martinique (Richardson 1-989). Eruptions of La Soufrière
have had unquestionable effects on the physical geography of
the island. Indeed, pyroclastic flows and large mudflows
have contributed to much of the topography of the northern
third of the island (Aspinall et a7. L973)
St. Vincent is properly associated with the humid
tropical marine tlpe of climate, which is the dominanL
climatic tlpe at t.he latitudes in which the island lies
.
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(Caribbean Conservation Association L993:1) .

Two seasons

are represent.ed on the island: a rainy season (from May or
,June until December) and a dry season, which occurs in the
winter mont,hs.
A consequence of its highly rugged topography, St.
Vincent, like other mountainous islands in the hlindward
chain (such as Grenada, St. Lucia, portions of Martinique,
Dominica, and Guadeloupe) is largely responsible for its owrt
weather systems. Orographic precipitation syst.ems dominat.e
the Leeward and central int.erior regions of the island, as
westerly trade winds gather warm moist. air in t.he
mountainous interior, producing generous rain-bearing cloud
formations (Tempary and Grist 1-958). At sea 1evel, Lhe
annual mean temperature is 26.7 degrees C, but can often
climb as high as 31 degrees C (Caribbean Conservation
Association ]-9932'7). In coastal areas, the annual rainfall
ranges from 170 to 203 cm a year and increases significantly
as one moves inland (Caribbean Conservation Association
1993:82-83 ) .

While coastal margin vegetation g'enera11y consists of
small scrub brush communities, the central mountainous

interior consists of primary and secondary rain forest
vegetation. Fertile soil-s in the coastal areas allow for
conLemporary agriculture or animal husbandry operations
(Caribbean Conservation Associat.ion l-993 ) . Interior areas
of the island were, and sti11 are, occupied by moist.
12

tropical rainforest. Coastal areas \^/ere most certain.lr¡
forested in prehistoric times, although agricultural
activities since col-onial times have since cleared much of
this forest cover away. Offshore reefs are limited around
St. Vincent, and mang:rove swamps (common on Martinique) are
virtually non-existent. Terrestrial fauna on the island
consisLs of small animals. Numerous bird species are found,
which, like the local fauna, Iikely originated on the South
American continent.

Native Inhabitants and Early Historv
The date of first

with St. Vincent. is
not clearly known. Columbus did explore the northeastern
coast (including Trinidad) during his third voyage (1-498l-500) (Rouse L992), although it is not clear if he sighted
St. Vincent during t.his same voyag'e.
At the time of contact, the native inhabitants of St.
Vincent (Iouloumain IBret.on ]-6651) \^/ere the Island Caribs,
who may have only recently entered the Windward fsland chain
in the early t.o middle part of the fifteenth century
(Allaire L971,1984) . They originated in the northeastern
areas of South America and, despite their name, spoke an
Arawakan language (Rouse L992) . St. Vincent (al-ong with
Dominica) subsequently became an rsland Carib stronghold,
which was often described by French missionaries (see La
European contact

1-3

Borde 1-660; Rochefort 1658). Permanent. European set.tlement
was not successful until the first

few decades of the

seventeenth century,
By t.he middle of the sevent.eenth century, the increase

in population numbers of runaway black slaves from other
colonised islands allowed for their interbreeding with the
Island Caribs. The results of t.his admixture was the
creation of a neb/ ethnic group, the Black Caribs, which were
genetically and culturally distinct from t.heir fsland Carib
predecessors (Gonzalez

l-9BB)

.

By the time commercial- sugar production \^/as introduced

to St" Vincent in the late seventeenth and early eíghteenth
centuries, St" Vincent had alternated between French and.
English governments on no fewer than two occasions. Today,
the island is politically independent, but still retains
British influences in its governmental and educational
st.ructures

-
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CHAPTER TT

SALADOTD ARCHAEOLOGY

IN THE LESSER

ANTTLLES

Terminoloqy

The term 'Saladoid' represents an archaeological

manifestation, known locaIIy as a 'series' , that ext.ends for
approximately 970 km along the northern coast of South
America, from Guyana to the Orinoco basin and Margarita
Island, and throughout the West fndian island chain, ofLen
as far north as the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico
(Rouse 1,992:77) (Figs. 3 and 4) . When construct.ing an
archaeological chronology of Venezuela in the late l-950s,
Cruxent and Rouse (1958-l-959) adopt.ed the concept of series
to represent a particularly dist.inctive group of ceramic
styles that vary both chronologically and geographically,
one of which is known as Saladoid. Cruxent and Rouse's
initial use of a ceramic series has been almost completely
adopted by archaeologists working in the West Indies,
including Venezuela. A series, Lhen, is a group of
" Ic]ult.ural complexes or ceramic styles, together with the
peoples and cult.ures they define, that are known to have
descended from a common ancestor - a site unit... " (Rouse
1-992: 183 -184 )
Furthermore, an archaeological series may be
comprised of
" . pottery tlrpes that. are known to have
il
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descended from a cofltmon ancestor - a trait-unit"

(Rouse

L992:1-84). In essence, the definition of a ceramic series
formulated by Cruxent and Rouse is a classification of
cultural associations based on aspects of material culture,
especially sty1e.
We

can assume that an ãrchaeological series (in t.hís

case saradoid) is essentially a cultural representation, and
minor variations in the material culLure may reflect

cul-tural differences. Any association with ethnic units
would, at present, be sketchy. As Rouse (1992) has noted,
we can define ethnic groups using materj-al culture,
linguistic traits, and biological characteristics. As we
know so little about Saladoid 'culture', we cannoL, âs of
yet, impose an ethnic classification on the Saladoid series.
Vrlhile archaeologists working in the West Indies commonly
assume that the Saladoid series represents a cultural unit,
it is not yet. cl-ear, in the absence of definitive linguistic
and biological st.udies, if this is indeed the case. The
variability within the Saladoid series, however, is
deserving of attention, and may in fact represent cultural
or social differences.
When Cruxent and Rouse used t.he suf fix -oid to denote a
ceramic series, which is usually named after a tlrpe style,
or "traiL-unit" (Rouse 1-992) (in this case, Lhe Saladero
style of Venezuela) , it believed by t.he authors t.o be a
cultural cl-assification as iL refers to cul-t.ural
L]

characteristics (Rouse I972) . The establishment. of ceramic
series in the West Indies is described in det.ail- in Chapter
fv.
A series, ãs a classification unit, is roughly
equivalent to Lhe use in the United States (and Peruvian
South America) of the unit of 'tradition' or 'horizon'. In
addition, 'styles' and 'subseries', as they are ut.ilised in
the Caribbean region, are somewhat analogous t.o the 'phases'
and 'foci' established in the Midwestern Taxonomic system
(Rouse 1912) .

Within certain ceramic series t.here exist localised
cultural developments, which appear as variations in
decorative styles. These are given special consideration
and designat.ed as a subseries (Vescelius l-980,. Rouse 1986).
Like its parent ceramic series, a ceramic subseries is
specified by a type site to which t.he suffix of -an is added
for nomenclature purposes.
Est.ablishing distinct subseries of ceramic styles
(analogous to 'phases' or 'styles') \^ras initially proposed
by Vescelius (1986) and subsequently adopted by Rouse for
both the Antillean island chain and the mainland of South
Amerj-ca. Since Vescelius' suggestions were first proposed,
any characterisation of Saladoid ceramics within the
Windward Island chain and northeastern Sout.h America
(including other Antillean ceramic series) has followed this
archaeological terminology.
1_B

Oriqins and Distribut.ion
Northeastern South America. Our understanding of the

nature of prehistoric cultural developments in northeastern
South America, especially those associated with the early
ceramic period, is best known from two subareas: t.he middle
and lower Orinoco River Valley and the easLern coast, of
Venezuela. Despit.e continuing controversy over calendrical
dates associated with Saladoid period sit.es along the lower
Orinoco ValIey, the construct.ion of a Ioca1 sequence of
archaeological phases and complexes associated wit.h the
Saladoid series has been well established (Cruxent and Rouse

Allaire I978,' Roosevelt 1-980). This
sequence provides unequivocal evidence for a lengthy
development of tropical adaptation, including manioc
cultivation. Along the coastal margins of northeastern
Venezuela (the Carupano and Paria areas), 1ocal sequences
indicate direct influences from cultural groups along the
lower and middle Orinoco Valley (Oliver 1-980).
l-958-1-959; Rouse and

The Orinoco Va77ey. The earliest. Saladoid ceramics in

the middle and lower Orinoco Va11ey have been assigned to
t.hree separate phases or complexes, based primarily on
chronological positioning within archaeological sit.es but
also on stylist.ic and decorative elements as manifested in
Lhe ceramics (Rouse 1992,' Rouse, A11aire, and Boomert 1-985) .
L9

The La Gruta and Ronquin complexes (along with a later
Ronquin Sombra complex) have been dist.inguished as

a

sequence of early Saladoid occupations along the Orinoco
(Rouse, Allaire,

and Boomert 1985:18; Roosevelt 1980).

of this long sequence and the large geographic
extent of associated archaeological sites, it is assumed
that this area is the original homeland of the Saladoid
series.
La Gruta and Ronquin are associated with what Sanoja
and Vargas term the Ronguin Tradit.ion (1983 :230). Rouse
(1,992), however, prefers that. Ronquin be considered a
separate subseries of the Saladoid series. Diagnostic
Ronquinan ceramics are found from the head of the Orj-noco
River (near t.he Rio Apure) to the top of the delta, and have
been dat.ed f rom 21-40 B. C. to 620 B. C. (Roosevelt 1980 : 1-95 )
Typically Ronquinan ceramic vessels are inverted bel1shaped, exhibit.ing geometrically-paint.ed designs j-n either
al-1-over red or white-and-red. Short curvilinear incisions
are common as are wedge-shaped lugs on the lips of vessels
(Barse l-989:30). The evidence for agricultural production
is supported by the presence of 1arge, flat ceramic
griddles, which were likely used for the cooking of manioc.
Around 1500 B.C. a new ceramic series, known as
Barrancoid, evolved in the lower-middle region of the
Orinoco Val1ey (Rouse 1992:77). While the Ronquin Sombra
Complex exhibits early forms of characteristic Barrancoid
Because

.
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traits, it is the Los Barrancos and Barrancas styles from
the same area which heavily emphasise a dist.ínct Barrancoid
occupation (Rouse, Allaire, and Boomert 1985; Roosevelt
1_980

)

.

At the beginning of t.he first. millennium 8.C., these
Barrancoid peoples moved into t.he delta region, thereby
pushing the Saladero people t.oward the northern coast of
Sout.h America (Rouse 1,992:77) . Interestingly, the timing of
the divergence of Barrancoid and Saladoid groups in the
lower reaches of Orinoco Valley correlates well with the
divergence of two linguist.ic groups, Maipuran and ProtoArawakan (Rouse, A11aire, and Boomert l-985)
"

Northeastern VenezueLa. For present considerations,
t.he coastal area of northeasLern Venezuel-a geographically

includes the Carupano and Paria Peninsula areas, as well as
the island of Trinidad. The presence of Saladoid ceramics
along the eastern coastal areas of Venezuela occurs much
later (ca. A.D" 500) than the lower port.ion of the Orinoco
Val1ey (Rouse 1-992:Fig. 9) .
Sanoja and Vargas (l-983) , however, sugg'est that it

continuous contact with pottery-making groups from

was

t.he

middle and lower Orinoco that influenced these coastal
groups to begin producing ceramics. It is more 1ike1y,
however, t.hat with the movement (or even displacement) of
Saladoid peoples, both agriculture and ceramic technologry

2t

$/ere introduced into the coastal areas of easLern Venezuela
(Rouse, Allaire,

and Boomert 1985).

Around the beginning of the first

millennium 8.C.,

a

new, Cedrosan subseries (named after the tlpe site of Cedros
on Trinidad) of the Saladoid series developed along the
northeasLern coastal margins of the mainland and southern

Trinidad (Rouse 1,992:72) " It has been suggested (Rouse
L992; Rouse, Allaire, and Boomert 1985) that ceramic styles
associated this new Cedrosan subseries may have arrived from
the east, âs Cedrosan Saladoid ceramics have been found in
the Wonot.obo Va11ey in Guyana, and are dated earlier t.han
those along the northeast coast of Venezuela (Boomert 1-983 ) .
Early Saladoid series ceramics are also represented by
the Cuartel phase and the Puerto Santo Phase (Sanoja and
Vargas 1983) . Cuart.el is dated roughly to A.D. 250 or A.D.
300 and is characterised by bichronre and polychrome-paint.ed
vessels with broad incisions, modelled incised adornos, and
zoned-incised crosshatching (ZT.C) (see Sanoja and Vargas

1-983). Cruxent and Rouse (1958-1959) indicate that the El
Mayal sty1e, also on the east coast of Venezuela, is very
similar to Cedros on Trinidad, and thus also represents an
early Saladoid presence on the coast. The later Chuare
phase on the northeastern coast of Venezuela is
characterised by incised flanges and stylised ceramic
adornos (Vargas 1,976) . Polychrome-painted designs (in white,
red, and buff) also appear. This style is dated roughly to
22

the late sixth century A.D. Cruxent and Rouse
(l-959:Figs.9l-98) also draw comparisons between the Irapa
style and the Palo Seco style on nearby Trinidad.
Due to its geographic location, !r€ would expect the
island of Trinidad to accurately reflect. the manifestation
of Horizon I ceramics in the Windward fslands and therefore
clearly illustrate the spread of mainland Saladoid groups
ouL into the Anti11es. The work of Harris (L918) has
great.ly contributed to establishing the role of Trinidad in
a regional chronologry, which includes coastal Venezuela.
Harris has shown that Trinidad may have funct.ioned as a
divergence point. in the prehistoric spread of Horizon I
ceramic styles (see also Allaire 1-995)
The site of Cedros is perhaps t.he most. well known
Horizon I site on Trinidad as well as throughout the
Antilles (Fig. 10). Cedros is located on the southwesLern
coast of Trinidad and, as discussed earlier, funct.ions as
the tlpe site for the Cedrosan subseries in the Antillean
chain. Early Saladoid ceramics have also been found at the
St. CaLharines site on the southeast coasl, and the
Whitelands site on the west central coast (see Harris l-978).
.

Indian Islands. The Saladoid series, dating
approximately from 200 B.C. until about A.D. 600, represent.s
the introduct.ion of bot.h ceramic technology and agriculture
to t.he West Indian island chain. More importantly, perhaps,
The lrjest
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is the fact that on some islands, such as St. Vincent, SL.
Lucia, Barbados, and Grenada, the emergence of pot.terymaking peoples appears t,o represent t.he initial migrants, âs
conclusive preceramic remains have yet to be discovered.
The manifestat.ion of the Saladoid series in the West.
Indies is usually discussed as two separat,e and
chronologically distinct periods. The differences between
these two periods are primarily stylistic and exhibit
chronological differences, which are part.icularly evident. in
stratigraphy at the Vivé site on Mart.inique. In the French
Islands (especially Martinique), these two periods have been
referred to as 'Horizons' and designat.ed as Horizon f and
Horizon II (Mattioni l-968)
"

Outside t.he French Islands, the Lerm 'Horizon" was noL
used, even though the differences that. defined these
Horizons have been recognised by archaeologists. Instead,

classification methods have followed the system established
by Mattioni and Bullen (I910), which designated the French
'Horizon T' as the Insular Saladoid period. 'Horizon II' on
the French Islands was represented on other islands as
Modified Sal-adoid (Mat.tioni and Bullen 1,970). More
recently, however, Horizon I has been termed "Cedrosan
Saladoid" and Horizon II has been termed "Cedrosan Saladoid
with Barrancoid Infl-uences" (Rouse 1992)
As outlined be1ow, ceramic styles of Horizon I are
stylistically associated with early phases of the Saladoid
.
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series from the mainland, but more accurately associated
with the Cedrosan subseries. Horizon II refers to a period
when stylistic influences from the Barrancoid series on the
mainland become more common in the decorative t.echniques
manifest.ed in the pot.t.ery.
Ceramic styles associated with the Saladoid period
begin to disappear around A.D. 600 (Allaire 1971; Rouse
1992) . At this time, Troumassoid and subsequent Suazoid
series ceramics appear in the Windward fslands, and various
subseries of the Ostionoid series appear in the Greater
Antil1es.
Chronoloqv in the Lesser Antilles
Despit.e it.s use only on t.he French Islands, the use of

separate ceramic Horizons in this study is chosen because
t,hey reflect prehistoric developments more closely than the
system established by Bullen and Mattioni (I970) and even

Vescelius (1986) and Rouse (1,992) . While the term 'Cedrosan
Saladoid' subseries is sti11 preferred by most
archaeol-ogists for classifying early Sa1adoid period
ceramics in the Vrlindward Islands, ceramic 'horizons' are
perhaps better suited in defining more precisely and in
greater detail the Saladoid series in t.he Windward Islands
as they represent particular ceramic styles in a broad
geographical and temporal distribut.ion. Formally, a
25
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Horizon, or Horizon style, is a complex of ,'...modes, Lypes,
and other cultural norms that have a relatively horizontal
distribuLion... " (Rouse L972:1-30) .
By referring to ceramic periods in the Antil_les as

of Horizons within a larger ceramic series, this
method therefore reduces the number of classification level-s
that are imposed upon materj-al remains. In this case,
ceramic Horizons al1ow for the occurrence of diverse
manifestations of style on either single islands or groups
of islands. While the designation of a Cedrosan subseries
may necessarily al1ow for similar differentiations to be
recognised, it nonetheless implies that al-1 ceramics are
members of this subseries first, which in turn is a member
of t.he larger Saladoid ceramic series. A summary of the
archaeological sites associated with the Saladoid period in
the Windward Islands and Eastern Venezuela ís presented in
Figure 4.
members

Horizon I - (ca. 200 B.C.- ca. A.D. 350)

Horizon f is characterised by diagnostic Cedrosan (to
use Rouse's terminology system) ceramics which first appear

in t.he Antillean island chain around the second century
8.C., which is the more conservative estimate (Rouse and
Allaire 1,978; Allaire 1995). Radiocarbon dates have been
obtained from Martinique (530 B.C. [Rouse ]-992:77]), St.
21

Martin (4th cent.ury B.C. lHaviser 1989b] ), and on the
eastern coasL of Venezuela (Rouse, Allaire, and Boomert
1-985:Table 4), suggesting a somewhat earlier occupation.
An import.ant aspect of the Sa1adoid period in the West
Indies is the speed at which the islands hrere colonised. As
the migration of Saladoid peoples from the mainland t.o t.he
island chain properly represents a migration or even repeopling (Rouse 1992) , it would not be wrong' t.o assume that
absolute dates associat.ed with this period would exhibit a
natural s1ope, with each island having successively later
dates and thus reflecting a gradual movement north from the
mainland. fn reality, however, Lhe absence of such a
gradual slope in the absolute dates, instead replaced wit.h a
cluster of early radiocarbon dates around the time of
Christ, suggesLs an extremely rapid populaLion dispersal. A
more proper characterisat.ion of this even may be termed a
population dispersal (Duval, in press).
As mentioned, t.his ceramic style was at one time
distinguished as the 'Insular Saladoid' period by Mat.tioni
and Bullen (1970) , Bullen and Bullen (L912) , and Mat.tioni
(L9'76), but is more commonly referred to as the Cedrosan
Saladoid subseries in the current literature (Rouse 1992) .
Ceramics associated with Horizon I are characteristically
very t.hin and hard. Common bell-shaped or carj-nated vessels
may be decorated \,vith simple negative white-on-red (VüOR)
paint., al-Lhough white-and-red negative-paint.ed designs are
2B

more common. Modelled-incised decorations are particularly

diagnost.ic, In addition, overal-1 red paint is fairly
common. Rim and side body lugs (somet.imes called ,nubbins, )
are usually simple, and may be outlined by incision.
vessel surfaces are usually not polished, thus leaving
a tlpical finish that is rather chalky in appearance. Linear
and curvilinear incisions on almost all vessels shapes do
occur, but are not as frequent as those in Horizon II.
Zone-incised-crosshatching designs are also especially
diagnostic of Horizon T.
Paste is tlrpically very dense, with tempering material
consisting of sand, quartz , or ot.her calcareous inclusions.
Because of this uniformity in paste constituents, Bullen
(I964, 1-965) initially characterised all early Saladoid.
ceramics into what he ca11ed the pearls series, after the
type site of Pearls on Grenada. Bullen,s pearls series
ceramics share morphological and stylistic

attribut.es of

what is referred to here as Horizon I.

It is important to not.e that the presence of tlrpical
Horizon I (or Cedrosan Saladoid) ceramics has not been
accepted by all archaeologists working in the greater
caribbean area as being representative of the first ceramic
age migranls in t.he Lesser Anti11es. Recent discussions
have emphasised a possible earlier migration from the
mainland, based primarily on t.he presence of a distinct
pottery sty1e.
29

For example, Rodriguez and Rivera (1"99L:46) claim that
the arrival of the first agriculturalists in the Antilles
took place a few centuries earlier than t,he conservative
second century B.c date. Their interpretations are based on
the presence of fine zoned-incised crosshatching designs.
Haviser (1993) states that. this decorative element. is
separate from the hallmark white-on-red painted v/are that is
so characteristic of the Saladoid series in the Lesser
Ant.i11es

Both Haviser and Rodriguez and Rivera, however, follow

the repeated assumptions forwarded by Luis Chanlatte (j_9Bj_),
who states that a certain ceramic style, distinct, from t.hose
associated with t.he Cedrosan Saladoid and which includes ZIC
\,vare, is found in certain sites in both puerto Rico and the
neighbouring island of vieques. while decorative elements
such as cross-hachured incisions and labial flanged vessels
are represented, chanlatte Baik has ident.ified elements such
as post-fire crusting and highly plastic outlined
crosshatching as representative of what he has caIled t.he La
Hueca Cultural Complex or even the Huecoid series from t.he
type site of La Hueca on Vieques (Chanlatte Baik 19Bj_).
Rouse (1-992) has recently suggested that La Hueca may
indeed represent a distinct subseries within the broad
Saladoid series. Recently, Chanlatt.e Baik (1995) has even
ident.ified a Huecan component. at the Hacienda Grande sit.e on
Puerto Rico, a site and style commonly associated with
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ceramics from the Cedrosan subseries (Rouse and Alegria
1-990). Chanlatte Baik (1995) seems to be correct in his

suggestion, as many "banded zíc" decorative styles (as

Allaire, pers.

, calls them) are found at Hacienda
Grande (Rouse and Allegria l-990: Plate 4)
Consequently, using t.he results of excavations at the
Hope Estate Site on St. Martin, Haviser (l-989b) shares
Chanlat.te Baik's views by implying that ZIC decoration
represents either a para11e1 or pre-Cedrosan Saladoid
movement from south America to the Lesser Antilles.
Rather
than a designation of a La Hueca Culture Complex, Haviser
(1993) refers t.o this manifestation as the "Early Ceramic
Culture".
In addition to ZIC ware, Haviser's "Early Ceramic
Culture" complex includes zoomorphic lugs and curvil_inear
incisions (Haviser 1989b), both of which occur in Horizon I
contexts throughout. the Lesser Ant.illes. According to
Haviser, Lhe inter-mixing of saladoid and t.his Early ceramic
CulLure was the catalyst. that spawned zoned-incised
crosshat.ching. Rouse has suggested that the Hope Estate
site may necessarily be t.he divergence point of Huecan and
Cedrosan Saladoid cultures (Rouse 1992; see also Siegel
comm.

.

1-99]-a)

"

the Leewards, early Saladoid peoples \¡¡ere
faced with the choice of two routes: (1) to the north via
the Virgin Island chain; and (2) t.o the west. via the Dut,ch
Upon reaching
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islands of St. Maarten, Puerto Rico, and Viegues (Rouse
L992) . La Heuca (or Chanlatte Baik,s La Hueca Complex),
Lhen, ftãy explain this westward movement of early saladoid
peoples, who developed a separate and highly distinctive
ceramic style upon reaching the southern coasts of puerto
Rico (where t.he La Heuca site is situated) .
Furthermore, while ceramic t.raits associaLed with what
may be a Huecan sub-series are indeed quite dist.inct from
t.he "painted ware" (Rouse 1,992) or white-on-red pottery of
cedrosan subseries, Zrc has been found on numerous windward
rslands, including st. vincent. This therefore counters the
claim that art.ifacts associated with the Huecoid series may
represent. a direct migration from the Rio Guapo in venezuela
t.o the island of Vieques, as originally suggested by
Chanlatt.e Baik (l-981-)
The concept of a separat,e Huecoid series in the early
ceramic period of the Lesser Antilles is indeed problemat.ic.
Roe (1988) was not convinced t.hat this ,complex', as
identified by Chanlatte Baik, was part.icularly
representative of an earlier movement of peoples into the
Antilles prior to the arrival of groups associated with
Saladoid series ceramics.
InsLead, Roe's (1988) and Allaire's (1995) suggestion
may be correct in that this highly distinctive style may
act.ually be representative of a distinct. ethnic group that
arrived with Saladoid pot.ters. This perhaps best
.
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characterises the dynamic nature of population movements
within the entire east.ern Caribbean.
Radiocarbon dat.es certainly support this hlpot.hesis, as
many sites exhibiting these traits occur within early
Saladoid contexts (Roe 19BB). In addition, despite the fact
t.hat Rouse (1992:81-83) emphasizes this dichotomy of
decoraLion by noting that vessel-s decorated with ZIC are
more hemispherical and made from darker paste (which may or

not be culturally selected), this may in fact. only
represent. morphological and stylistic variances within the
ceramics of the Saladoid series and independent of La Hueca.
For purposes of this sLudy, ZIC designs are included
under the designation of Horizon I. If subsequent evidence
is presented suggesting otherwise, it may be necessary to
alter this designation of two distinct. horizons in the
may

Windward Islands

"

St. Vincent.. In the literature, Horizon f (or Cedrosan
Saladoid) is best represented on St " Vincent by the
Kingst.own Post Office site on the southern coast of the
island (Rouse and Allaire I97B; Bull-en and Bullen 1972) . A
fragment of Strombus shel-I from t.he lower l-evels of this
site was dated to A.D" l-60 (Bullen and Bullen L9'72:153),
although this date may not be entirely re1iab1e, possibly
due to unmentioned contamination. In his latest published
chronological chart, Rouse (!992) assigns Cedrosan Saladoid
ceramics from St. Vincent to t.he Kingstown Post Office site.
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Figure 5. Saladoid vessel shapes from Martinigue
(from Mattioni 79''19, L982). Not to scale.
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The Kingstown Post. office síte is discussed in detail_ Iat.er

with relevance to the present study.
Martinique. Horizon I in the Windward fslands is
perhaps best known from t.he island of Martinique, from the
sites of Moulin 1'Etang, Vivé, Fond-Bru1e, Adoration, and La
salle, which are exclusively located in the fertile northern
coastal areas of the island (All-aire l-989 ) . Assigning early
saladoid style ceramics to a particular Horizon was first
estabrished on Martinique by Jacgues petitjean-Roget (1970)
and Henri Petitjean Rog,et (I975) and re-affirmed by

excavations by Mario Mattioni (1979, 1_980). As a result of

Mattioni's investigat.ions, the nature of Horizon f ceramic
styles on Martinique is best represent.ed by t.he site of
Vivé, which is located on the northeastern coast of the
island and dated to approximately A.D. 220 (Mattioni
1,919

:L4)

"

Following his excavations at Vivé on Mart.inique
(discussed below) , Mat.tioni (1976) was able to identify nine
vessel forms that. comprised the ,'grandes familles" of

Horizon I: "marmites" (cooking pots) , ',p1at,ines à manioc"
(griddles), "Boutei11es" (bottles),,'Bru1e-parfum', (incense

burners), "Vasques" (basins) (see Fig. B), "Coupes gravées"
(small- pedest.al bowls), "Vases à Ouicou" (beer-brewing
vessels) (fig. 1,b), âs well as vessel_s decorat.ed v,¡ith
geometrically zoned white-and-red paint (Fig. '7,a) , and
vessefs decoraLed in all over red paint. (Figs. 5, 6, and 7).
35
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Figure 6. Salaioid
_vessel shapes from Martinigue
(from MatEioni L919,
!982). Not Lo scale.
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Perhaps the most significant feature of the Vivé site

is the occurrence of two st.ratigraphic zones that were found
separated by a layer of st.erile volcanic tuff (Mat.tioni
L919). The lower zorre (Vivé I) was represented by t.1pica1
Horizon I ceramics, exhibiting features such as zonedincised-crosshatching and abundant thin, hard sherds, many
of which exhibit whít.e-on-red painted designs. The upper
zone (Vivé II) contaíned ceramics diagnostic of Horizon II
and will be discussed separaLely be1ow. Using geological
associations, this volcanic layer at Vivé is tentatively
dated to about A.D. 350 (Allaire 1-989)
.

Yet another significant. feature from Vivé is what
appears to be a living floor and heawy grinding stones,
which u/ere found during Mattioni's excavations.

Interestingly, large milling stones \^/ere found in close
proximity to a hearth feature on this living floor. Very
few sherds were recovered in this area, which
Allaire (1989) suggests was used for food production.
St. Lucia. Our knowledge of the presence of Horizon I
ceramics on St.. Lucia is quite limited. One of the most
recent contributions is the litt1e known, although extensive
excavations by an Austrian Leam, which were carried out in
the early 1-980s at the sit.e of Point.e de Cail-Ie on the
southeastern coasL of the island (Friesinger 1-986).
While most of the ceramics recovered at. t.he Pointe de Caille
site by Friesenger appear to date to later periods in the
37

Figure 7. SaLaccrd vessel shapes from Mart,inigue (aCapced from Guii.e
/-alì=¡¡i^-- u:v::è,
Musée DépartmenËal-, Mar::nqìle) . Scale is 5 cm.
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prehistory of the Vriindward Islands, the report illust.rates
numerous early period ceramics sherds found at. the site of
Canelles during "rescue dig" operations in 1,976 under t.he
direct.ion of Robert Deveaux (fig. 9) . Deveaux found rim
sherds from inverted bell-shaped vessels, of which one
exhibits zoned-incised-crosshatching. As a result, despite
the fact that in 1968 Bullen attribut.ed the lack of "pearls"
series ceramics on St. Lucia to an "unevenness in population
density" in the reg'ion, we know now that a definitive
Horizon I vras indeed present on St. Lucia. It is not.eworthy
that Horizon I ceramics were not mentioned by McKusick in
his early study of t.he archaeology of St " Lucia (McKusick
1_960

)

.

Barbados. The ísland of Barbados appears to be an
anomaly, in that. Horizon I artifact.s cont.inuously fail to
show up in eit.her surface surveys or controlled excavat.ions,
the latter of which have been quite extensive in the past l_0
years (Drewett. t99L) . Because t.hey are poorly represented,
it is often suggest.ed t.hat the first. agriculturalists from
the Sout.h American mainland may have initially blzpassed this
flat, d-ry island (Boomert 1,987,. Drewett 1,99L; Rouse L992) .
Despit.e the lack of definitive Horizon I ceramics on
Barbados, Harris (1991-:48) indicates that a few
unprovenienced finds have been found. One sherd from
the Harrison's Cave site is decorated with whit.e-on-red
paint, while an adorno from an unknown location exhibits
39
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zoned-incised-crosshatching. Fina11y, one rim sherd
from the site of Chancery Lane has a flared concavo-convex
shape, which may represent the tlrpical inverted bell-shaped
vessel that is so characteristic of this Horizon (Harris
L987 :48 ) . This evidence, ho\,vever, is sti11 inconclusive.
Grenada. No subst.antial archaeol-ogical work on Grenada
has been undertaken since the work of Ripley Bu11en in the
early 1960s (1964) " Whíle excavations by Keeg'an and Cody at.
t.he site of Pearls were conducted in the late 1-980s, the
fuIl results have yet. t.o be published (see, however, Cody
some

, and as a resul-t, Bullen's 1-964 publication remains
the most. significant contribut.ion t.o Saladoid archaeol-ogy on
the island.
Prior to Bullen and Bullen's report for St. Vincent
(L972) , Bul1en (]-964) est.ablished what was t.hen assumed t.o
be a definitive chronological sequence for Grenada, which
was subsequently applied to the other Windward Islands. The
invest.igations on Grenada by Bu11en demonstrated that early
Horizon I ceramics (then known to Bullen and others at the
time as Pearls series ceramics) are primarily found at. the
sites of Pearls and Black Point. The Pearls style is
considered tlzpical of what Mattioni and Bu1len (I970) have
termed the "fnsular Saladoid" period, and what can be here
included under a Horizon I designation.
While t.he site of Pearls was associated with the
earliest ceramic styles on Grenada, Bullen (l-964:35)
L990)
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Figure 9. Saladoid vessel shapes from
Scale is

st. . Lucia
5cm.

(from Friesenger

1-986)

assigned ceramics from t.he Black Point site to a separate
and even earlier phase in the prehistory of the island.

itself . His rat.i-onale for this was based on seriational
evidence, particularly the high frequency of plain and zoneincised-crosshatched sherds from this site. Therefore,
according to Bul1en, t.he traits associaLed with the Black
Point. phase are earl-ier than the lowest level-s he
encountered at Pearls, despite t.he f act that he did not
acquire any definitive radiocarbon dates for the Black point
surface finds.
the southern Windward fslands. Though not. the
prime focus of t.his sLudy, a brief examination of Horizon I
saladoid ceramics beyond the southern windward rsland chain
(that. is Grenada through St. Lucia) al-l-ows for a
contextualisation of the extenl of this ceramic series. For
most of the Leeward Islands, a definitive early Saladoid
occupation is fuIly recognised. Ceramic styles
associated with an early occupation on Puert.o Rico and the
island of Vieques are also known.
The most concl-usive association with Horizon I on the
island of Dominica is the Vei]le Case site on the
southeastern coast. The results have not been formally
published, alt.hough Al-laire (pers" comm.) was able to
examine some material housed in the yale peabody Museum.
Bevond

Furt.her north, the lowest l-evels of the
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wel_l- known

Figrure 10. Body sherds from the site of Cedros,
L974). Not t.o scale
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Trinida,l (from O1son

multi-component site of Morer on Guadeloupe have also
yielded ceramics which can properry be associated both with
Horizon r styles (clerc i-968) as well as Rouse's Huecan
Saladoid st.yles (Rouse L992) . Charcoal from t.his lower
level was dated to A.D. 220 (Bu]len and Bul1en L9'r2:153)

.

Antigua, Horizon I ceramics t^/ere found at some of
the deepest strat.igraphic levels at the site of rndian
Creek, which have been dated to A.D. 9j and A.D. j-85 (Rouse
1974, L976). This early Indian Creek phase (as defined by
Rouse) is charact.erised by zone-incised crosshat.ching,
white-on-red painted decoration, inverted. be11-shaped
vessels, and smal1 tabular lugs with light incised lines
(Rouse 1-976:35) . Early Horizon r sal-adoid sites have also
been found on Montserrat (Watt.ers l_980), Nevis (Wilson
t9B9), and St. Eustatj-us (Verst.eeg 1989, 1,99L) .
In the Greater Antil-les, where they had arrived by A.D,
i-00, characteristic Horizon r ceramics are best known from
the Hacienda Grande sit.e on t.he northern coast of puerto
Rico (Rouse and Alegria 1-990). Thin, hard white-on-red
painted pottery was recovered in early excavations by Rouse
On

(1963 [Bul]en and Bul]-en t9721) . As wel1, banded zonedincised-crosshatching was also recovered (Rouse l-963 [Bulren
and Bullen L972l ¡ Rouse and Allegria 1990) . Indeed, Rouse
(1992290-92) has suggested that the saradoid peoples on the

eastern coast of Puerto Rico formed a frontier with the
casimiroids, a non-ceramic manufacturing group who occupied
45

Hispaniola and Cuba from about 2000 B.C. to about A.D. 500.
At the site of Sorcé on the island of Viegues, few

utilitarian

and paint.ed vessels are present, yet abundant

found (see Rouse and Allegria 1-990:83-85).
Rouse and Allegria conclude that this hígh frequency of ZIC
ware may indicate a separate religious group that
" . . . decided to concentrate on the rit.es in which zic ware
ZTC ware was

Allegria 1990:84) . Rouse and
Allegria further suggest., in their attempt. to separate La
Hueca styles from Cedrosan (Horizon I) styles, t.hat the
occurrence of a dist.inct Huecan component. at Sorcé may be
explained as a distinct. "sociopolitical" group (1990:84).
!ùas employed" (Rouse and

Horr-zon

-L-L

Barrancoid Influences (ca.4.D.350

- ca. A.D.

550)

The degree to which Barrancoid influences penetrated
t.he West Indian island chain is important. in understanding

the nature of Horizon II in the Lesser Antilles. While a
pure Barrancoid manifestation is not present on any island
in the West Indies (aside from Trinidad) , the fu1l ext,ent of
these influences is not presently known. They are
distinctly expressed in the pottery (primarily decorative
elements), which is so widespread throughout the island
chain, including the Greater Antilles.
Yet another consideraLion that should be addressed is
46

the actual processes by which these influences were
manifested during this second Horizon in the Windward
Islands. As such, a number of possibilities can be
considered. First., under the assumpt.ion that a rel_atively
high degree of mobility exist.ed, we could therefore further
assume regular or sporadic contact between island g:roups and
Barrancoid peoples occupying the northern coasL of the sout.h
American mainland. As an alternat.ive, actual migrations of
Barrancoid peoples might have occurred, but for whatever
reason, DO pure Barrancoid manifestation was never achieved
in the islands. This is perhaps the case for Trinidad, but
the situation is not clear to the north. Third, the
increase in Barrancoid features in Saladoid ceramics could
be explained as the result of warfare (and perhaps
associated raiding for women or captives) between t.he
islands and the Sout.h American mainland" Whatever the case,
it is important to note t.hat characterising how these
features arrived in the island is difficult., as any number
of circumstances musL be considered.
Horizon II has been ref erred t.o by various terms.
"Modified Saladoid" was used by Bullen and Bullen in their
St. Vincent reporL (I912) and ceramic remains associated
with this period were referred to by Bullen as belonging to
the Simon series, which he also identified on Barbados,
Grenada, and Mart.inique (Bul-len L964, 1,976) . As Bu11en and
Bu11en (L976) have stated, Simon series ceramics are
47

generally thicker, yet continue to be tempered by fine
grained sand with occasional- sma11 pebbles.
Rather than characterising Horizon II as 'Modified
Saladoid' such as Bullen and Mattioni have done, the
expression "Developed Saladoid", âs suggested by Allaire
(1-995), bet.ter reflects the overall nature of t.hese
stylistic influences and changes from the mainland. We
might. in fact be dealing with what could be termed a
'Barrancoid of Saladoid Tradition' (A1laire l-995) .
distinct differences in the ceramics from the
Vrlindward Islands allow for a characterisation of this second.
archaeological horizon in the Saladoid period.
Chronologically, we distinguish between Horizon I and
Horizon II based on stylistic and morphological differences.
This is best. known from Martinique, which is discussed in
detail below. Second, ceramics associated with Horizon II
reflect a particular st.ylistic florescence (exhibited as
elaborate decorative elements in the ceramics) that can be
considered t.o have been firmly established in the Windward
chain by ca. A.D. 350.
The increase in stylistic influences as manifested in
ceramic styles potentially suggests a regional interaction
sphere that. not only included the coastal margins of Sout.h
America (primarily Venezuela) , but also the Vrlindward
Islands " ft is not known if this change in decorative
elements is at.tributed solely to the presence of an
Two
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interaction sphere or whether it may act.ually represent
movements of groups from mainland to the Antilles.
Sometime after ca. A.D. 350, unique and more baroque
characteristics begin Lo appear in the ceramics of the
Windward Islands (A1laire 1995) " Decorative styles
represented in the ceramics associated with this Horizon
become more abundant. and elaborate, polychrome-painted
decorations (consisting of orang:e, purple, ye11ow, brown,
and frequent use of white-red-b1ack) are introduced.
Alt.hough a continuation of geometric-painted areas is
present in t.his Horizon, more intricate forms of areal
painting become common.
Overall, vessels gienerally become thicker and sturdier.
Broad flanges on vessel lips also begin to appear, and are
often decorated with incisions, bot.h linear and curvilinear.
Horizon II is also regarded as the apex of white-on-red
paint.ed design. Like vessels from Horizon I, those from
Horizon II are frequently decorated in red paint. As
demonstrated at the Vivé site in Martinique, ho\,vever, a
darker red colour becomes more common (Musée Départmental,
1"99L)

.

Diagnost.ic incised styles include spiral or scroll

mot.ifs, âs well as lj-near or curvilinear incisions ending in
a point.. Generally, incisions become more elaborate, and
are oft.en deeper and wider than those of Horizolr I-. Areal
incised patterns are also found. Modelled incised
49

decoration also become more el-aborat.e and stylised,
emphasising particular features (such as the common ,pug,
nose) on frequent.ly found zoomorphic adornos. Zonedincised-crosshatching motifs continue to be applied to
vessel surfaces.
The inverted bell-shaped vessel associated with Horizon
f transforms into more varied forms on the same composite
principle. Four vessel tlpes become increasingly emphasised
in t.he Windward Islands during Horizon II" One of t,hese,
the Vase Mario, is a large vessel, often referred to as a
"vase à ouicou", or beer-brewing vessel (Mat.t.ioni- L976) ,
which may indicate the increased importance of this
practice
While present to some deg'ree in earlier Horizon I
contexts (as seen the Musée Départmental), the Vase Mario
"

likely reached its florescence in Horizon II. Earlier
Horizon I Vase Mario vessels are usually non-uniform in
shape and generally do not t.ake the characterist.ic form of
the larger, more graceful and sturdy Horizon II examples.
Shallow, open, basin-shaped vessels, known as

'vasques', become cornmon in Horizon II contexts, although
they are also found in Horizon I sites,. Vasgues are
essentially shallow bowls or basins and are often painted in
t.he tlrpical dark red colour and usually decorated with
either linear or curvil-inear incision on the insi-de of an
outfl-arinq rim.
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Third, cylindrical incense burners seem to reach their
apogee during this Horizon. While Mattioni (I976) indicates
that incense burners are found in earlier Horizon f sites,
this has yet t.o be firmly established in definitive
chronological contexts from other islands in both the
vriindward and Leeward groups. rncense burners are not common
outside the islands and are not tlzpical of easLern
Venezuela.

Finally, an increase in the freguency of effigy vessels
is associated with this Horizon. These vessels are
represented in the form of an animal, and are usually
heavily decorated with various incised or painted styles.
Often, the head of an animal is represented by an over-sized
adorno on the edge of a 1ow vessel or bow1. Stylised
incisions characteristic of Barrancoid styles in Venezuela
al-so complement these adornos, and often represent animal
legs, such as the frog (Petitjean Roget L977; Allaire l_981_)
or other body parts.
Indeed, the unique decorative t.rait.s associated with
Horizon II in the Windward Islands are reminiscent of those
which define t.he Barrancoid tradition of the Lower Orinoco
in South America (Cruxent and Rouse l-958 -1,959; Rouse and

Allaire L97B) . This tradition is characterised by ceramic
styles such as Barrancas and Los Barrancos along the middlelower Orinoco, and the Mabaruma Phase in Guyana (Cruxent and
Rouse 1958-l-959; Meggers and Evans 1-960). While a true
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Barrancoid manifest.ation is not represented in the Lesser
Ant.i1les, these inf luences nonetheless indicate t.hat some
degree of interaction was present.

fn Guyana, the Mabaruma phase, âs defined by Meggers
and Evans (1-960), is dated to about A.D. 500 and includes
vessel shapes and, to some degree, decorative el-ements which
are often similar t.o those which are evident. in Horizon rr
ceramics in t.he windward rslands. sanoja (1976) points out
that. the Barrancoj-d stylistic nature of the Mabaruma phase
is reminiscent of ceramic decorative styles from Barrancas
on the lower-middle Orinoco River rather than the Los
Barrancos style which is later than Barrancas (Cruxent and
Rouse 1-958-l-959; Rouse L964) .

Trinidad. BoomerL (L987 ) offers a different t.heory
about these mainland influences in the windward rslands. As
he sees it, t.he Palo Seco style or complex in Trinidad
(tlpical Horizon II) bears heaw\¡ similarities to mainland.
Barrancoid ceramics, and has therefore referred to this subseries as the Palo secan saladoid (1987). There is no doubt
that Palo seco represents some degree of mainland influence;
broad, thin flanges are present, often emphasising broad
incisions (Rouse 1,947:95) . Some polychrome paint is present,
but no zone-incised-crosshat.ching has been observed in any
Horizon II contexts so far.
A pure Barrancoid manifest.at.ion can be attributed to
the Erin style ceramics found on Trinidad (Allaire 1995;
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Harrís 1,918,' Rouse !947). Erin style ceramics are t.he
thickest. on the island (Rouse 1,947:95). They are usually
smooLhed on the interior with a coarse gritty interior.
Tncision and modelled-incised decoration is also found,
usually on the rims or handles of some vessels (Rouse
L941:95). The spiral, or scro11, motif is particularly
common (Rouse L947:95)

"

Consequently, while the Erin ceramics may represent

a

true Barrancoid manifestation on the island, those from pal-o
Seco seem to exhibit. ceramic elements that al1ow their
placement into Horizon II of the Windward Islands. fn this
sense, Harris' suggestion (1978) of a Barrancoid/Saladoid
tradition (Pa1o Seco) and a Lrue Barrancoid tradition (Erin)
perhaps confuses the nature of these influences and raises
the question as to why Trinidad was the only offshore island
near the continent to wit.ness direct Barrancoid migrations.
Allaire (1995) has suggested t.hat the Cedros - palo Seco
continuum directly emulated the developmenLs within the
Windward Islands, but the Erin style appears to be unique,

appearing around A.D. 500.

It is very possible, âs suggest,ed by Rouse (L992), that
Trinidad may have been at. the cent.re of a large region of
interactions, which could therefore explain the presence of
these diverse styles from the mainland. If this were true,
Lhis could serve to illustrate the fact that Ínst.ead of
definitive migirations of Barrancoid peoples into the island
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chain, selective int.eract.ion with groups on Trinidad and the
mainland ultimately allowed for the spread of ideological
values and cultural t.raits. These are part.icularly
not.iceable in the change in decorative styles during t.his
period. It is also possible that intra-regional trade
networks \^/ere responsible f or these inf l_uences.
St. Vincent. Horizon IT ceramics on St. Vincent are
best characterised in t.he Arnos vale style, from the Arnos
Vale Swamp sit.e (Bu]Ien and Bullen 1,9j2) . Rouse,s recent
chronological chart (1992) indicates that "cedrosan saladoid
with Barrancoid infl-uences" are best known from this site on
the southern coasL of the island. charcoal from the Arnos
vale swamp site was dated to A.D. 41,0 (Bullen and Bul-len
1972:l-53), which is consistent. with radiocarbon dates for
Horr-zon 11.

Ot.her sites on St. Vincent described by Bull_en and

Bullen (!912) that yielded "Modified sal-adoid" (Horizon rr)
ceramics include the lower l-evels of the Buccament Inlest
Rocksherter site, Queensbury, stubbs, the Texaco Tank site
(near Arnos Vale) , Camden park, and Lot 1,4. The
significance of these sit.es are discussed in the next
chapter.

Martinisue" Like Horizon I in the prehist.ory of the
windward rslands, Martinique has provided the best examples
of Horizon II ceramics, bot.h in style and morphological
attributes. Sites on Martinique in which Horizon II
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ceramÍcs were recovered include Diamant and vivé.

Horizon

II is well represent.ed by ceramics from 1eve1 fI at Vivé
(Lehouillier 1'974). rn the upper layers of vivé r, however,
an admixLure of Horizon r and Horizon rr ceramics was found
by Bul1en and Mattioni (I972:225).
In addition to the research by petitjean-Roget (l_975)
and Matt.ioni (1,979; l-980), surface collecting and limited

test excavations carried out by Allaire and Mattioni in j-g83
at t.he séguineau sit.e (1989) . As yet unpublished, A1l-aire,s
field notes indicat.e that. the majority of ceramics
encountered are att.ributed to Horizon II, based on
decorat.ive and morphological characteristics.
St. Lucia. One of the bet.ter known Developed Saladoid
sit.es on St. Lucia is Troumassée, from which an early phase
(A) r^/as established by Marshall McKusick (1_960). The
description of Troumassée A ceramics provided by McKusick
are identical t.o the tlrpical ceramic styles associated with
Horizon rr" rncised flanges are present. as are white, red.,
and black-painted zones . McKusick also notes (1960 : j-l-0 )
boat-shaped vessels and effigy vessels from t.his part.icular
phase at Troumasée. Some of t.he materials recovered by
Deveaux at Cannelles can also be considered diagnostic of
Horizon ff (Friesenger 1986; see also Fig. 9).
Barbados. Very few sherds that. exhibit stylistic
element.s that would place them in an Horizon rr context have
been found on Barbados. summarising the results of research
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conducted by Drewett (199L) , Harris (Lgg1,) stat.es that

some

of Bu11en's tlzpes, such as 'interior incised, and ot.her fine
incisions, are found at chancery Lane on the southern coast.
In addition, some sherds which exhibit a cream slip have
been f ound at the site of Hillcrest, on t.he southern coast.
Harris attributes this slip colour "Saladoid/Barrancoid
t.imes" (1991:89), although this is not yet concl_usive. The
lack of Horízon r ceramics and t.he presence of Horizon rr
ceramics suggests that the island may have been initially
populated in Horizon II times
Grenada. For Grenada, Bullen (]-964:53-54) established
a chronologically distinct Sal-t pond phase, which is lat.er
than the previous middle and Bl-ack point phases. Horøever,
while Bullen attributed this Salt pond phase to a later
development of t.he Pearls seríes ceramics, the ceramics
described by Bu1len (1'964:54) from salt pond are typically
Horizon fI in nature. For example, the wide, incised
flanges Bu11en encountered at the site are quite diagnost.ic
of this second Horizon"
Bevond the Southern Windward Islands. On Guadeloupe,
Horizon rr decorative styles are best. represented at Morel,
part.icularly in 1evel fI (Clerc l-968) . For Dominica,
eetitjean Roget's t97B report of his reconnaissance of the
island once again provides the only reference to the
presence of Horizon II ceramics on Dominica. Near the
village of Soufrière on the extreme southern coast,
"
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Pet.itjean Roget was able to find tlpical Horizon fI
ceramics.

Direct Barrancoid styristic influences are recognised
north of the windward rsland chain (in other words, beyond
Dominica) at t.he site of Hacienda Grande on Puerto Rico
(Al1aire 1-995). rn between, the Mitl Reef phase on Antigua
has some distinctive elements that share with the Mabaruma
Phase i-n Guyana and certainl-y within the windward Tsl-and.s
(Hoffman L976)

.

Morse and Rouse (1995) have recently concluded that the

Indian Creek site on Antig'ua, once t.hought. to be
representative of the early, or Cedrosan, Saladoid period,
is in fact " l-ate Saladoid" , based. on the presence of
Barrancoid (Horizon rr) trait.s in the ceramic corlections.
The aut.hors indicate that " []-limbs and spiral motives Isic]
decorat.e the int.erior of bowl-s and head lugs are prismat.ic
in shape rather than rounded... " (1-995:6)"
At t.he Golden Rock site on St. EustaLius, many of the
vesser shapes are tlrpical of saradoid series vessel shapes
(versteeg and schinkel 1'992) . Decorat.ion in paint.ed styles
is also typical of Horizon II, especially complex red.-onwhite and broad incisions. As wel1, black-painted designs
are reported, bul t.hese are not discussed in any detail be
t.he authors.

At the site of Sorcé on Vieques, some elements can be
observed that may in fact be traced to t.hese Barrancoid
5'7

influences in the windward chain. A particular bird pend.ant
illustrat.ed is particularly suggestive of these mainland
influences, as pointed out. to Rouse by .Tose oliver (Rouse
L992:87).

This Sorcé style of Saladoid ceramics, which is
represent.ed by the presence of polychrome-painted decoration
(in red, orangie, and whit.e) and complex positive white-onred-painted designs, supports the assumption that. Barrancoid
influences occurred past t.he Lesser Ant.i1les (Chanlat.te Baik
1983 )

.

rf these infl-uences did in fact penetrate the Lesser
Antilles and some of the Greater Antill-es, this Barrancoid
st.ylistic expansion may have been, âs Al-1aire (1995) has
pointed out., one of the great.est. stylist.ic f]orescent phases
in the prehistory of t.he region. A bett.er understanding of
these influences must necessarily include more detailed
investigations in their suggested homeland along the
northern coast of Sout.h America.
Summarv

The early Saladoid period in the prehistory of the
windwards Tsland can best be characterised as two distinct

archaeological 'Horizons', based almost. entirely on
stylistic differences. The díst.inct differences between
these two Horizons has always been known, but. have been
5B

referred to as the cedrosan saladoid subseries and the
cedrosan saradoid subseries with Barrancoid influences. The
term Horízon, ho\n/ever, seems to bett.er reflect the precise
nature of these differences.
The stylistic differences between these to Horizons are
most noticeable on Martinique, but are also manifested on
other windward islands. changes in decorat.ive traits on
ceramics vessels beginning around the middle of fourth
century A.D. can be fikened to either regional influences or
actual migrations of groups from t.he mainland of South
America, particurarly Guyana, buL perhaps the lower orinoco
River va1ley as we1l.
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CHAPTER TTT

SALADOID STTES ON ST. VINCENT

Of the 26 sites encountered during the survey in 1,993
and L994 (Allaire and Duval 1995), six were locat.ed in which
the majority of the ceramics recovered exhibit. stylistic
and/ or morphological attribut.es that are characterist.ic of
the Saladoid period in the Lesser Ant.illes. These u¡ere: (1)
Sandy Bay; (2) Spring; (3) Escape; (4) Brighton; (5) Arnos
Vale; and (6) the Buccament site cluster (Fig" 11). Three
of these sites (Sandy Bay, Escape, and Spring) are located
along the windward coast of the island while only one (the
Buccament cluster) is l-ocated on the leeward coast. Two
sites (Brighton and Arnos Vale) were found on the sout.h
coast, facing the small island of Bequia. Bullen and Bullen
(L972) locat.ed eight furt.her Saladoid sit.es (see Fig. 11) .
Three of Lhese (Kingstown Post office, Arnos vale swamp and.
Field, and Texaco Tank) are on t.he southern coast, whil-e two
(Stubbs and Lot. L4) was located along the windward coast.
Three sites (Queensbury, Buccament West Rockshelter, Camden
Park, are located on the Leeward coast, although eueensbury
is located approximately 3 km inland in the Buccament
Valley. Lot 14, like Queensbury, is of special interest in
t.hat it is found inland, which is unusual for saladoid sites
in the Lesser Antilles
-
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_
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of St. Vincent showing Saladoid sites.
represent those sites surveyed in r-993-r-994.
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During the 1,993-1-994 surveys, ân attempt was made to
relocate the sit.es mentioned by the Bullens in t.heir Lg72

report.

Of the eight Saladoid siLes mentioned by the
Bu11ens, three were relocaLed: Arnos vale, camden park, the
Buccament west Rockshelter. The site of eueensbury could
not be relocated. Time restrict.ions prevented the relocation
of the stubbs and Lot 1,4 sites. The Texaco Tank site has
since been dest.royed t.hrough construction activit.ies.

also been disturbed due to the construct.ion
of indust.rial plants and shipping facilities
camden Park has

Site Descriptions
Bav. The site of Sandy Bay (SBy) was originally
located on a plateau around the modern school in New sandy
Bay Village on the north Windward side of the island (Fig.
1,2) " The small- Cayo River flows immediately south of t.he
site. The Bullens vaguely described. the site they cal-led.
New Sandy Bay, but it is likely the same site visited in
L994 in the company of Dr. Earl-e Kirby. In their reporL,
the Bullens had stat.ed that
...there is a steep eroded bank separating the higher
land by the road from the lower or beach area. A
drainage ditch has been dug down this bank while
construction near the road has resulted in an
accumulation of dirt and debris at. the crest of the
eroded bank (Bu11en and Bullen 1-972:66)
The site is occupied, âs they are so oft.en on St.
Vincent, by a school and adjacenL asphalt-covered.
Sandv

.
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Figure 1-2. Map of the Sandy Bay sit.e. Scale is

1-00m.

playground. Abundant sherds below the school on a steep
slope were recovered, which undoubtedly arrived t.here during
construction activities in the surrounding area and. were
forced down the slope itself . The sma1I plat,eau on which
the school sit.s slopes down to an extensive beach area (3040 m away) and smalI drainage dit.ch at the base of the
s1ope.

The drainage ditch mentioned by the Bullens runs

immediately t.o the east of the school along the lower part.

of the

embankment on

which the school stands. It appears,

however, that the large accumulation of soil and backfill,
which was formed as a result of the construction of the

the Bullens recovered. most of
their material, has since been either destroyed, hauled
ah/ay, or eroded. It is reasonable to assume that the area
from which \,ve recovered the sherds in this collection is in
very close vicinity to the area mentioned by Bul1en and
Bu11en (1,972:66) as a result. of the very abundant remains.
Very little veget.ation cover is present on the sit.e
itself . The extent of t.he site was dif f icult t.o det.ermine
as modern resident.ial development. is considerable. As the
site is in t.he immediate vicinity of both the Cayo River, it
may be assumed that the ent.ire area (some 200 m2) may have
Windward Highway, and where

been occupied.

Pottery recovered at the Sandy Bay site not only
includes tlpical sal-adoid sherds, but al-so sherds f rom later
64

prehistoric periods (Suazoid) and historic materials
(Cayoid) (A11aire and Duval l-995). Only the Saladoid
material, ho\dever, is considered in this study.
Sprinq. The sit.e of Spring (SPe) is located on the
central Vriindward coast of the island, approximately 60
meLres inland from the At.lant.ic Ocean and immediat.ely to the
wesL of t.he Windward Highway (Fig. L3; P1. 5 and 6, B) . A
sma1l river lies immediately to the south edge of the site.
The site lies on a small t.errace near the river above a
small- cove. Like the Escape locaIity, the sit.e lies
approximately 1,0-20 m above sea level. Surrounding
vegetation consist.s of cultivated land (bananas), areas of
girass and ta1l shrubs, and occasional palm Lrees.
The Bull-ens (L912:69) describe the site as "...siLuated
in the high bank or second terrace of a river a litt.le north
of Spring Ithe village] " (Bullen and Bull-en 1972:69) . They
furt.her note that the site is "a lit.t.l-e wesl" of the coast.al
road (the Windward Highway) . It is likely that this is t.he
same area encountered during our survey.
Vrlhen visited in 1,993, ârr apparently recent smal1 paved
access road was observed to the west and perpendicular to
the Windward Highway. To achieve a level- surface (with the
Windward Highway) for t.his access road, approximately ten
meters of earth had recent.ly been cut into t.he sloping
terrace at the north edge of the sit.e. As a result, layers
of soil- are clearly exposed alongside the access road,
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yielding pottery throughout the road cut to the vrlindward
Highway. A clear stratigraphy was observed, however, and
sherds were observed eroding to a depth of 30 cm (see pl.
s)

.

Sherds rdere observed eroding out of t.he road cut. on

both sides of the road. Sherds on each sid.e were kept.
separaLe when collected (designations of spring j- and spring
2 were used) . The area on t.he south side of the road
yielded primarily saladoid series ceramics, while the area
on the nort.h side of t.he road yierded later period ceramics,
including a Cayoid componenL and historic materials.
The Escape Localitv.

The Escape site is rocated on the

central windward coast of st. vincent and immediat.ely north
of the 1994 excavations at the Argyle site (A11aire and
Duval- 1995) . Alt.hough the site is known to Dr. Kirby (wittr
some col-lections housed in the National Museum), it was rediscovered in l-993. curiously, no mention is made by Bullen
and Bu11en (L912) to this area. The Escape ]ocality is subdivided int.o three extensive concenLration areas (Fig . l.4)
The area in which the three Escape concentration areas
are located is a 1ow plateau only 1,0-20 m above sea 1eve1,
and approximatery 200 m from the coast. This flat area land
extends t.oward the interior for approximately 2-3 km. The
area where t.he Escape cluster is located is
unique as it is one of the few areas on the isrand where
.
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relatively extensive flat land is found. sherds \^/ere spread
over wide areas, likeIy the result of agricultural
activities in Lhe area. As ment.ioned in Chapter t,
precipitation amounts in this area are lower than the
leeward coastal areas, âs the effect.s of orographic
precipitat.ion provides most of the moisture on the rugged
mountainous leeward side (Caribbean Conservation
Association, l-993 )
At this time, it is not clear if the entire Escape area
can be considered as a singrle site. Due to the lack of
exposed soil throughout. much of the area to the south of a
nearby school, it is not known if any cu1t.ural mat.erial is
located there. It may be tentatively suggest.ed, ho$/ever,
that. this entire area of flat land may have been a
habitation area throughout. prehist.ory. ff this \,vere indeed
the case, then the extent of the sit.e could approach 200-250
.

m2.

The current vegetat.ion cover consists primarily of

short grass used for cattle grazing, along with a few small
agricultural plots. At the time of the surveys, peanuts and
bananas were being cultivat.ed in the immediat.e vicinity of
the site cluster" Our survey recovered sherds primarily
from dit.ch areas and road cuts.
Escape 1. Concentration area ESl is a dit.ch embankment
thaL is located approximately B0 m from the Windward Highway
and approximately 1-20 m from the coast (p1. 4) . This dit.ch
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embankment runs para11el

to the access road from its origin
at the windward High\¡/ay" The ditch enrlcankment varies in
height, ranging from a few metres high to virtually 1eve1
with the field which lies to the south. Sherds lvere
observed eroding out of t.he embankment. itself , âs well as at
the bottom of the ditch"
The highest level of t.he embankment occurs immed.iately
opposite of the school access road, which runs perpendicular
to t.he primary access road, al-lowing access Lo interior
housing developments and agricult.ural land. The embankment
is situat.ed directly sout.h of a large school (constructed in
the nineteenth century as an Anglican church) and was 1ike1y
constructed at the same time as the road t.hat services both
the school and the few resident.ial homes to the west. This
road 1ike1y follows the course of an old stream, the
presence of which is suggest.ed by t.he topography of the area
and early maps produced by the Direct.orate of Overseas
Surveys in England.
The extent of this concentration appears to run the
entire dist.ance of the ditch itself , which in l_993 \^ias
approximately 40-50 m. As we1l, some sherds \,vere recovered.
in areas of exposed soil immediate above the ditch on the
flat land used for catt.le grazing.
Escape 2. Concentration area ES2 is a smaIl field west
of concentration area ESl-. With the help of Morrison
Baisden (who also accompanied the Bull-ens during their
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survey in the lat.e 1960s), lve investigated the field in
L993. rt is locat.ed approximatery 200 m from the windward
Highway and approximatelv 240 m from the coast. This fierd

is a gent.ly sloping parcel of land that was being used. in
1,993 t.o cultivate peanuts. In 1"994, ân access road that
splits several cultivated fields to t.he south was
investigated, yielding a few more sherds. The road
eventually turns west and leads to a sma11 hotel. Only a
few sherds were recovered from this access road, and these
r^/ere included in the ES2 designation.
The extent of the site is difficult. to determine, âs
the area between concentrat.ion area ES1 and ES2 is covered.
in grass, thus allowing very little exposed soíl where
sherds could be observed on t.he surf ace. As mentioned., it
is possible that concentration ES2 could be part of the ESIconcenLration area and form one sit.e.

3. Concent.ration area ES3 is the area along
both the access road immediately below the school and the
rough road t.hat leads directly t.o the school, which lies on
the top of low hi11. Numerous sherds, most of which were
very sma11, Ìdere observed eroded out. of the road track
itself " A sma1l field (currently being used for the
cultivation of bananas and some sugar cane) at the bottom of
the hill but to the west. of the school access road. was
surveyed, but yielded no artifacts.
Escape

11,

Briqhton. The sit.e of Brighton (BRT) is located on the
southeasLern shores of St. Vincent on a gently sloping
p1ain, immediately south of Ribishi point and north of the
Milligan Cay islet (Fig. l-5). The site itself is located
only slightly above sea leve1. The Bullens (r972) indicate
that their site of Brighton is l_ocated on a ,' . . . terrace
beside the southern bank of the Brighton River.', As with
most sites mentioned in the Bullens' text, \d€ were not able
to precisely locate the area to which t.hey refer, but it. is
very likely the same area \^/ere we collected sherds.
When the Bullens investigat.ed the site during their
survey, t.hey recovered very f ew sherds, most of which \^/ere
representat.íve of later prehistoric periods in the
"cul-Livated fiel-d" near the Brighton River. "Simon-pearls,'
ceramics \,vere recovered by the Bullens eroding from the
"terrace", whose exacL location could not be determined.
The Brighton s j-t.e was f irst visited in l-993. The site
lies immediately west of the mouth of the Diamond River
where it enters the Atlantic Ocean. A smalI access road
carries Lhe occasional vehicle from Bright.on Vil1age to a
black sand beach area. Most sherds were recovered along
fence embankments which form a soil ridge perpendicular to
the road. These embankments range in height from a few
meLres to the same l-eve1 of the road" Some sherds, however,
\,vere recovered from the road surface itself . During our
survey/ sherds were recovered from approximat.ely a 60-BO m2
12
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Figr.::e 1-5. Map of the Brighton
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site. Scale is

100m.

area. The true and exact size of the site is not known,
although it 1ike1y extends to the pastured land inland from
t.he shore, which could not be investigated during the
surveys.

Despite the fact that Lhe area in which the site is
located appears relatively dry, it does exhibit patches of

alluvial, fertile soils. The entire beach area is occupied
by extensive sand dune format.ions, which seem to be some of
the largest on the island (Deane l_985:L93-L94). Localised
patches of grass have covered these dunes. Today the area
around the site supports a veget.ation cover consisting of
various crops grown by loca1 farmers, small shrubs, and.
pasture land. Trees line the Diamond River and the beach
areas. The immediate area is likely to have changed
significantly since prehistoric times, especially with
regard to sea level-s. As a result, parts of the Brighton
site may be covered by these dunes.
Arnos Vale localitv.
Arnos Vale is perhaps t.he most.
ext.ensive site locality on St. Vincent, as it occupies a
broad bay south of Kingstown near the present site of the
E.T. Joshua airport (Fig. L6; p1. 3). This flat a11uvial
plain is drained by the Greathead River. Today, the area
has been extensively disturbed, with t,he construction of not
only the airport, but the Arnos Vale Sports Complex and
oLher industrial and residential- buildings.
In their 1,972 report., the Bullens mention two sites in
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the Arnos Vale area, which itself is located immediately
east of the modern E. T. ,Joshua airport.: the Arnos vale swamp
site and the Arnos Vale Field sit.e. Al_though t.he exact.
locations are not clear in t.he Bullens, report, the Arnos
Val-e Swamp site refers to t.he large sv¡amp area to the
immediate north of the playing field.
The Arnos vale Field
sit.e refers to the low 1evel area "south of the airstrip and
wesL of the southernmost. part of the Greathead River"
(Bullen and BuI1en L9'72:85).
The "swamp" has since disappeared, and is now covered
with grass and small shrubs, wit.h no exposed areas of
exposed soil in this area. The area therefore did not yield

ceramic remains when surveyed tn L994. Likewj-se, the field
to t.he west of t.he Greathead River (or warro\^¡warrow River)
covered in light. grass vegetation with some small shrubs
and trees toward the coast" No sherds were recovered from

I^ras

this area.
The site area designated as Arnos Vale (anV¡ was
investigat.ed during the survey is located essentially along
t.he fence that. borders the eastern boundaries of the
airfield of the E.T. .Toshua airport on the southern coast of
the island (Fig. 1-6). rt lies only slightly above sea level
on a large, f1at. plain. At the time, workmen lvere in the
process of digging a large trench, some l-.5 m deep, along
t.he f ence f or about. l- . 5 km toward the Caribbean Sea. The
backfill of this trench was searched, and abundant ceramic
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sherds \^/ere recovered here.
The area in the immediate vicinity

of the Arnos Vale
Sports Complex was also surveyed, buL yielded no ceramic
material. The construction date of this comprex courd not
be determined, and coul-d thus stand on what the Bullens
identified as the Arnos vale Field sit.e. Because detailed.
maps were not provided in t.he Bullens' report, this is not
certain. some areas along the banks of the warrow\^/arro\^r
River rú¡ere surveyed, but again, no ceramic remains $/ere
recovered. Kirby (pers. comm. ) suggests that the course of
the river has been ext.ensively altered due to modern
construction activit.ies
Two nearby sites described by the Bullens (1,9j2:73,87),
the Coconut. Oil Fact.ory sit.e and the Texaco Tank site, \,vere
not relocat.ed during the survey. Both have since been
destroyed as a result of either indust.rial or residential
.

development

"

The Buccament Localitv.

The Buccament Valley is

locat.ed on the western, or Leeward side of t.he j-sland, lying
immediately south of the village of Layou. The va11ey is

very fertile, which is indicat.ed by the presence
of extensive agricult.urar act.ivities observed during visits
in l-993 and l-994. Three days in 1993 and two days in tg94
hrere spent surveying the site, which is famous for t.he
petrogllrphs in the nearby East Rockshelter (Kirby 1969).
A number of distinct. pottery concentrat.ion areas \,vere
known t.o be
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located within the valley itself (fig. ]-7) . These
concentration areas are either road cuts (as in BC1 , Bc2,
BC3), field areas (BC4), exposed cuts along cliff

, or t.he rockshelters (BER and. BVrIR)
At t.his time, however, the spatial extent of t.he sites
encounlered in the valley is not known. All concentration
areas 1ay at. or slightly above sea level, âs t.he valley
floor is fairly level with both the Buccament River and the
Caribbean Sea. The only site areas investigated by the
Bullens were the west and East Rockshelters. All other
areas located during our survey are not ment.ioned by the
Bullens in t.heir report.
r. BuccaÍlent west RocksheLter. The focus of our survey
in the Buccament vaIley during the L993 field season u/as
initially the Buccament va11ey west Rockshelter, as t.his was
the location of several test pits conducted by the Bullens
during their survey (1912) and others (see Bullen and Bullen
1972) (P1 . 7) . During t.heir t.ests at the west shelter, Lhe
Bullens recovered significant amounts of saradoid period
ceramics . "Modif ied Saladoid,' and " Insular Saladoid,'
ceramics were recovered to a depth of 1-50 cm and remain
consistent. throughout their pit. rt cou1d. therefore be
expected that any sherds recovered on the surface of the
shel-ter might reflect an early saladoid occupation. During
our survey, abundant sherds were recovered from the surface
of the west rockshelter, but most. of these date to later
embankments (BCC area)

.

19

prehistoric periods. No saladoid series sherds u/ere
recovered on the floor of the Buccament west. Rockshelt.er
itself.
The Bullens (!972:l_03-115) indicate that the west
shelter was "...eroded from a soft stratum of tuff, probably
by wave action during a \,varm period of the preistocene when
t.he oceans had a higher stand that aL present" (Bullen and
Bullen L912:l-03). From the floor of the west rockshelt,er,
they note that the land gradually slopes down and north to
the floodplain level of the Buccament River. At. the time,
t.he Bullens (1972:l-03) \,vere able to locat.e sherds along t.his
slope. rn bot.h ]-993 and 1994, this same slope was used for
cattle grazing. As a result, very 1itt1e exposed soil was
evident and thus no ceramic fragments were recovered. from
this area.
The Bullens al-so note (L972:103) t.hat this gradual and
then steep slope below the shelter may indicaLe an
"underlying midden or occupational dump deposit. " No
evidence of a midden or any other "dump deposit,, was found
during surveyi-ng activiLies in i_993 and j_994.
rr. Buccament East Rockshelter. The Buccament East
Rockshelter (BER) , the location of numerous petrogllphs (see
Kirby L969) , hras not as profit.able in terms of ceramic
concentrat.ions as the BuccamenL west. Rockshelt.er. on the
slopes of the East shel-ter however, a path l-eads from the
access road to the east shelter itself . Sherds \^/ere
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recovered from this pat.h. Bu1len and Bullen (L972:116) noLe
that sherds were found in the same area. No sherds were
recovered from the floor of t.he East shelter, either d.uring
our survey or by t.he Bullens (1972:l-16).

III.

Cuts and, Ditch Embankments. The following
concentration areas 1ie along the gravel access road that
Road,

links the lower end of the Buccament va11ey (near the coast)
to the Leeward Highway. Sherds from t.he following three
concentration areas were recovered eroding out of a ditch
embankment. The concentration area of BC4 ties on a gently

sloping parcel of land to the south of the same access road.
As mentioned, a separate area of sherd collect.ion took place
along the access road from the Leeward Highway to the
coastal area.
Buccament J-. The concentration area BC1 lies 120 m
west of the shoreline in the Buccament Va11ey. A sma1l
ditch embankment averaging " 65 m thick is e>qrosed along the
sout.h side of the access road to the beach area. Most sherds
were recovered f rom t.his embankment.. This concenLration
area is separated from the BC2 concentration area by a
sterile 'gap' area of about 20 m in length.
Buccament 2 " This concentration area is a separate
area f ound along the same dit.ch embankment as BC1. The
combined area of both BC1 and BC2 is about 60-10 m along the
road. The extent of the sit.e to t.he south and north of the
road could not be determined.
Bl-

3. The concentration area designated as BC3
is located 360 m from t.he beach on the south side of the
access road that leads to t.he rockshelters and continues for
approxímately 20 m. As the val-ley has been repeat.edly
cul-tivated ín recent times, it is unlikely that any sherds
recovered here v/ere still in situ.
Buccament 4. During the 1,994 f ield season, t.his
concent,ration area (BC4) \,vas located immediately south of
the access road along a gentle slope t.hat leads to the same
cliff embankment.s that flank the va11ey (pl. l_). Sherds
were found eroding out of soil t.hat was being disturbed by
rooL action of smal1 bushes along the s1ope.
IV. Buccament Constructíon. This concentration area
(Bcc) was f irst. surveyed in l-993, when sherds 'vvere observed
and collected along a smal-l area ímmediately to the
sout.hwest of the beach at the meeting of an access road and
beach proper (Pl. 2). when the Buccament construction area
was visit.ed again on 3 June , L994, four separat.e areas of
artifact concentrat.ion were subsequently observed. As all
four areas are in close proximity to the original site, t.hey
were designat.ed as belonging to the broad Buccament
Construction site area but given further sub-aerial
designations of A, B, C, and D.
Area A is bordered t.o the north by the access road that
leads to the beach and to the west (i.e., toward the
Caribbean Sea) by a recent road used for construction
Buccament
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equipment and l-eads uphilI to the top of the cliff
embankment.

"

Area B lies to the west. of the steep access road.
sherds were recovered along the side of the this road,

especially in the fill used in its construct.ion. Areas c
and D are located along the t.owering cliffs that fl-ank the
valley. During the 1,993 survey season, Lhese two sub-areas
v¡ere designat.ed as Bcc. rn 1,994, however, two distinct
artifact concentration areas were observed, separated by
approximately 20 m of st.erile surface.
Other Saladoid Sites on St. Vincent
Perhaps t.he most significant and. certainly well- known

early saladoid period site on st. vincent is t.he Kinqstown
Post Office site in downtown Kingstown (see Fig. 11). The
sit.e was extensively investigated during the Bullens, survey
(L972:87-95). Prior to the Bullens' survey, Kirby had an
opportunity to investigate excavation unit.s created as a
result. of construcLion immediat.ely behind the post office
(Bul1en and Bul1en L972:BB). Unfortunately, the KingsLown
Post. office site is no longer accessible. Extensive
construction in downtown Kingstown no\^/ prevents any furt.her
testing at. this and perhaps many other undiscovered
archaeological sites in the greater Kingstown area.
other saladoid sites on st. vincent are mentioned in
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t.he Bullens' report. that. include substantial amounts of

saladoid period ceramics. The site of Fitz-Huqhs is located
"abouL a half mile t. A kml east of [the town of]
Chateaubel-air... Iand] situated on a smal-1 irregular parcel
of land at an elevation of over 1-00 feet and about. 1_00 yards
from Chat.eaubelair Bay" (Bu11en and Bul1en t9j2:51) . When
the Fitz-Hughs site was visited in 1993, a school_ had been
built on what. appears Lo have been the site mentioned by the
Bull-ens.
The Oueensbury site is an example of an inland site

that exhibits Saladoid period ceramics. The Bull_ens
(1"972:54) note that it is located some L.2 km inland. near
the bank of a small tributary of the Buccament River. Test
excavations u/ere conducted by the Bullens at eueensbury.
rnsular and Modified saladoid remains h/ere recovered from
all levels.
other sites that t.he Bullens menLion include stubbs,
located on the southeast coast, in close vicinity to the
site of Brighton" one zone-incised-crosshatched sherd was
found by t.he Bullens (1912) . The site of camden park is
located on the southwest. coast of t.he island. Two t.est pits
\^/ere dug by the Bullens" The majority of rnsular salad.oid
and Modified saladoid ceramics were recovered at d.ept.hs of
16-t37 cm (Bul-Ien and Bullen 1,972:l_00). A t.otal of 4 zoneincised-crosshatched sherds h/ere recovered from t.he site.
The likely area where the Bullens conducted tests at camden
B4

Park was surveyed in 1-993, but yielded ceramics associated
with later ceramic periods.
Near the Sandy Bay site lies the Owia site, âs
described by the Bullens (L912:63-63). The site rests on
smal1 point on the nort.hern end of owia Bay. saradoid

a

ceramics were also recovered by the Bullens at the sites of
Espaqnol Point South and Espaqnol point North, which are
l-ocated at the south end of Owia bay.
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C}IAPTER TV

THE

ST.

VTNCENT COLLECTTON: ANALYTTCAL METHODS

Previous

Vrlork

Tn the last 50 years, numerous methods have been

utilised by a variety of scholars from diverse academic
backgrounds. By crit.icalry examining the strengths and
weaknesses of these methods, Lhe methodological applications
employed in this study for ceramic analysis can be more
fu11y just.if ied
"

There is no current, established, or t.raditional method
by which ceramics in the west. rndies are classified, and

various met.hods of ceramic analysis largely depended on the
preferences of individual archaeologist.s. Due to the
heterogeneous backgrounds of researchers working in the
region, Lhe resulting classificat.ion met.hods are equally

variable.
There have been, however, three general classification
approaches which have been applied to ceramic remains from
t.he West fndies: (1) the French ,art-historical

approach,;

(2) the 'modal-' method; and (3) the tlrpological method
(Goodwin 1-979) . Most archaeological classification systems
in the west rndies favour either the establ-ishment of
ceramic tlzpes and the emphasis on ceramic modes. Apart from
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the stylistic,

art.-hist.orical approach offered by
archaeol-ogists on French islands, both the modal and
tlpological methods were developed previously in the united
states. All three methods, however, have had a significant
impact on ceramic classification within the west. rndies.
1. The art-hist.orical-

approach.

Research carried out.

by Mario Mat.tioni (1980) and Henri petitjean Roget (tgl.5) in
Martinique, among' others, followed an approach t.o ceramic
classification that can be considered 'art-hist.orical,
(Goodwin 1,979) . Goodwin (l-979:80) describes their mer.hod as
...an eclectic, art-historical approach that treat.s
decorative mot.ifs in terms of ideologicar structures
att.ributed to the pott.ers t.hat usually are derived from
myth.

A strong point of this system, as pointed out. by Goodwin
(1979:81), is that it. is holist.ic in nature; t.hat. is, their
ceramic classification oft.en sought to bridge the gap
between material remains and t.he ideological structures of a
prehistoric society. Decorative and stylistic features of
material- remains (primarily ceramics) are thus considered t.o
be definitive represent.ations of social constructs.

2. The Modal_ Concept. The concept. of a ceramic mode is
an analytical t.echnique which was first utirised by rrving
Rouse in his ]-939 publication of t.he ceramics from Ft
Liberté in uaiti. This method is, to some degree, modell_ed
after the Midwestern Taxonomic system of classification
which was prevalent in t.he unit.ed st.ates around the t.ime of
Rouse's study (Goodwin ]-919:82).
-
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A mode is a "pattern of features which are

characteristically associated with a group of artifacts"
(Rouse L972:56). In the West Indies, mod.es are more
commonly associated with st.ylistic patterns on ceramics
(such as paint. and incisions), but. may incr-ude morphological
or even t,echnological attribute patterns (such as body
thickness or the presence of a flange). Each feature, or
mode, can be either a culture trait. (Rouse l-939:l-0-11,15), a
mental construct (Taylor t94B:1_18), or a ,' ...cttjtural
paradigmatic cJ-ass of attributes of discrete objects,'
(Dunnel-l L97La:l-55; italics in original_) . Thus, âs tlpes
characterise the most prevalent. attribuLes present in groups
of art.ifacts, modes can be single attributes or clusters of
attributes which may (or may not) appear in all or some
artifact groups.
Modes are said to be directly reflective of community
standards, and may as such be passed down from generation to
generation within a social group (Rouse l-960:3i-3) Tn one
sense, this assumption is not reflected in the construction
of a type, which itself is a ,'...clusLer or patt.ern of
at.t.ributes that disLinguishes a group of specimens and that
defines them as a class" (Rouse L972:48)
ceramic modes clearly separat.e characteristic feaLures
based on t.heir inherent appearance from those which are
subjectively determined (such as Lhe ceramic ,t1pe, ) Where
the formation of t1¡pes represenLs a taxonomic classification
"
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sysLem, the focus on the identification

of

is
considered analyt.ical (Rouse l-960:315) . Modes are not
always "type-specific", that. is, certain modes will not
always appear in association with frequent.ly occurring
decorat.ive or morphological cat.egories (see Rouse j_939:l_j_1"2)

mod.es

.

The study of modes in ceramic analysis has been the
dominant approach used by rrving Rouse in his lrlesL rndian

studies. An important consideration in the use of modes
within west rndian cerami-c classification schemes is the
usefulness which they have provided. As opposed to types,
modes are not initially
described for chronological
purposes, buL rather to demonstrate dist.ribut.ional patterns
(Dunnell 1-986:1,69). With his introduct.ion and development
of the modal analysis, Rouse sought t.o def ine these
distribut.ional characteristics in t.he west rndies. Rouse, s
use of a modal analysis, then, functions t.o trace the
movements of ceramic patterns, which would t.hen impry the
migrat.ion of peoples, a major concern in earlier
archaeological research in the West Indies (Siege]
l-99]-b:79)

.

3. The Trrpoloqical Method. Wit.hin t.he West Indies, the
method of ceramic classification employed by researchers
such as Ripley Bullen (1964) , William Haag (1"964) , and
charles Hoffman (L979) closely followed the typological
scheme developed in the United States (Goodwin 1_9j9:g0) " In
B9

this system, tlpes exist almost exclusively for the purpose
of historical reconstruction. Bullen and Bullen,s L972
report for st. vincent, or the construction of t.he pearls
series from Grenada, are good examples of the use of the
typological method in ceramic analysis strat.egies in the
West Indies.
The Bul_l-ens' t.1¡gological system, f irst established

following the surveying activities of Ripley Bullen on
Grenada (l.964:38), ut.ilised the terms series, complex, and
tradition, which closely followed definitions provided by
Wheat, Gifford and Wasley (1958) and phillips (1958) of a
ceramic 'complex' and 'tradition,.
Bu11en,s use of the term
'ceramic series' is not at a1l- similar to the intended use
provided by Cruxent and Rouse (1958-1959). While Cruxent
and Rouse established an archaeological series i-n order to

trace relationships based on chronology and ceramic types,
Bullen's use of the term is one in which a v¡are, or fabric,
is a foremost representation. Thus, Bu1len,s definition of
a series includes all ceramic tlpes t.hat exhibit
simil-arities of at least one at.tribute in this case past.e.
Bul1en's 'complex' (similar to phi11ip,s (1958) definition)
denotes all t.ypes found at a part.icular sit.e or within

a

st.ratigraphic zorre. Bul-len' s ceramic ' tradition, involves
certain ceramic wares manufactured for a specific length of
tj-me and which " . . frequentry exhibit internal modif icat.ion
which correlat,es wit.h time" (Bullen l-964:38)
"
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Bullen's system of naming ceramic tlpes utilísed a
binomial or t.rinomial system for the d.escription and
assigning to cultural series. For example, Lhe type pearls
rnner Rim rncised refers to sherds with inner rim incisions
made of Pearls paste" Bu11en justified his nomenclature
system by claiming that it " . . . seems better to have too many
t]æes at firsL, even if some are eliminated r-ater, than Lo
have to split. a tlpe at a later date" (1964:6) . However, âs
seen in many of Bullen's reports, including the one for st.
vincent, very few of the tlpes that were previously defined
\,vere later "eliminated"
.

Ceramic Tvpoloqv from St. Vincent

Despite the limitations of the type system utilised

on

st,. vincent by the Bullens, but first established on Grenada
by Ripley Bul]en, Lhe system itserf must be considered more
closely for its relevance to the ceramics from st.. Vincent
which are analysed in this st.ud.y. As mentioned, the
procedures whereby t.he Bullens classified t.heir ceramics
f rom st. vincent and t.he Grenadines direct.ly f ollowed t.he
system established for Grenada (Bullen 3_964)
During their initial survey, pottery from all
prehist.oric periods was recovered and urtimat.ely assigned to
particular series (or ',wares") based on paste
differentj-at.ions, âs Bullen (I964) had done for Grenada.
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The series defined by the Bullens on the basis of

morphological and stylistic

attributes, which are
characteristic of the saladoid period, include the pearls
series and the simon series, represent.ative of Horizon r and
Horizon fI, as described above.
For t.he pearls seri-es, Lhe Bullens identified l_5 types,
which represented the rnsul-ar saladoid period (Bul_ren and
Bullen r972:130-l-34). The Bullens' simon series, generally
regarded as diagnost.ic of Horizon rr in the hlindward
Islands, is represented by i_3 tlzpes (I912: 13 5- 1,37 ) .
Attribut.es associated with the tlpes defined by Bu11en and
Bullen (]-912) for st. vincent are somewhat limited to paint,
incisions, appendages, and other features. Those tlrpes
which pertain to either paint or incisions will be discussed
here in order to facilitat.e comparisons to the col_lection
analysed in this study" A summary of these tlpes is
provided be1ow, which were obtained from Bu1Ien and Bullens,

report for St. Vincent (L9j2:1,29-142) .
Pearl-s Series

Pearls Whit.e-painted. This tlpe is generally
represented by white geometric patterns applied to overall
red or unpainted vessel- exteriors, and forms t.he hallmark of

the saladoid period in t.he vrlest rndies. No incision is
found, nor are large thick flanges on the rim. rhis tlpe
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tn¡as

regarded by Bul1en (1968) as the classic white-on-red

style.
Pearls Polvchrome. This tlpe is characterised by the
presence of white, red, and black paint. Curvilinear
incisions are often found, usually surrounding button-shaped
lugs on vessel- rims. Bullen and Bullen note that black
paint is often applied over the incisions.
Pearls red-painted. These are generally red-painted
sherds of Pearls past.e. No incisions are found.
Pearls cross Hatched. currently known as "Zone-rncised
crosshatching" (zrc), Bullen and Bu]len note that. this
decorative trait. is normally found on the upper exterior of
shallow, open-mouthed, or flaring vessels. Like white-onred-painted pottery (the Bullens' pearls white-painted.),
this tlpe is very diagnostic of the saladoid period in the
West. Indies. Occasional- red paint is applied over the
crosshatching incisions

.

Pearls rnner Rim rncised. This type is characterised
by fine incisions on t.he upper interior surfaces of flaring
vessels. Some of t.hese incisions are pat.terned as either
scroll-s or repeating designs with alternating blank spaces.
Pearls rncised Bow1. Like pearls rnner Rim rncised,
this type is also characterised. by incisions on the upper
interior surfaces. occasionally, these incisions occur as
mu1t.iple para11e1 1ines.
Pearl-s Plain.

These

are essentially undecorated sherds
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from either undecorated vessels or und.ecorated portions of
decorated vessels. Bu1len and Bulren do note, however, that
if certain Pearl-s p]ain sherds are found to be part. of an
otherwise decorated vessel, t.hey should be cr-assed as a

of that vessel Lype. This, of course, is often
dif f icul-t t.o det.ermine.
rn their st.. vincent report, Bullen and Bullen also
identify other more speci-fic tlzpes for the island and the

member

Grenadines which were not. recovered from the site of pearls,

where t.he above t]¡pes \,,vere initially

defined and ultimately
applied to st. vincent (Bullen and Bullen 1,972:l-37-i-38) .
Grande Anse rnt.erior rncised. This tlpe was first
identified by William Haag for St.. Lucia (L964:1_2) .
rncisions occur on smal1, 1ow bowls with "complicated fine
line incisions" on the int.erior surfaces. The incisions are
normally a series or para]1e1 lines which may often connect
"pendant. semi-circular mot.ifs" which themselves occur in a
repeat.ing fashion and divide the interior surface into
"quadranLs" (Bullen and Bullen r9i2:i-38) . This tlpe is also
similar to what Bu11en and Bul-l-en refer to separately as
Pearls fncised Bowl.
St. Lucia Zoned Tncised. This type is generally
associated with shallow "basins" which are long and narrow.
The decorat.ion consists of curvilinear incisions over which

red paint is appried. These incisions may occur on either
the inLerior or ext,erior surf ace. The Bul-lens note that the
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opposite surface to the incised surface is normally painted
red.

st.. vincent Black Lined. This tyge is also associated
with shallow bowls where fine incisions are found on eit.her
the interior or exterior surface just below the end point. of
the rim. However, what distinguishes this tlpe from others
is the application of black paint to the incisions only.
st. vincent. Black Zoned. This type is characterised by
overall red-paint.ed vessel which exhibit particular zones
(normal1y triangul-ar in shape) of bl_ack paint.
Simon Series

simon white-paint.ed. Aside from past.e, t.hicker wa11s,
and poorer surfaces, this type is identical to pearls white-

Painted.

Bullen noLe that. incision d.oes not
separate white and red areas of paint..
Simon Bfack-and-Red painted. This type is
Bu11en and

characterised by areal black and red paint.ing that is not
separat.ed by incision.

Decorated. This tlpe is associated with
large, heawy flanged vessels with everted mout.hs and
incision or geometric red or white paint, in a repeating
manner, ort. the neck.
Simon Zone-Painted. This tlpe is similar to Simon
Simon Neck

whit.e-Painted and simon Black-and-Red. paint.ed except t.hat
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incision outlines t.he zoned areas of paint.
Simon Red-Painted. This type is characterised by
sherds of Simon paste which are painted red on1y. The
fol-lowing types, like some from the pearls series, are
grouped separately by Bullen and Bul-len (1,9i2:139-1,42) , yet
are considered members of the Simon series.
soufriere rncised. This tlpe was first menLioned by
Haag (1'9642L2) and is characterised by a very wide incised
line "pressed into t.he surface when the clay is still
pliable so that. a 1ow ridge is raised on the opposite of
inside of the vessel" (Bullen and BuIlen 1972: j_39)
Oueensburv Interior fncised. This tlpe is
characterised by interior incisi-ons which consist of a
single "involute" line expanding "out'øard. from a central
area" (Bu11en and Bullen ]-972:l-39) . rncisions are also
observed paralleling the rim of the shallow bowls which are
associat,ed with this decorative t1pe. Bul]en and Bul1en
also note that. incised scrolls divide the interior surfaces
into quadrants.
Arnos Vale Incised" This decorative tlpe is
charact.erised by interior incisions on the neck area of t.he
vessel. These incisions are characterised by linear lines
inside recLangul-ar areas "having rounded ends" (Bullen and
Bullen L972:L41). Occasionally, some linear incised Iines
end in a point..
st. Lucia Flanqed rncised. This tlpe is characterised
.
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by a thin flange that extends outward from t.he end point of
vessel. rt is frequently decorated with rectangular areas
of incisions, often with "curved. end.s enclosing dot.s

alternating with longer areas enclosing st.raight.
lines. . .ending in dot.s" (Bu11en and Bullen 1"gl2zIAL). Red
paint is conmon.
Barbados rncised Rim. This tlpe is mentioned in the
Bullens' report for St. vincent, but no sherds v/ere found
during their survey exhibiting this tlpe of decorat.ion.
Generally, this decorative type is found on the upper
portion of casuela vessels and is manifested in the form of
zoned-incised-crosshat.ching incisions .
Numerous problems exist with t.he classification method
used by Bu11en and Bull-en (L972) . First, t.heir reliance on

paste characterist.ics to infer chronological associat.ions is
unreliable. clay sources on st.. vincent, and perhaps most
ot.her islands in the west rndies, are relatively scarce
(Basi1 wi11iams, former Agriculturar officer, pers. comm.).
sources of temper are also rimited to eit.her black sand or
sma1l pebbles found in beach areas.

Therefore, if the sources of clay and potential- t.emper
incl-usions on St. Vincent are restricted, accurately
assigning their use to any specific t.ime period, as Bullen
and Bull-en have done, is quest.ionabre, âs population groups

throughout prehistory may not have actually had a choice of
temper constit.uents. rt seems more logical to use stylistic
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or morphological patterns of attributes rather than
technological at.tributes to assessing chronological
associations to a ceramic collection.
second, the use of paste constituents by Bu1len (1_964)
and Bullen and Bullen (1-9i2) in order to determi_ne re]ative
chronological associations is hardly ever justified in any
t.heir publicat.ions, thus rendering their method too broad
and simplistic. Rouse (pers. comm. ) has suggest.ed that
t.heir reliance on the use of paste as a primary att.ribute
st.ems from t.heir t.raining, which was initially
centred in
New England, but subsequently refined in the American
Southwest

"

A third problem with the Bull-ens' system of tlrpological
classification was first. not.iced by Allaire (1977:L2'I-L2B) ,
who noted that the Bullens' st. vincent report ignores
shapes, rims, appendages, Iand] sizes,' . Instead, what
is presented in t.heir report is essentially a listing of
decorative and morphologíca1 types, which are often
"..

.

broad. As a resurt, Bu11en and Bulren,s
method tends to ignore stylistic variation in a coll_ection.
As demonst.rat.ed in the st. vincent report, any anomalies
encountered are assigned either to a "no series" or as
ambiguous and

miscellaneous feat.ures.
The tlpology establ_ished by Bul1en and Bul_l_en (I972)

for St " Vincent. is also problematic in t.hat it. may
accidentally classify a particular sherd with a partícular
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stylistic

element to a certain tlr)e when in fact numerous
el-ements may be present on the same vessel. Thus, the

Bullens' system is perhaps too simpre and oft.en misleading.
Final1y, while the Bul1ens have conduct.ed test
excavat.ions on several other windward rslands, most. of their
chronological information is based on weak st.ratigraphic
association (consisting of arbitrary leve1s, usually 20 cm),
"percentage shifts with depth", seriation, and numerous
urrprovenienced surf ace f inds (Bullen L9l- o :1,47 ) . Boomert
(1-987:17) has criticized this particular aspect of the
Bullens' meLhod by noting that the
Bul1en's scheme of 1at.e prehistoric cult.ural_
'traditions' in the Windwards is not supported by
any st.rat.igraphic evidence while it is further
blurred by fulIy unjustified ethnic evidence.
Overall, it can be said t.hat the methodology of
Bullen's system was heavily frawed. As it is the only
system by which ceramics from St.. Vincent have been

classified, it must be addressed if any comparisons are to
be made"
The St. Vincent Collect.ion:
Proposed Analvtical

Approaches

The at.tribute analysis utilised in t.his study was
chosen for two reasons. First, a separate analysis of

attributes of decorat.ion, morphology, and technology allows
variances within t.hese patterns of attributes t.o be easily
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recognised. Decorative attributes, such as paint and
incision, will help draw comparisons to other decorative
elements from other istands. The variations expressed
within these categories could a11ow, for example, to
identify specific associations of vessel shape, stylistic
pat.terns, and to determine chronological periods.
Second, it. was decided that Bullen,s ceramic
classification system can be neither useful nor accurat,e for
the classificat.ion of the ceramics recovered during the
survey. As noted previously, t.he Bullens, use of paste for
chronological distinct.ion is simply not precise and reliable
enough to be used to place the current colrect.ion into
meaningful units, especially those based. on chronological
ordering.
Before the classification syst.em for this study could
be used, saladoid ceramics from the collection \^/ere
separat.ed from the larger collect.ion on the basis of

diagnostic at.tributes of decoration, 1ip shape, and
thickness. saladoid ceramics are easily distinguishable in
any collection from t.he west. rndies on the basis of their
thin, hard nature and characteristic decorative elements,
such as white-on-red painting, modelled-incised. ad.ornos,
zoned-incised crosshatching, and inverted betl--shaped
bowls

"

The first

step in the analysis was a general sorting of
the coll-ection into rim sherds, body sherds, griddles, base
1_00

fragments, and miscellaneous ceramic features. Decorative
elements lvere, ât this time, not included in this initial

sorting.

Next, each category was then examined
independently for specific morphological and technological
attribute patterns " The analysis of d.ecorative patterns is
examined independently.

while the application of st.atistical t.echniques has
increased substantially in archaeological research (see
Thomas L97B), it has not been extensively employed in
studies in the West Indies. As a result., statistical
methods of analysis were not ut.ilised in this thesis for two
reasons. First, the nature of t.he goals set out in chapter
r of thís study did not. warrant the use of statistical
analysis on the collection from St. Vincent; second, the
use of st.atist.ics as an analyt.ical tool in geographical
regions where no other statistical procedures have been
employed woul-d tend to treat. the data as a bounded unit, âs
it could not be effectively used for comparative purposes
rL is impossible to examine all attributes that are
manifested within a collect.ion of ceramics. The attributes
chosen were those that \^/ere bel-ieved to properly address t.he
particular goals of the study, as well as to facil-itate
comparisons to other Windward Isl_ands. By selecting
at.tributes which have been used in ot.her stud.ies in the
region, comparisons or morphology and. decorative styles can
"

be

made.
10l_

For example, Versteeg and Schinkel,s work on St.
Eustatius (1,992) , undertaken particularly at the Golden Rock
site, emphasised a similar attribute analysis method to Lhe
one utilised in this study (Versteeg and Schinkel 1"992) .
Metric measurements were utilised that ultimately defined
differences between "bowIs" and "vessels". what emerged was
a very rigid but precise assessment shapes of ceramic
vessels from the island. Verst.eeg and Schinkel (1,992),
however, had the benefit. of working with almost complete
vessels, which the collectíon from St. Vincent does not.
exhibit.

) and petersen and Watters
(l-991), working in Martinique and Anguilla respectively,
utilised a vessel-1ot method of classification, which seeks
to est.ablish t.he minimum number of vessels present within a
col-lection" This method is useful if a collect.ion contains
numerous whole or even partially reconstructed vessels and
large fragment.s" For smal-ler fragmentary collections, such
as the one examined in this study, however, a certain degree
of creativity is required in establishing a minimum vessel
count" Furthermore, due to the lack of complet.e vessers in
the St. Vincent collection, vessel and bowl dist.inctions,
like those emphasised by Versteeg and Schinkel (1,992), could
not be realised.
Elsewhere, Allaire

(1-977

1,02

Description of the Attribut.es
The at.tributes examined in this study can be grouped

int.o three categories: morphological; stylistic/decorative;
and technological. The separation of these categ'ories is
important as it suggests that each conLains useful
informat.ion pertinent to the goars outlined in chapter r.
Technoloqical at.t.ribut.es. Six attribut.es wit.h
technological associations are select.ed: (1) temper; (2)
body thickness; (3) rim thickness (where applicable); (4)
rim lengt.h (where applicable); (5) core colour; and. (6)
surface finish" Temper and core colour was analysed on a
random basis by vessel c1ass. surface finish was recorded
for all sherds within the colrection. while surface finish
may not necessarily be a decorative attribute, it
nonethel-ess is grouped in this category because the majority
of t.he sherds in the collection appear to be smoot.hed. As
well, Lhe fu1I extent of post-depositional effects has yet
to be determined. surface colour was only examined for
plain \^/are sherds (for example, noL painted) in the
coll-ection.
Morpholoqical- Ä,t.tributes. Four kinds of morphological

att.ributes are selected: (1) orifice diamet.er ¡ (2) rim form;
(3) tip form; and (4) vessel- shape. These four v/ere chosen
in order to (1) facilitate comparisons to other sal-adoid
ceramics in t.he region; (2) infer overall- vessel
t-03

characteristics from the collection; and (3) potentialry
infer functions with reference to subsisLence and especially
agricultural act.ivities" As mentioned, a vessel_-lot
analysis was not employed here because the fragment.ary
nature of the collection. rt is very possible, although not
definite, that each small sherd recovered during our survey
may have been from a different vessel. However, by
combining the attributes of 1ip form and orifice diameter
for the rim sherds in the collection, some id.ea of the shape
of the vessel can be realised. vessel shape crasses were
det.ermined using Allaire's (19j7) classification system
(based on shepard's t19601) for post-saladoid decorated. ware
from Martinique.

stvlist.iclDecorat.ive Techniques. Three technigues or
styles of decoration or style lvere selected for analysis:
(1) paint.ing ; (2) incising; and (3 ) modelling. These are
based on colour (where applicable) and positioning on the
sherd itself.
The extent. of decoration on an individual
sherd is often difficult Lo assess due to t.he fragmentary
nature and oft.en eroded condition of many, but not all,
sherds in the collection. For example, if Lraces of red
paint hrere found on the exterior of a cert.ain body sherd
that appears to be weathered, it can generally be assumed
that. the entire surface of that. part.icular sherd exhibited
red paint aL one time.
1-04

Procedures

A total of 561- sherds that can be affiliated. with the
saladoid period v/ere recovered during the 1993 -Lgg4 surveys.
These are tabulated by site and presented in Table i_. rt
should be noted that from most sites, some plain body sherds
\^/ere left behind at the Nationar- Museum d.ue to weight
restrictions on aircraft. These were initially counted and
are presented in Table 2. None of these sherds are
considered in the present st.udy as they bear no definitive
decorat.ive or morphologicar at.tributes that. would aid. the
analysis " A total of r91- rims were identified. in the
collection, of which 76 percent are decorated with either

paint or incisions; a t.otal of 32j body sherd.s \^/ere
recovered, of which 84 percent are d.ecorated.
Rim sherds in the colrection were first grouped on the
basis of rim shapes, of which four rú/ere identified: (1)
direct; (2) outward t.hickened; (3) inward thickened; and (4)
bilaterally thickened. Next, each rim class \^/as sorted on
the basis of 1ip shape, of which twelve were identified
(Tabre 2) . Next., measurements of rim lengt.h, rim height,
and body thickness (where applicable) were observed and
recorded. As well, orifice diameters were measured. where
possible.

using the orientation of the lip shape, all rim sherds
v/ere then grouped on the basis of vessel associatíon (Table
105

3). Although tentative, seven vesse1 shapes were
identified. These are discussed in det.ail in the next
chapter.

All body sherds r^/ere grouped according to t.he presence
of decoration techniques, and were distinguished according
the presence of painting and incising (Tables 3 and 4).
Body t.hickness was measured and recorded for each sherd,

Surface finish (exterior and interior) was recorded for al_I
sherds in the collection (Tables 5 and 6). A discussion of

the variability

of these at.tributes is discussed in the next

chapter.
rndependent ceramic features vrere analysed separately,

as they oft.en exhibit diagnostic attributes that a1low for
temporal characterisations. These features include rim
1ugs, appendages, handles, bases, and adornos.
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C}APTER V

POTTERY SHAPES AND FUNCTTONS

fntroduction

This chapter accounts for the ceramic finds recovered
from t.he surface of the six saladoid sites surveyed in l_9931-994 on St" Vincent, with special emphasis on shape,
t.echnol-ogy and functions. The study is based essent,ially on
a tot.al- to L9L rim sherds of smal-r t.o medium size, which
Iikely refl-ect. the same number of individual vessels. Body
sherds with st.ructural or functional elements, bases, and
appendages are also considered in t.he analysis.
A total of L46 rims (76 percent) are decorated., while
only 45 rj-ms (24 percent) are considered plain h/are.
Decorat.ion will be discussed separately in chapter vr. This
chapter examines three major tlpes of ceramic art.ifacts: (1)
pottery vessels or cont.ainers ; (2) incense burners , or
ho1low cylinders; and (3) griddles. Site associations and
chronological implications wirl be discussed separately in
the concluding chapt.er.
f. Description and Classification:

pottery Vessels

An important aspect. of this study of the Salad.oid
L01

pott.ery f rom the St.. Vincent surveys is to describe the
morphological and funct.ional characteristics of the
assembled collection. rn particular, det.ermining vessel
shapes (using rim shape and orientat.ion) is necessary in

order to facilitate

comparisons with other windward rslands.
Rims and Lips

or complete vessels were recovered from t.he
survey of st. vincent. rnstead, the study is based on t.he
tgl rim sherds, many of which (n [totall=42; 22 percent)
were located at. the concentration area BC3 from the
Buccament, site. The Arnos Vale site also produced. a
significant amount of the rim sample (n=28; ]-4.7 percent).
Rim sherds were first sorted into rim shape classes
based on profile, of which four basic tlzpes were identified:
( 1 ) direct ; (2) outward t.hickened; (3
) inward thickened.; and
(4) bilat.eral t.hickened" Direct rims are those which are
noL t.hickened on either the interior or exterior of the lip
or end point. Bilaterally thickened rims are t.hose which
are thickened on both the interior and exterior of the lip,
more or less in a T-shaped manner.
While a total of 56 rim sherds (30 percent) can be
considered simple direct. rims, 1-1-L rims (60 percent) show a
definite preference for the outward thickened shape. only
five rims (3 percent) can be classified as inward thickened.,
No whol-e

1_08

while 1,4 (B percent) are bil_aterally thickened.
Many variat.ions in the shape of the 1ip or end point
exist, ho\a/ever, within these four categories of rim shape.
As a result, Lhe sampre can be further subdivided into L2
distinct lip shape classes, although t.here is some degree of
variability within each class (Table 2; Fig. 18). The
variability within each lip class may reflect t.he skirl of
different potters, yet it is possible that an overal_l
standard exist.ed, suggest.ed by t.he 1,2 lip classes. It is
import.ant to note, however, that this a purely etic
classification, as it is impossible t.o determine whether the
differences mentioned below'were of any significance to the
original potters.
Lip Shape Classification
Class l- - Curved platform with fla4ge (n=40) " This
class of lip form is a variation on t.he outward t.hickened

rim class. It is best characterised as a rim with a
declining plat.form (often curved) that. funct.ions as a flange
(nig. 18, a)
.

Class 2 - Outward Taper (n=30). This 1ip class is also
based on the outward thickened rim shape. outward tapered

rims are simil-ar to crass 1 rims in that they both share the
presence of a flange t.hat protrudes outward at the end
point.. In this cl-ass, however, the upper portion of the 1ip
1-09
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Figure 18. Lip shaoes from SL.. VincenL. Not to
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sca1e.

does noL appear as a declining curve, but rather a straight.
platf orm (Fig. 18, b) .

Class 3 - fnward Thickened / Border (Folded) (n=3).
This lip class is categorised under the rim class of rnward
Thickened. It is represented as either a rounded or
flattened 1ip that. has additional clay mat.ter added to t.he
inside of t.he rim. As a result, a bord.ered. or forded effect.
is achieved (Fig. 18, c)

.

Class 4 - Outward Thickened Taper (n=4). A member of
the outward Thíckened rim class, t.his class is very similar
t.o lip class l-.

The dist.inct. difference between the tv/o,

however, is t.hat the external thickening of the 1ip in 1ip
cl-ass 4 is gradually tapered t.oward the base of the vessel
(Fig. l-8, d) .
Class 5 - Canted plat.f orm

(n=9 )

.

The only member of

t.he Bilat.era11y Thickened rim class category, this 1ip class

demonstrates t.hickening of the 1ip at the end point. on bot.h
the interior and exterior.
The end point. of the lip is

either rounded or flat.tened, producing a platform effect
(Fig. 18, e) .
Class 6 - Flattened (n=40). This lip class is a member
of the Direct rim class. rt occurs as a plain, unthickened
lip that. is fl-attened at the end point of the rim (Fig"
18,

f)

.

class 7 - outward Rounded Ledcre (n=6). A member of the
outward Thickened rim class, this lip class is characterised
l-

r_ 1-

by a smal-l thickened portion situated on the exterior of the
end point. fn most insLances, t.his added. thickening
produces a light border or fo1d, much like lip class 3 (Figr.
18, g) '

Class B - Rounded (n=30). r,ike the sixth 1ip class,
lip class B is also a member of the Direct. rim class
category. Rounded lips are not thickened on either the

interior or exterior of the lip (Fig. 18,h).
Class 9 - Flared (n=20). Although morphologically
complex, the Fl-ared 1ip class is properly grouped within the
outward Thickened rim crass. rt. is very simirar to rip
class t, except an exaggerated frare is added and tapered
from t.he end point. This produces a charact.erist.ic overhang
that is normally a few centimetres below t.he end point (Fig.
l-8, i)
Class 10 - Outcurved Flat (n=5). Lip class j_O is
grouped within the rim class category of outward Thickened.
The ent.ire upper portion of the lip itself can be considered.
as flared in shape but l-acks the dist.inctive fr-are from
vessel class 9. The end point of the lip usually ends in a
f l-att.ened perspective. As wel-l-, Lhe upper portion near the
lip is generally thicker than t.he body port.ion of the vessel
(rig. 18, j).
"

Class 1l- - Outward Flanqed (n=1) . Lip cl_ass l-j_ is
characterised by a large flared addition t.o what would have
been the end point to eit.her a f lat.tened or rounded lip.
1,1,2

Thus, this 1ip class is grouped within the outward Thickened
cat.egory of rim classes (Fig. 18,k) .
Class 12 - Outward Thickened Trianqular

(n=3 )

. This

class is another member of the rim class outward Thickened.
rn this class, Lhe out.er thickened portion of the 1ip forms
the dist.inctive shape of a Lriangle (Fig. 18,l).
Vessel Shape Classificat.ion

using bot.h the morphological characteristics and the
specific orientation of t.he rims from the collection,
particular associations of rim shapes with overall vessel
shapes can be suggested. since no complete vessels u/ere

recovered during t.he survey, the association of rims to
vessel shapes should not be considered as definitive.

Allaire's (1,917 ) vessel shape cl-assificaLion, d.eveloped for
his Troumassoid and suazoid sample from Martinique, !üas
derived from Shepard's (1958) system based on vessel
contours and t.1pes of orifice, and is used in this study as
a guideline (Fig. l-9). A t.ota1 of eight basic vessel shapes
were thus defined in the collection. They are described
below.

Class 41. Vessel class Ai_ is associated with wide
open-mouthed bow1s, sometimes referred to as "trays" or

"platters" (Allaire !977:34) (Figs. 20-23). For this class,
orifice diameters are g'enera1ly larger than the basal
1 1_3
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portions of the vessel. These simple open-mouthed bowls are
fairly common in prehistoric sites of t.he Lesser Antilles;
t.hey are found on most islands from Grenada to puerto Rico.
some early Horizon r ceramic vessel-s from Martinique (housed
in the Musée Départmental, 1-99I) clearly belong to this
vessel class, but Horizon rr sites from t.he same island also
produced t.his vessel shape (Mattioni l_9BO)
A t.otal of 69 rims associated with this class vrere
recovered during the survey. Twenty of these (30 percent)
were found at the concentration area BC3 at Buccament.. A1l
six saladoid surveyed sites from st. vincent feature this
class of vessel form, but t.hey are not, found at the
concentration areas Bc1, P,C2, BCC-A at Buccament, and ES3 at
the Escape site 1ocality.
of t.he 69 rims that are associated with this class , 42
are direct rims (60.8 percent), 1-7 are outward thickened
(24.6 percent), while bot.h inward thickened and bilaterally
thickened rims are represented by five rims each (j.2
percent each). The fact that al-l four classes of rims are
represented in this vessel class can be considered
indicative of the overal-l utility and efficiency of this
vessel shape.
Of the 12 1ip classes defined above, six are
represented here in the following frequencies:
Class 3:
4
Class 4:
4
Class 6 z
31_
Class 7
6
.

1t_5

Class B:
Class l-l-:

23
1

As this vessel shape cat.egory exhibits a high degree of
variance in vessel shapes, it can be further subdivided into
smal1 and large bow1s, based on the orifice d.iameter
estimat.ed from t.he sherd fragment.s " rt is therefore not
possible to determine with any precision the actual height

of the vessels within any of the classes defined on t.his
evidence alone. on the basis of t.he orient.ation of the rim
sherds, however, it. is possible to determine a relative
height.

A sample of eight. rim sherds from t.his vessel class was
examined for paste and core colour attributes. core colour
ranges from gray (5YR 6 /L and 5/1-) , reddish yellow (5yR
6/8), yellowish red (sYF- 4/6), to black (5yR 2.5/L).

Interestingly, a correl-ation was observed between the
t.hickness of the body sherds and t.he core corour for this
class. Thinner sherds exhibit black (5yR 2.5/L) or dark
reddish brown (5YR 2 .5/2) core col-ours, suggesting that
t.hese were f ired in an environment that. was row in heat.
Paste in all eight sherds is very dense. Most have
inclusions of black sand and granite, with occasional white
calcareous constituents. one sherd has a particular grayish
(5YR 5/l-) core colour has no evidence of black sand, which
coul-d suggest. that its presence may alter the core colour
after firing.
Surface fini-sh for t.his cl-ass is variabl-e. Cracked
LT6

b

Figure 20. Cl_ass
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vessels. a, Arnos Vale; b, Sandy Bay,. c, Spring;
BC3
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Figure 2L. Class A1 vessels from Spring.
Scale is

5cm.

exteriors are observable on some rims, which is likely
attributed to the effects of weat.hering and erosion. Most
of the edges from this vessel class are worn and eroded. and
very few fresh breaks are visible.
A total of 36 rims are smoothed on both the ext.erior
and interior.
Twenty have been complet.ely eroded on both
the interior and exterior surfaces. one rim appears to have
been scratched after firing on the interior, possibly
suggesting contact with a sharp insLrument during use.
orifice diameters are extremely variable for this
cl-ass. The relative simplicit.y of the vessel shape may
explain Lhis, and t.hus could account f or the potent.ial
multipurpose nat.ure of this vessel shape. of the 69 rims
associated with this vessel class, only 35 exhibit enough of
a curve gradient so t.hat an orifice diameter size could be
measured. All ot.hers \¡/ere either too small_ or too eroded in
order t.o accurately det.ermine orifice size. The smallest
vessel orifice is L4 cfr, whil-e the rargest is 44 cm. The
averag,e size is 28 cm with t.he mode being 32 cm.
As a result, small_ bowls, ranging in height from
approximately 1-5 to 24 cûr, are represent.ed by 1-5 rim sherds.
They are found at each sit.e, although they do not. occur in
certain concentration areas within the BuccamenL and Escape
clust.ers. while it is not. known if an inf r-ection point is
present on any of these small vessel-s, Lhe colrection of
complete vessel-s displayed in the Musée Départmental in
]-1"9

Fignrre 22. Lip

profiles, class A1 vessels. a, .Arnos Vale; h
e, BER. Scale is 5cn.
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Figure 23. Lip prof iles, class À1 vessels.
_ê, BCC; b and f,, Spring;

c,

BC3. Scale

is

5cm.

Martinique suggests t.hat they can be properly considered
simple bowls lacking any ínflection or keel in the profile
(Musée Départmental

, 1-991-) .
The remaining rim sherds (N=20) can thus be associated
with large bowls. while an accurat.e representat.ion of
vesse] height cannot, be established f or t.hese larger bow1s,
some vessels may be as high as their orifice diameter, which
can often exceed 24 cm. The orifice diameters of these
large bowls range from 24 to 44 cm.
of the 69 rims recovered, 59 were complete enough to
measure body thickness. The average body thickness for this
vessel class is B .5 mm, although most seem to clust.er
between 6 and 6.5 mm. rt was hoped that the value of body
thickness could be direct.ly associated with the size of the
vessel, âs is expected in certain vessel shapes. No
significant correlation, however, was found.
class B/c. vessel- class B/c is best described as an
outward flaring, or unrestricted, bowl, which is
occasionally characterised by an inflection point near t.he
mid-point of t.he vessel (Figs. 24-2i) . The designation
"B/c" refl-ects the fact that the vessel- shapes in this cl_ass
may represent those defined by Allaire (197i ) as cl_asses B
and c. comparisons to published vessel shapes (petitjean
Roget 1,975; Mattioni 1-979,1_980; Musée Départment.al , !991_),
makes it possible to assign rim shapes to particul-ar types
of vessel shapes with greater accuracy.
1,22
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Figure 24. class B/c vessers. a and b, BC3i c, Arnos vale. scal-e is

5cm.

Rims associated with vessel class B/c 1ike1y represent

the tlpical inverted bell-shaped, or "unresLricted
composite" vessel shape that characteristic of Horizon T in
the Antilles and in the Northeast south American mainland.
A total of 19 rims associat.ed with t.his vessel class were
recovered during the survey. A significant number of these
(n=13; t6 percent) were recovered at the concentration area
BC3 in the Buccament Va11ey. Twenty B/C vessel rims,
however, v¡ere found in t.he entire Escape cluster.
concenLration areas BC1, Bcc-A, BER, and BCC-B at. Buccament,
however, did not produce any rim sherds associated with this

vessel class.
The majority of rims (n=63; 87.5 percent) consist of
the outward t.hickened rim c1ass, while only L2.s percent
(N=9) are bilaterally

thickened. within this vessel

cl_ass,

seven lip forms are represented.:

Class 1:
Class 2:
Class 5:

22
33

Cl-ass 6:

Class B:
Class 10:
Class 11:
one large bilaterally

9
2
1
5
3

t.hickened rim is tlpical

of the

vase caréné vessel type associated with saladoid period
sites from Martinique (as seen in collections housed in the

, L991-) (Fig. J,a) . An interesting
feature of t.his rim sherd is the presence of an interior
concave depression or furrow immediat.ely below t.he 1ip on

Musée Départmental
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Figure 25. Class B/C vessels. a,

BCA;

b,

BCC. Scale

is

5cm.

the interior surface. Allaire (pers. comm.) has indicated
that this particular feature, which seems to be particular
to St. Vincent (Kirby, pers. comm.) is not found on similar
large containers from Martinique.
One large sherd appears to show scrat.ch marks on t.he
interior. The relatively random patterning and overall_
unevenness of these marks suggest that. they tüere made after
firing of the vessel itself, which could suggest that. a
sharp instrument was used for stirring the contents of the
vessel when it was in use"
A fire cloud is present on only one rim from this
vesse1 c1ass. It. is present on t.he upper area of the rim
sherd itself, which could suggest that it is t.he resul-t of
firing in a subterranean pit, in which pre-fired (or
'green') vessels are piled on top of each oLher over a l-ow
fire.
Most rim sherds associated with this vessel class are
quite weathered. Many of the interior and exterior painted
surfaces exhibit slight to moderale cracking. No definitive
si-gns of corrosion are evident on any of the sherds " A
correl-ation between int.erior and exterior surface finishes
\Á/as observed, however, indicating that. some smoothed
exteriors are often associated with heavily eroded int.erior
surfaces. It is not clear if this is simply a postdepositional occurrence or the effects of corrosion.
A sample of five sherds was taken for examination of
L26
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Figure 26. Class B/C vessels. a, ESl; b and c, BC4. Scale is

5cm.

core colours and paste constit.uents. The most dominant
tempering material within this class is black sand. Like
vessel class 41, various calcareous inclusions (includ.ing
granite) are also present in this vessel c1ass. Small
pebbles (0.2 - 0.5 mm) are noticeable, and large pebbles
(1.88 - 1-.27 mm) were particularly visible on one rim from

the concent.ration area ES1 at the Escape site. paste is
t1picaIly very dense.
Core colours range from very dark red (2.5yR 4/6),
reddish black (2.5YR /1), yellowish red (syR 4/6 and 5yR
5/6) to dark reddish brown (syF. 3/2 and 5yR 2.5/2). On two
sherds, a distinct.ive black core is observed, suggest.ing
reduced firing environments.
The method of manufacture cannot be accurately
determined for this vessel class as no definitive coils \^rere
observed in any of the 72 rim sherds from t.his class. rt is
interesting to note, however, that. many rims in t.his vessel
class appear to have been broken at a point just below the
lip portion of t.he vessel. This may suggest t.hat. the met.hod.
of construction was indeed coiling, âs the 1ip may have been
a separate coil addition. rt is well known that fractures
in a coiled vessel usually occur at the intersection of
coils (Rice 1-987 ) .
orifice diameters of rim sherds from this vessel cr-ass
could only be measured on 47 sherds, âs many v/ere eit.her too
smal-l or Loo eroded. Of the 47 measured, the average
1,28
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Figure 27" Lip profiles, cLass B/C vessels. a, BC4; b, BCC-C;
c, Àrnos Vale; d, BCC; e and f, Spring. Scale is 5cm.
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orifice diameter is 30 cm. The smal_l_est is 1,4 cfr, while t.he
largest is 48 cm. The mode is 32 cm.
Not surprisingly, surface finish is highly variable in
this class. A t.otal of 42 rim sherds are smoothed on both
the interior and exterior surfaces of the vessel.
Generally, this is attributed to the presence of paint..
Twelve rims are completely erod.ed on bot.h t.he ext.erior and
interior surfaces, while 1-0 are eroded on the exterior and.
smoothed on the ext.erior.
Body thicknesses are varying, arthough t.he greatest
range in t.his measurement is f ound in this vessel class.
The smallest body t.hickness in this vessel class is 4.4 mm
while the largest. is 28.6 mm. The mean body thickness is
9.3 ffi, while the mode is around 7 mm. The average rim
thickness is L4.3 mm and the average length of the rim is
1-9.

B

mm"

For Barbados, Harris (1-991":7r) describes numerous lip
and vessel shapes, but as none of them are properly
il-lustrated, it is dif f icult t.o draw accurate comparj-sons.
The only definitive vessel- cl-ass associated with t.he very
few Horizon rr sites on Barbados is characterised. as simple
open bowls (Harris 199j_). Some of t.he 1ip shapes mentioned

by Harris (L991-:7L) from sites on Barbad.os, however, include
flanged, overhanging, t.riangular flanged, and t.riangular
thickened. similar forms can be identified in this vessel
class from the St. Vincent col1ect.ion.
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rn associating a definitive t.ime period to this vessel
class, it appears that based on morphology alone (in other
words, excluding decorative at.tributes, which are discussed
in Chapter VI), this vessel class could be indicat.ive of
both Horizon r and Horizon rr ceramic vessel-s. The decline
of the common invert.ed bell-shaped vessel in sites
associat.ed with Horizon rr in ot.her windward rslands
(Allaire 1995) may further suggest t.hat most of these B/C
vessels are indeed associated with the second Horizon. The
lack of complet.e vessels, however, makes this suggest.ion
tent.ative.

82. Vessel class B2 is associated with
restricted composite shapes, or what are commonly known as
casuela vessels in Caribbean archaeology (Fig. 28)
characteristic features of this vessel class are the
presence of one inflection point. (usua1ly on the upper
portion of the vessel) and the inward constriction of the
Cl-ass

.

rim.

A t.otal of eight rim sherds f rom t.he St. Vincent
col-lection are associated with this tlzpe of vessel, and al-l
have a distinctively simpre, direct rim. casuela vessels
are limited to the site of Arnos vale and the concentration
areas of BC2, BC3, F,C4 at Buccament, and ES1 at Escape.
Five rims from this vessel cl-ass were complete enough to
facilitate a measurement. of orifice diameter. The largest.
orifice diamet.er is 48 cm (from concentrat.ion area BC4),
r_3 1
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Figure 28. Class 82 vessels. â, Arnos
Vale;

b,

BC2;

c,

BC4;

d,

BC3.

while another rim from the concentration area of F,C2
exhibited a 40 cm orifice diameter. One orj_fice (from the
sit.e of Arnos vale) measures 32 cm in diameter, and. Lwo
others (from concentration areas BC3 and
BC4) measure 20 and 24 cm respectively. rt is suggested
that the maximum diameter of t.hese vessels was s1ight.1y
larger, âs the inflection point in t.his vessel class is
always larger in diameter than the orifice.
surface finish is predominantry smoot,h (44.4 percent.)
on bot.h the interior and exterior surfaces of the rims in
t.his vessel cl-ass. one rim sherd from the concentration
area of BC2, ho\a/ever, is eroded on both surfaces. A1l eight
sherds hrere examined for core colour, paste, and t.emper.
core col-ours rang'e from grayish (5yR 5/l-) t.o dark red (2.5yR
3 / 6) .
Temper constituents are similar to t.hose found in
other vessel classes in t.he collection, consist.ing of black
sand and other calcareous inclusions.
cl-ass v" vessel class v is a specialized form of the
open composite or bell-shaped vessel, with a reduced upper
part that produces a shall-ow basin-shaped cont.ainer, known
as "vasque" by French archaeologists (peLitjean Roget tgis)
for t.he kind of outf laring basin found in f ount.ains. This
tlzpe of shape is especially tlrpical of Horizon rr sit.es on
Martinique, as it. must also be on st. vincent. vasgues are
very low circular bowls of fair sizes with a tlpical outward
flaring rim which is usually associated with red paint and.
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Fign:re 29. Class V

vessels. a,

Scale

BCC;

is

b,

5cm'
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Àrnos

VaIe, c

and d,

BC3

.

int.erior incised decoration.
Fourt.een rims can be associated with this particular
vessel- shape (Fig. 29 ; Pl . 2l ) . Seven of t.hese (53 . B
percent.) were found at. the concentration area BC3 aL the
Buccament. sit.e. At the Buccament sit.e, the concentration
areas of BC2 and BCC each yielded one vasgue rim fragment
(7 .7 percent each) . Four vasgue rims \^/ere recovered at t.he
site of Arnos vale (23.r percent), and one rj-m was recovered.
at. the site of Sandy Bay (7.7 percent)
Of the l-3 rims associated with these vessels, al1
belong to t.he rim class of outward t.hickened, due to the
presence of Lhe diagnostic outward flaring lip" As a
result, al-1 vasgues in the st. vincent colrect.ion can be
associated with the lip class curved platform with flanqe
(lip class 1-) . The average rim t.hickness of this class is
.

9.37

mm.

The average body thickness from the eight. rims that

exhibited enough of the vessel

to be measured is 6.22
mm" The thinnest. body thickness on a vasgue rim was 3. B mm,
while the thickest was B. 87 mm. surfaces are uniform, even,
and often smoot.hed. rnt.erior and exterior surfaces for this
vesser class are preserved better than t.hose rims of ot.her
vessel classes. only three rim sherds were eroded on both
the exterior and interior surfaces. None exhibit.ed any
evidence of corrosion on either the interior or exterior
surface,
1-3 5

bod.y

Four rims were examined for pasLe, temper, and. core
colour constituents. paste is very dense, which follows the
pattern established in ot.her vessel cl-asses in the

co]]ection. core colours range from reddish gray (5yR 5/2)
to reddish ye11ow (5yn 6/8) . Two of the rim sherds examined
exhibited blackened cores. Temper rang.es from tlpical black
sand to very smalI pebbles (.¡ mm to .5 mm in diameter).
Calcareous inclusions are also present.
class D3 " vessel class D3, that of complex independent
restricted vessels, is associated with a diagnostic and
unique vessel of the saladoid period (specifically Horizon
rr) called the vase Mario. These vessels are different from
the Vase Caréné shape (vessel class B/C) in that t.he l-atter
does not exhibit. the characterist.ic heawy flanqe which is
present on Vase Mario vessels (Figs. 30 and 31).
A total of 19 rim sherds can be assigned to this vessel
class. six rims (30 percent.) are from the concent.ration
area of ES1 at Escape. vase Mario rims are also found. at
the concentration areas of BCC, BC1, BC3, and BC4 in the
Buccament. valIey, and at the sites of Arnos vare, sandy Bay,
and Spring.

All rims associat.ed with this vessel class are
considered outward thickened and all belong to the Flared
1ip class. Hence, the diagnostic nature of t.his vessel type
is manif est.ed in both rim f orms as well as vessel shape.
Three smal1 rims (two from concent.ration area BC4 and. one
L36
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Figure 30. Class D3 vessels. a and b, ESl,.
c, BCC. Scal-e is

5cm.
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Figure 31. Class D3 vessels. _4, Sandy

Bay;

b,

ESl-. Scale

is

5cm.

from concentration area ES1) are too small to be
definitively association with vase Mario vessers, Lhe rims
of which are typically very heawy and thick. Their

inclusion in this cl-ass is based on the fact. that they share
a similar 1ip shape.
Of the 20 rims recovered, seven were examined for
paste, temper, and core colour attributes. Core colours
range from grayish (5YR 5/1) to light gray (5yR 7/t_). As
wel-l, reddish gray (5YR 5/2) and darker reddish gray (5yR
4/2) core col-ours are found on one rim sherd each. one rim
has a core colour that rangles from dark red (2.5yF. 3/6) t.o
dusky red (2.5YR 3/4, 3/3) . Three of the seven rims have
black core colours. Temper consists of black sand and
calcareous inclusions. No direct associations between
morphological or t.echnological attributes is found..
Firing clouds make an unusual appearance in this vessel
class. They are found on four of the 20 rims assigned Lo
this class (20 percent) . Curiously, these fire clouds
appear on or near the rims of the sherds. No evidence of
corrosion \¡/as found.
Much like certain rin: sherds associated with vesselclass B/c, two rims associat,ed with vase Mario vessels from
st. vincent have an interior ridge that. is located below t.he
1ip and opposite the end point of the flange on the
interior. This intericrr '1edge, does noL appear on Vase
Mario vessels from Marcinique. The average rim thickness
L39

for this vessel class is 16 mm, while the average length of
the rim is 24 mm.
Classes C3 and D2. Both vessel classes C3 (Fig 32, a)
and D2 (Fí9. 32,b), inflected independent unrestricted and
complex restricted vessels respectively, are represented in
the st. vincent col-lection by one rim sherd each. Bot.h r,¡/ere
recovered from the site of sandy Bay on the northeast.ern
coast of t.he island.
This upper portion of the vessel in vessel class c3 is
very similar in contour to the casuela vessels identified. in
the collection. The difference, however, is the presence on
this rim sherd of a modelted band that likely surrounded the
entire vessel just below the exterior end point.. The core
colour of t.his sherd is dusky red (2.syF. 3/4, 3/3), but. in
areas near the interior surface, a black core colour is
observed. Paste is t.1pically dense and t.emper consists of
occasional pebbles (on average 0. B mm in diameter) , and
occasional granules of black sand are also found.
The one rim sherd associated with vessel class D2 exhibits a
constricted neck with a wider orifice. The vessel 1ike1y
exhibit.ed an inflect.ion point, but this could not be
determined f rom t.he rim alone. The core colour of this
sherd is dusky red (2.syR 3/4, 3/3) . paste is very dense
and tempering constiLuents are nol readily observed.
Keel-ed sherds " of the 327 body sherds recovered during
the survey/ 60 (18 percent) exhibit a keel, or pronounced
t40
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Figure 32. Class C3 and class D2 vessels. a
and b from Sandy
Scale is

5cm.

Bay.

point of inflection. Keeled sherds were found at. all six
sit.es that exhibited primarily saladoid ceramics. Many
inflection point.s are simple, wit.h no addit.ional clay added
at the keel. some, ho\øever, exhibit heawy clay additions.
rt is not uncommon to find incisions that accompany these
additions in clay, and usually ext.end for the circumference
of the vessel. one keeled sherd from Arnos vale appears t.o
be from a vase Mario vessel (discussed below), and exhibits
heawy interior corrosion.
final observat.ions regarding t.he vessel shapes
defined for t.he collection can now be made. overall, the
vessel associations from t.he collection are quite varied.
As was expect.ed, all vessel forms that tlzpically
charact.erise the saladoid period in the prehistory of the
vtlest rndies v¡ere identified.
curíous1y, ceramic bottles, âs
identified at the vive site on Martinique (Mattioni rg7g,
1-980) were noL recovered on st. vincent. The reason for
t.his is unknown, and may represent a local_ised (on
Mart.inique) development. of this particurar vessel shape. As
shown, definitive comparisons to similar vessel forms from
others islands in the Windward chain is possible.
Vessels which have t.he thinnest wall_s seem to be
associated with class Al-. Those which exhibit thicker warls
and wide orifice diameters seem to berong to crass B/c. The
tall-est vessels seem to be those associat.ed with classes B/c
some
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and D3 (Vase Mario)
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rncense Burners. rncense burners (as they are commonly

referred to) in Caribbean archaeology are hol1ow and
bottomless cylindrical clay artifacts, with an open or
closed top. They are usually elaborately decorated with
painted or modelled-incised decoration, often reaching
effigy proport.ions. These are normally more heavily
decorated than both plain ware util-itarian vessels and even
decorated ut.ilitarian vessels, which could suggest a nonutil-itarian function, although this is not. certain. It
cannot be positively stated that these artifact.s could
indeed reflect a ceremonial- or religious affiliation,
alt.hough the suggest.ion has been made that t.hey were used.
f or the inhaling of part.icular substances (Rouse 1,992: 83 )
rncense burners are unigue to the Lesser Antilles and.
the saladoid series where they figure as some of the most
sophist.icated ceramic art.ifacts; t.hey are uncofirmon or even
t.otal1y absent from the South American mainland.. The
Bullens report numerous incense burner fragments from st.
Vincent., and various other Grenad.ine islands, the most
famous of which is the uniquely t.a11 Bat-head effigy
cylinder, originally from t.he Arnos Val-e site, and. which is
on display at t.he KingsLown Museum in st. vincent. (Kirby and
.
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Figrure 3.3. rncense burner

proiiles. a,
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Arnos vale;

b, Bcc. scare is 5 cm,

Wall L974). Associated with this specimen is a largre oval
plat.t.er that exhibits a circular pattern of bl_ack soot on
interior basal surface, correspond.ing to the diameter of the
incense burner itself.
Thís suggrests that it could have
been used for the burning of a certain substance. The st.
Vincent Museum also displays several whole or large
fragments of t.hese decorated cylinders.
Only seven sherds, and possibly part of an appendage,
Ìvvere recovered during the survey that are part of an incense
burner (nig. 33). One is a large body sherd with a exterior
ridge, the others are rims from the base or the t.op of
cylinders. Four may belong t.o a same specimen. A1l_ come
from either Buccament. or Arnos vale. As with most incense
burners from other islands, the fragments recovered from st.
vincent are readily identifiabl-e because of their bright.
red, ful1y oxidized interior core colour" rt. is generally
assumed that. the const.ant association with heat. al-l-ows for
the gradual re-firing of the clay, g'enerating this oft.en
bright red core colour; an al-ternative explanat.ion can be
based on the fact that. the hollow nature of the artifact
makes for a better heat exposure.
Of the incense burner fragments from St. Vincent.,
temper consists primarily of black sand particles or very
sma11 pebbles. Paste is somewhat l-ess dense that. ot.her
vessers from the collection; it tends to be gritty and is
often crumbly. A cert.ain degree of porosity may have been
1,45

by t.he potter, but for unknov\,n reasons. Obviously,
these artifacts were noL meant to be put to the same hard
uses as the pottery vessel-s. Tlpical incense burners are
usually sma11 t.o medium in size; our fragrnents indicat.e
diameters of t2 to 22 cflì, and thicknesses varying between
8.5 to t2 cm. The funct.ion of these hollow cylinders as
burning aromat.ic substances is purely hlpothetical but
1ike1y for this tlpe of artifact by analogy with specimens
from Mesoamerica. A large boat-shaped vessel or bowl
displayed in the St.. Vincent Museum displays a black
carbonized circular patch on its bottom that coincides with
the diameLer of a tlpical incense burner. These cylinders
may therefore have been associated with burning but also
with another tlrpe of pott.ery vessel. These unusual
artifacts have yet to receive the more detailed study they
deserve as for funct.ion and decoration"
A 1arge, heavy, and thick crescentic l_ateral appendage
(5 cm thick, 8.5 cm wide) from concentration area BC3 in the
Buccament valley displays t.he tlpical incense burner red.dish
clay (P1. 23,a). The diameter of the inside of the burner
is approximately 20 cm. It is possible that the fragment
could have been part of an effigy incense burner. ft is
painted red with a yelIow and white 1ine" The edge is
heavily worn and battered as if it had been used as a
pounding instrument, in cont.rast v/ith the overal-1 smooth
surface of the rest. of the burner fraqment.
sought.
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cl-av Griddles. Griddles are 1arge, flat clay platt.ers

which are assumed to have been used in the cooking of bitter
manioc for t.he making of cassava bread. The coInmon
assumption is that prehist.oric populations who manufactured

clay griddles also pract.ised cultivated bitter manioc
agriculture. rn fact, the archaeological evidence for
manioc curtivation relies primarily on this type of artifact
(see DeBoer L915:420). This is based on t.he fact. t.hat
agricult.ural techniques are paralleled with the development
of t.he saladoid series along the orinoco as far back as l-000
B.C. (Rouse 1,992; Roosevelt 19BO). As such, the cult.ural
group (or groups) associat.ed with Saladoid pott.ery have a
recognised and unmistakable agricultural_ background, and.
1ike1y introduced manioc to the West fnd.ies.
No direct evidence for manioc curtivat.ion was found in
the collection, and the fact that agricultural activit.ies
u/ere indeed practised is associated with the presence of
these clay gríddles. The fact t.hat these griddles \¡¡ere
indeed used in the cooking of cassava is supported by the
presence of carbonised manioc cakes on a griddle surface
from the camoruco site in the parmana region of the middle
orinoco (Roosevelt 1-980 :239). Furt.hermore, Lhe seventeent.h
century rsland caribs are known to have used. clay griddles
for the cooking of manioc cakes, âs reported by Father
Breton (Allaire L9B4zL27) " By analogy, we can assume t.hat
this same practice occurred in prehistoric times in both
1,47
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Figure 34. Griclclle prof j les. .q arrcl q, Spring; b,
Scale

is

5cm.

ESI-;

c.

BCC-D;

d,

BCC-C.

South America as well as the West Indies.

Everything

therefore indicates thaL the primary use of griddles is for
the cooking of cassava. There does not seem to be any other
use associated with this art.ifact, especially when
considering the ethnographic literature as well as
historical documents (Allaire 1,984) .
A total of L2 griddle rim fragments were recovered.
during the survey from Saladoid context (Fig. 34) . Their
distribution among the sites is fairly uniform, although no
griddle sherds v/ere encountered at sandy Bay, nor at some of
the concentration areas in both t.he Escape and Buccament
sites.
Two major t]T)es of rims \^rere observed in the griddle
rim col-lect.ion: (1) f 1at.; and (2) raised. Only one smal1
sherd of a flattened grriddle rim, or "pancake type,' (Bullen
L964) was recovered, from the Spring site (Fig.34,a). The
remaining' eleven griddle rims are classified within t.he
raised rim class. This type of griddle rims preserves a
flat base but the upper rim is pinched upward t.o raise the
edge above the baking surface; one, however, is thicker and
more properly triangular in cross-section (Fig. 34,c).
Most. of t.he griddle fragments recovered are in poor
condit.ion. Exposure to surface cond.itions (wind, rain, soil
turbation) has eroded many of t.he surfaces. As a resurt, Íro
encrustat.ions were observed on any of the sherds.
The thickness of the griddle platform coul-d be measured
L49

for twelve of t.he t.hirLeen fragment.s. The averag'e thickness
of the griddle platforms is 10.7 mm. The t.hinnest griddle
platter is 6.5 mm (from concenLration area BCc-c), whil_e the
thickest was the plat.ter fragment measured l-5 mm. Rims do
not raise very higrh above the baking surface, being never
deeper than 1-.5-2.0 cm (rig. 34).
in a random sampre of seven griddle
sherds from the collection. All were tempered h/it.h black
sand and calcareous inclusions, although some exhibited very
small limestone (white) granules. very small pebbles (0.30. 6 mm) \^rere observed in two griddle fragments from Arnos
Temper was observed

Val-e.

core colours were surprisingfy similar to core colours
in the body and rim sherds from the same col-lection.
Col-ours range from greyish (5yR 5/l-) to dusky red (2.5yR

3/4, 3/3). only one sherd exhibited a blackish interior core
col-our, and t.his occurred on the upper portion of t,he crosssection near what would have been the cooking surface.
The overall diameter of these griddles could only be
positively determined for six rims. Because of the
fragmentary nature of the griddle rims, these measurements
may not be accurate. smaller griddles are represented by
one sherd from spring, which measured approximately 26-2g cm
in diameter. Tlpical griddles are, however, usually
associated with much larger sizes as reveared by segments
from other griddle rims that suggest diameters ranging from
150

45 cm to 50 cm as more t.ypical-.

paint. is t.he only decorative attribute found on the
gríddle fragmrents in the collection. rt occurs on five rims
on eit.her the bottom part of the griddle or t.he rim it.self .
on the one griddl-e rim associat.ed with a the flat cl-ass of
griddle rim forms, red paint. is found on the top (cooking)
surface" rncisions are not found on any of the griddle
fragments in this coll-ect.ion.
Handl-es. seven handle fragments lvere recovered (pl.
Red

31). one of these, from BCC-D, i-s painted red on the entire
surface of t.he handle (pr. 31,c) . A simple hg, wit.hout any
incisions, is attached to one handle fragment from the
concentration area of BCC at the Buccament site (pl. 3l_,e).
rt is thin, but not curved like the more conìmon D-shaped.
handles of the Saladoid period, such as those at Vivé
(Lehouillier 1974). In fact, no D-shaped handles were
recovered during the survey. The other handles in the
collection, from Arnos Vale, Spring, and BC4, are Loo
fragment.ary t.o be assigned any specific shape or
orientat.ion.
Base Fraclmenls. Nine fragments

of bases lvere recovered.

during the survey (Fig. 35) " Aside from one base fragment,
which appears to have come from a smaller vessel, aIl- can be
attribut.ed to fairly large vessels. A1I exhibit fairly
smooth and even surf ace f inishes, and t.hree are painted red
on t.he exterior (or lower) surface.
l_51_
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Figure 35. Base Profiles.

a, BC3; b, Springr; c, BCC; d,

Scale is 5
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cm.

BC4.

Corrosion is evident. on the inside of one base
fragment.. core colours range from dark reddish brown

(5yR

2.5/2) to greyish (5yR 5/l-) and temper is generally black
sand, although the occasional small pebble is present..
Paste is very dense in all base sherds recovered..
Sherd scraper. What appears to be a sherd scraper vüas
recovered at t.he concentration area of BC3. The sherd is
relatively small, âs i-t measures only four cm 1ong. The
smoothed nature of the longer side of the sherd, which
measures f our cm long and approximately two cm wid.e, could
be indicative of its use in smoothing wa1ls of vessels prior
to firing. rt is painted red on one side. No rim port.ion
is present, t.hus suggesting it was originally a body sherd.
III.

Vessel Funct.ions

The funct.ional aspect of ceramic vessel_s shou]d reveal

information not only about food preparation and processing,
buL also about subsistence activities.
Three broad
categories of vessel function have been defined by Rice
2209): storag'e; processing; and transfer. The range of
specific use of pott.ery vessels depends on the manipulation
of various elements, some of which include body thickness,
(L987

orifice

diameter, and vessel height (Skibo 1,992:36-37).
rnferences of use for each vessel class defined. for the
collection from st. vincent are discussed bel-ow, although
1-53

the conclusions reached are by no means meant. to be
absolut.e. where appropriat.e, historical analogies relating
to the rsland carib are used. The use of clay pots in food
production is well documented in the ethnographic l-iterat.ure
in the region, especially South America (carneiro t96r; Dol-e
1'978,' sLeward and Faron 1958). These relations of use form
the basis for ceramic ecology, which is the contextual
approach to understanding the technol-ogical implicat.ions of
vessel- morphology and their relation to intended or actual
use.

The best clues for assessing use-alteration features on

ceramic vessels are marks and patches (Skibo 1992:11j_). A
mark reflects a single-event. representation of an event in

the form of an attrit.ional mark, nick, scraLch, pit, or chip
(Skibo L992:11-l-). An attritional patch, however, reflects
continued use. skibo notes (r992:11-l-) that. these patches
may be clusters of attritional marks. The generally poor
condition of surface finishes in the ceramic collection from
st. vincent. makes it dif f icurt to determine t.he absolute
presence of t.hese marks or patches, but some marks are
evident., âs mentioned in the previous section. Vessel
function is reviewed below by vessel- class.
Class Al-. As discussed above, this type of wide, openmouthed vessel, essentially bowls and trays or platters, is
characterised by vessels whose orifice diamet.er is always
larger than the lower basal_ port.ion. Smith (1985:Table
l.54

) points out that vessels with these dimensions (where
the orifice is the greatest width of the pot.) possibly
indicate their use as serving vessel-s. Rice (LgBi:238)
indicates, however, that cooking pots generally take on this
shape, noting that. the lack of angles also allows for the
greater absorption of heat (Rice 1,987 2229). Rice also
states that. cooking pots often exhibit ". . .patterns of
exteri-or sooting or blackening... Iand] burned content.s. . "
(L981:238). No definitive evidence for encrustations on the
int.erior of this vessel class was encountered in the
collection. As we11, corrosion seems to be manifest,ed on
the exterior only of one rim sherd from the Arnos vale site.
A few sma11, low bowls are evident in t.his cl-ass; this low
height.:diameter rat.io coul-d be indicative of t.hese vessels,
use for parching or toasting or heating for the purpose of
evaporation (Smit.h 1985) .
The overall dense nature of the past.e constit.uenLs in
the vessel class could indicate a relat.ively high resistance
to mechanical sLress (Rice 1,981 :227-228) . As wel-l, many of
the vessels in this class exhibit. relativery t.hin walls : 26,
or 3B percent of the sample, exhibit body t.hicknesses
between 6 - 6.5 mm. This could indicate the import.ance of
this vessel- class in the actuar cooking of food rather than
serving. The overal-l- thermal behaviour of a vessel form a
direct relat.ionship to the thickness of the walls.
Cl-ass B/C. This vessel cl_ass is somewhat complex in
1"1".2
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shape, ranging from inverted-bell shaped vessels to t.hose
which exhibit a keel or infl-ection point. The shape of the

orifice is always open and always unrestricted. They are
often quite large. Most rims exhibit orifice diameters of
30 cm in t.his class, although some are as a large as 42 cm.
On average, the B/C vessels observed in the collect.ion
from st. vi-ncent seem to be t.a1ler than those of the A1
class" As a result., and combined with the characteristics
of the orifice, it. can be suggested that these tlpes of
vessels were 1ike1y used for food preparat.ion. As discussed
by Rice (1987 :238), food preparation vessels exhibit
unrest.ricted forms and simple shapes. They are al_so more
1ike1y to exhibit interior wear, abrasion, or pitting (Rice
]-987:238)

.

The everted shape of this vessel class may indicate

that. the content.s of these vessels may have been manipulat.ed
by hand (Smith 1-985) . As well-, v/hen orifices are larger
than the basar areas of a vessel, it is possible that tool_s

for consumpt.ion and t.he overall use of the vessel
was for serving (Smith 1985). Another possibility is their
potent.ial use for either the storag,e or transport of water,
an analogy which can be directly traced to the rsland.
Caribs' use of large vessel-s for this purpose (A11aire
\^/ere used

L971:46)

.

The large orifice diamet.ers of B/C vesse1s in the

,collection

may be l-inked

to t.heir use in manioc processing.
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only one rim sherd in t.he collection (from Arnos vale)
associat.ed with this vessel class exhibits interior
corrosion,' t.he vessel orifice diamet.er is 32 cm for t.his
specimen. Ethnographic analogy can often provide useful_
inferences for vesser use. rn this case, âs Dole (Lg7B:222)
has indicated, contemporary groups in the upper xingu region
of Amazonia rinse manioc with water in "enormous, flatbot.t.omed" pots. Dole further notes that these are of ten
seal-ed on the inside with several coats of ,'rubbed. soot from
charred tree bark" (I978:222) . References to black pitch on
ceramic vessels can al-so be found in historical accounts, âs
Allaire (]-911 :48) was able to find. Fat.her Breton describes
a smudging technique that produces a distinct. black paint on
the vessel, which Allaire (1977:48) suggests is achieved by
the burning of a gum of élémi under the pot" It can be
suggested, then, that. the black paint observed on t.he
interior surfaces of sherds in the collection, discussed in
the next chapter, may indeed be tree soot or some ot.her
product of combust.ion rather t.han actual paint.
classes B2 and D3. vessel class B2 (casuela vessels)
is characterised by wide yet restrict.ed orifices. rt. is
possible that. this constriction of the upper part of t.he
vessel was construct.ed in order to hold liquids.
The intended use of rims from vessel class D3 (Vase
Mario) is perhaps very similar to the use of B/c crass
vessels. The main difference, however, is the upper
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constriction of the vessel orifice (in comparison t.o the
rest of the cont.our of the vessel). This relative
constriction is evident in vase Mario vessel-s from both
Martinique (Musée Départmental , I9g1-) and t.he St.. Vincent
collection.
The association with vase Mario vessels and int.erior
corrosion or pitting was noL as common in the collection as
was expected. It is this vessel shape which is often
associated with the brewing of beer (Allaire L9j7)
Lehouillier (1974:L27) noles t.hat at Vive TI, 31 .6 percent
of the vase Mario vessels recovered exhibited signs of
interior corrosion. Likewise, ât the Diamant site, 20
percent. of vase Mario vessels indicated interior corrosion
(Lehouillier r974:1-27). As mentioned above, one keeled.
sherd that. can likeIy be associated with a vase Mario vessel_
exhibits hearry corrosion on the interior. Another rim sherd
from the concent.ration area of BCC-C at the Buccament. sit.e
exhibits what coul-d be considered as pitting.
The lack of direct evidence of corrosion on the
ínterior of rims from vase Mario vessels is not surprising,
as t.he degree of corrosion and pitting on the upper portions
of the vessel (near the rim) should be significantly l_ess
than those portions near the lower end of t,he vessel. rf
this indeed \^rere the case, then it is not surprising that.
virtually no rim sherd associated with a vase Mario vessel
displayed interior corrosion.
"
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smith (1985) argues that. vessels with a limited rangie
in the orifice síze (such as those in vessel classes B2 ad
n3) may indicat.e their use for protracLed boiling. Tn other
words, the constriction of the orifice is great. enough to
allow for boiling, over a fire, yet it is wide enough for the
stirring of the content.s. Evidence of stirring, in the form
of fine scratching, is found on the int.erior of a vase Mario
vessel from the Buccament site.
class v. Due to the degree of exterior and interior
surface preservation in this vessel- c1ass, it is assumed.
that t.hese vessels, ref erred to as Vasgues, could. have been
used for food serving and not cooking. Non-functj_onal uses,
incl-uding ceremonial, can arso be suggesLed for this vessel
class, in part because of the formidable preservation of
exterior and interior surfaces.
Griddles. No other ceramic material from t.he St.
vincent coll-ect.ion is more indicative of agricult.ural
pract.ices than ceramic griddles. As mentioned, griddles are
1arge, flat pieces of clay which are used. for t.he cooking of
manioc. The historical evidence, primarily from Father
Breton's dictionary, indicat.es that griddles v¡ere used. by
the rsland carib, and referred to as boutalli (Allaire
L977 :61; Allaire 1,984:1-27 )
Of the l-3 griddle fragments recovered during the
survey/ three are found at the site of Arnos val-e on the
southern coast. They are also found in the Buccament
.
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vaIley, the Escape cluster, and t.he site of spring. As was
expected, all griddle fragments are found in areas of high
fertility,
such as the Buccament va1Iey and the Arnos val_e
area. This t.herefore suggests that. select.ive settrement
strat.egies v/ere operating in early saladoid times, âs the
sel-ection of habitat.ion sites was almost always restricted
to areas of high agricultural potential.
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CHAPTER VT

CERAMTC DECORATION AND STYLE

Three fundamental t.echniques of pottery decoration are
represented in the saladoid survey collection from st.

vincent: painting; incision; and modelling. whir-e each is
discussed separately, the presence of incision is
occasionally discussed in conjunction wit.h paint.ed
decorat.ion because their relative higrh freguency of
occurrence, in the form of eit.her painted-over incised
decoration, zoned-incised painting, and mod.elled-incised.
techniques.

I. Paint.ed Decoration
The following painted co]ours have been ident.ified in

the collection: (1) red, in various shades of dark red to
brownish red, but never a bright scarlet red; (Z) whit.e; (3)
orangie, which may be int.erpreted as a light shade of red;
(4) purple, rare but includes an almost bluish specimen; (5)
black; (6) pink, which may be a faded form of red or white;
(7) 9rey, which may be a faded form of white; â.nd., (B)
ye]1ow, a very dist.inct.ive light ye11ow or cream pigment.
Two basic paint decoration techniques are represented
in the study coll-ection: (1) a form of negative painting;
r6L

and (2) positive painting. Red paint is by far the most
common in t.he collection, and will therefore be discussed
first.
Negative painting is encountered in the collection
in bichrome colours, being limited t.o white on red painting,
which form a hallmark decorative style of the early saladoid
period. Positive-painted decoration in association with
other pigments is represented essentially by bichrome
painting, but some degree of polychrome painting is also
found in the collection. Zoned painting refers to a
bichrome decoration with colours separated by an incised
line
"

Monochrome Red

Painting

Red painting

is the most frequently observed painted
decoration in the collection. rt is al-so the most common
paint pigment found in al-l- of t.he Windward Islands. The
pigment itself may be roucou, a veget.able pigment (Allaire
L9B4 L22) " Bullen and Bullen (r972) crassified any saladoid
red-painted sherds into the types pear]s Red-painted or
Simon Red-Painted. As

the Bullens do not. mention any
significant differences between the Lwo (aside from paste),
it was not possible t.o dist.inguish between t.hem in our
surface collections from St. Vincent.
The poor preservat.ion of sherd surfaces and sherd. sizes
f rom many of our samp]e coll-ections from st.. vincent negated
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any attempt at. observing significant frequencies of red

paint in 1ip or vessel classes. There is no doubt t.hat some
red-painted sherds are smal1 enough to be actually
associated with bichrome or polychrome-paint.ed vessel_s.
Furthermore, the presence of red paint itself is difficult
to use as a chronological reference. rt is known t.o occur
in both Horizon I and Horizon ff.
Of t.he L9L rim sherds/vessels recovered from t.he
survey/ l-58 (82.7 percent.) exhibit some red painting on t.he
exterior, while 1Bl- (94.7 percent) exhibit. red painting on
the interior. of these, 186 rim sherds have red paint.ing on
t.he upper portion of the lip in those 1ip classes where a
flange is present. Because some vessels can be decorated
with red paint onIy, it. could not be determined from the
available evidence in which circumstances this was the case.
For purposes of t.he present discussion of red paint in
the collection, body sherds will- comprise both body sherds
proper and those body sherds which exhibit a kee1. of the
328 body sherds recovered during the survey, a tot.al of 228
(69.5 percenL) exhibit red painting, of which 76 (33.3
percent) are painted on the exterior surface whire 208 (9:-"2
percent.) are painted on the interior.
All have fairly even
surfaces, although erosion is present on 61,.2 eo (n=201_) of
the exterior surfaces, while 41.5 z exhibit. the effects of
erosion on t,he interior. Attribute characterist.ics are
discussed by individual- site below.
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Arnos val-e. of the

rims recovered at the site of
Arnos va1e, four (r2.9 percent) are rim sherds associat.ed
with vessel shape class B/c. Two of t.hese exhibit red
paint.ing on both the exterior and interior surfaces, while
31-

one each exhibits red paint on the interior and exterior
surfaces. T\^¡o rims (6.5 percent.) are associat.ed with open

bowls (vessel class A1), one of which exhibits red paint. on
both surfaces. The other has red paint on the exterior
surface on1y. one casuela vessel (class P.2) exhibits red.
paint.ing on the interior only. one rim sherd, associated
with the Vase Mario vessel class (D3 ) , is painted red on
bot.h surfaces. Only one Vasgue from Arnos Vale is painted
red on the interior on1y. of the 24 body sherds recovered.,
l-3 (54.1- percent.) exhibit red paint. on1y. Ten of these are
paínted red on the exterior on1y, while one is painted red
on t.he interior.

Two body

sherds (g.3 percent) are painted

red on both surfaces.
Buccament Cluster. From BC1, only one rim was
recovered and exhibits interior red paint. on1y. Also at
Buccament, of the five rims sherds recovered from F,Cz, only
two (40 percent.) exhibit exterior red paint, while three
exhibit interior red paint.. Of t.he f ive rim sherds
recovered from Bc2, two (40 percent) have been cl-assed as
members of vessel class B2 (casuelas). One has both
interior and exterior red paint. while t.he other exhibits
interior red paint. on1y. only one rim (20 percent) has been
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classed as a member of composite vessel class B/C, and
exhibits red paint on the exterior onIy.

the Buccament site, of t.he 43 rims that
were recovered, l-B (41-.8 percent.) exhibit. red painting on
the exterior. Ten of the rims (23.2 percent) from BC3 have
been classed as members of vesser class Al_ (simple open
bowls), while six (14 percent) are associated with vessel
class B/c. Four of t.he rims associated with A1 vessel_s are
painted red on t.he exterior only, whil-e only two have been
painted red on the interior (both of which, ho\,vever, exhibit
exterior eroded surfaces). Four rims of vessel- cl_ass A1
from BC3 are painted red bot.h on the exterior and interior
From BC3 at.

surfaces.

rims (4.6 percent) are with exterior red paint are
part of Vasgues (vessel class V) . One is paint.ed red on
bot.h the exterior and interior, while the other is painted.
red on the interior on1y. One rim (2.3 percent), which is
part. of a casuela vessel (vessel cl-ass F.2) , is painted red
on both surfaces.
From t.he L6 rims recovered from BC4, j_O (62.5 percent)
exhibit exterior red painting. of these, four have been
classed as members of vessel class B/C. Four rims (25
percent.) are classed as belonging to vessel class A1. AII
four are painted red on the exterior, while only two exhibit
red paint on the int.erior. one rim (6.2s percent) is part
of a large incense burner, and is paint.ed red on the
Two
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ext,erior surface.
For the entire Buccament construction concent.ration
area cluster (comprising areas Bcc, BCC-B, BCC-C, and BCcD) , only four (22.2 percent) of the 18 rims found exhibit.
red painting on the exterior. Four rims (22.2 percent) from
t.he Buccament. construction cluster have been classed as
vessel class B/c. Two are painted red on the int.erior only,
bot.h of which are from BCC-C. one is painted red on both
surfaces (from BCC-C), and t.he other is painted on the
exterior surface only (from BCC-D). Only one rim (5.5
percent.) is representative of vesser class Al- (from BCC-C),
and is painted red on bot.h the ext.erior and interior
surfaces.

yielded only one body sherd (33.3 percent) of the
three recovered which is painted red., in this case on both
surfaces. BC2 yielded four body sherds, of which three (75
percent) exhibit. red paint; all being on the exteri_or
surface on1y.
Of the 80 body sherds recovered. from BC3, 52 (65
percent) exhibit some form of red paint. of these, 22 (42.3
percent) are painted red on the exterior surface only, while
only four (7.7 percent) are paint.ed red on the interior.
ConsequenLly, 26 (50 percent) are painted red. on bot.h
BC1

surfaces.

For BC4, five (50 percent) of the 10 body sherds
recovered were found with red paint only. Three (30
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percent) exhibit red paint on t.he exterior surface only,
while only one (10 percent.) is painted red on t.he interior.
Two body sherds (20 percent) from BC4 are painted red. on
both surfaces
A t.otal of 43 body sherds were recovered from the
Buccament construct.ion area cluster, of which 32 (i4.4
percent) exhibit only red paint. Five body sherds (15.6
percent) from BCC are painted red on the ext.erior surface
on1y, while only one (3.i_ percent) is painted red on the
interior surface. Two are painted red on both surfaces (6.2
percent).
Only one sherd (3.1 percent) from BCC-B was recovered
t.hat exhibited only red paint, which is found on both

surfaces. From BCc-c, seven body sherds exhibit red paint
on the interior surface only (21-.9 percent.) . Seven (2L.9
percent) are painted red on both surfaces and eleven (34.4
percent,) are paint.ed red on the exterior on1y. For BCC-D,
one body sherd is paint.ed red on both surfaces (3. j_
percent), while two are paint.ed red on the exterior only
(6.3 percent).
Brighton. At t.he site of Brighton, four (66.6 percent)
of the six rims recovered have been crassified. as simple
open-mouthed bowls. Three of these are paint.ed red on the
exterior surface on1y, whil-e one is painted red. on the
interior surface. one rim sherd (L6.6 percent) has been
associat.ed with vessel class B/c and exhibits red paint on
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the interior surface onIy. Only six body sherds (33.3
percent) from a tot.al of 18 recovered exhibit only red
paint" Five (83.3 percent) of these are painted red on the
exterior surface on1y, while one (16.6 percent) is painted.
red on both surfaces.
Escape. At ESI_, red paint is quite common on the l_B
rims recovered. only one rim (5.6 percent) has been classed
as part of a open-mout.hed vessel_, and is painted on the
exterior on1y. Vessel class B/C is represented by six rims
(33-3 percent,), four of which exhibit red painting on the
exterior onIy, while the other two exhibit red paint on both
surfaces. One casuela vessel rim (5.5 percent) was
recovered from ES1, which exhibit.s red paint on the exterior
only. vase Mario vessels (class D3) are represented by four
rim sherds (22.2 percent) which exhibit red paínting. of
Lhese, two have red paint on the interior, one is painted
red on the exterior, and one is painted on both surfaces.
From ES2, three (25 percent) of the L2 rims are classed
as members of vessel class A1 and exhibits red paint. Two
of these are painted red on both surfaces while one is
painted red on t.he interior onry. Red-paint.ed B/c vessels
are represented by five rims (4r.6 percent), all of which
are painted red on the exterior surface only.
From ES3, four rims r^rere recovered, of which one (25
percent) is a casuela vessel rim that. is painted red. on both
surfaces. Red-painted B/c vessel rims are represented by
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two specimens (50 percent) from ES3, one of which is painted
on both surfaces, while the other is painted red on the

exterior on1y.
For ES1, a total of L7 body sherds were recovered that
exhibited only red paint, comprising 33.3 percent of t.he
total number of body sherds (n=51) recovered. Four of these
(23.5 percent.) are painted red on t.he ext.erior surface only,
whil-e five (29.4 percent) are painted red on both surfaces.
Thus, eight (47 percent) exhibit red paint on t.he exterior
surface on1y.
From ES2, 22 body sherds \^/ere recovered

with only red.
paint. Three of Lhese exhibit interior red paint only (13.6
percent), while five are painted on bot.h surfaces (22.7
percent.). Therefore, 14 body sherds from ES2 are painted.
red on the exterior only (63.6 percent.) . At ES3, only two
body sherds were recovered which produced red paint only.
Bot.h of these are painted on the exterior surfaces on1y.
Sandy Bay. From the site of Sandy Bay, j_3 rims h/ere
recovered. One rim sherd (7.7 percent) associated with
vessel class A1 is painted red on the interior surface. one
rim (7.7 percent) associated with vessel class B/c exhibit.s
red paint on the exterior surface only. vasgue vessers are
represented by one specj-men (7.7 percent) from Sandy Bay.
It is painted red on both surfaces. The only instance of a
rim from vessel class C3 is from Sandy Bay, and is painted
red on the exlerior surface only" Only seven body sherds
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(34 percent) from Sandy Bay exhibit red paint only, of which

six are painted on the exterior surface. only one body
sherd exhibits interior red paint and no exterior paint.
Spring. A total of 23 rims vüere recovered f rom t.he
site of Spring. Six red-painted rims (26.L percent.) are
classified as rims of open-mouthed bowrs (vessel class A1).
Of these, Lhree are painted red on both the ext,erior and
interior surfaces. The other three are painted red on the
exterior surface only. Only one rim (4.3 percent)
exhibiting red paint (on the ext.erior surface only) is
associated with vessel class B/c. The only rim painted red,
which is associat.ed with a Vase Mario (vessel class D3 ) , is
painted red on both surfaces.
A total of 20 body sherds from Spring exhibited red
paint on1y, which comprises 69 percent of the total
decorated sherds f rom t.he spring sample. Twelve of these
exhibit exterior red paint. on1y, while the rest exhibit red.
paint. on bot.h surfaces.
final observations can be made regarding t.he
overall frequency of red paint. Red paint is the only
decorative attribute that appears on all vessel classes
designated from the st. vincent col1ect.ion. rt. appears on
the exterior of 43.4 percent (n=30) of the total number of
rim sherds associated with vessel class A1 (open bowls)
For the vessel class B/C, t.he frequency is slightly higher,
Some

"
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as red-painted ext.eriors are found on 47 percent (n=34) of
rims associated with this vessel cl-ass. with regard to site

associations, two concent.ration areas have a high frequency
of exterior red paint.: BC3 (48.8 percent.) and ES1 (46
percent)

.

Bichrome and Polychrome Painting

Both positive and negative painting techniques are
represented in the collection. The most. common technique is
positive painting which is achieved by applying one layer of

paint over a surface that has previously been painted. As
many as l-5 modes of painted decoration have been identified;
14 belong to positive paint.ing styles (excluding black,
which is discussed separately). They occur either as
bichrome or polychrome patterns.
I. Whit.e-on-Red. A t.otal of 20 sherds exhibit whiteon-red positive paint. which is a hallmark of the saladoid
style in the Caribbean Area, both in Venezuela and the
Antilles (see P1. 1-2,b-g) . Two met.hods of positive whiteon-red paint were observed: (1) those which exhibit white
paint as l-inear or curvilinear lines (e. g. pl . 1-Z , ð,) ; and
(2) those which exhibit large areas of white paint. (e.g" pl.
1-2 , f) .
Bot.h of these t.echniques would have been classif ied
by the Bullens (1912) as either pearls White-painted or
simon white-Painted. This demonstrates that. no distinction
1,'7
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Figure 36- Miscellaneous sherd.s. a, BCC_C; b, BER; c,
d, ES1 lSq. vfncenr Biackli ed) ; el ernoå V-r"
t

Brisht_on;
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5cm.

was made by the Bullens between the two techniques

identified in t.his collection.
Four sherds exhibit large areas of white paint applied
over red paint. One is a rim from BC3 which is part of a
B/c vessel. This sherd exhibits white paint. below the lip
on both t.he exterior and interior surfaces. Anot.her rim of
a B/C vessel from BCC-C exhibits white paint on the top
port.ion of the lip and red paint on the exterior and
int.erior surfaces. one keeled sherd from BC3 has areal
whit.e paint on the lower surface below the keel. Finally,
one heavily eroded sherd from ES1 seems to have originally
exhibited a large area of whit.e over red paint. while it is
not clear from the evidence in the collection, it may be
assumed t.hat these large areas of white-on-red positive
paint may be part of larger decorative patterns.
similar techniques of large areas of white-on-red. \^/ere
found at. the sit.e of Pearls by Bu]len (1964:2I), and at the
sites of Vivé and Diamant (Musée Départmental, L99!;
Lehouill-ier ]-974:PI. VrII). Barbotin (19i0:Fig. 2) found
similar painted styles at t.he site of Folle Anse on Marie
Galante. On St. Vincent, the Bu]lens indicate that. the
lower zorre of Buccament vrlest exhibited sherds decorated in
t.his style (1,972) . Interest.ingly, despite its associat.ion
with the earliest Saladoid manifestation on the
island, this white-on-red st.y1e was not found in great
abundance at the Kingstown post Office sit.e during the
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Figure 3'7. Miscellaneous sherds. a, BC4; b, BCC;
c and d,
BC3. Sca1e is 5cm.

Bullens survey.
The remaining 17 sherds exhibit linear or curvilinear

white-painted lines over red paint. (see Fig. 38,a,b,d)
Three rims have linear whit.e-on-red painted lines. One
specimen exhibits a single white-painted, linear line that.

is present. immediat.ely below a single linear incision (2.3
cm below the lip) that. runs along the exterior of the
vessel. A series of additional white-painted línear 1ines,
however, originate from a single point on this single
white-paint.ed line. The overall design is like that. of a
chevron (Fig. 38, f ) . No rims v¡ere recovered that exhibit
curvilinear white-on-red positive-painted lines
Three body sherds exhibit bot.h thick and thin white-onred linear-painted 1ines. One body sherd exhibits two
linear positive white-on-red lines on either side of a
single linear incision (fig" 3B,d) " A similar design was
encounLered by Bullen (l-964:P1. I) at the sit.e of Pear1s on
Grenada. Curvilj-near positive white-on-red paint occurs on
one body sherd from Spring. It occurs as a circle and dot
motif, with the centre dot appearing as red paint. One body
sherd exhibit.s both curvilinear and linear positive whiteon-red paint (P]. !2,e).
A few (n=B) body sherds were recovered that exhibit
whit.e paint only, three of which are from BC3 in the
BuccamenL site.
All instances of white paint in the
coll-ect.ion are likely part. of larger painted designs,
.
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Figure 38. Miscellaneous sherd.s. a, c-, and. f BC3;
b,
Brighton; q, sandy B-y; -e, spriig. 's."i"î" , -s-"ï. ='
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although their exact nature cannoL, be determined from the
available evidence. one small sherd has white paint that is
present over a circular, or scroI1, incised decoration (rig.

36,f).
II. Neqative Whit.e-on-red. Negative painting is
achieved by applying a primary layer of one colour of paint
over a surface and t.hen applying a layer of another corour
paint over the same area. The second paint is then removed,
either in large areas or in linear or curvilinear lines.
Shepard (1968:206) implies that. this paint.ing technique is
one of efficiency, and "affords the easiest and. quickest way
of producing certain negative patterns. "
Only three sherds from the collection exhibit this
painting t.echnique, which is limited to white-on-red or
whit.e-on-buff painting. One rim sherd from a B/C class
vessel recovered from Arnos Vale exhibits white-on-buff
paint (P1" 2!,a). In this case, the exterior surface was
initially painted white, after which thin lines were removed
in a curvilinear fashion" The top of the rim is painted
red.
One rim from a Vase Mario vessel was found at the site

of Sandy Bay and exhibits negat.ive whit.e-on-red paint. (pf
L2,a; P1 . 21-,c¡ Fig. 31,a) " The top of the lip is painted
red, and the exterior surface below the 1ip exhibit.s the
negative paint.ing in a geometric design. The l-ast sherd to
exhibit negative white-on-red paint is a smal1 body sherd
177
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Figure 39. Miscellaneous sherds. a,

BCC;

d, BC3; e/ BC4.
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b and c, Sandy Bay;

from BC3 at the Buccament site (Fig. 38,c; p1 . LL,a; pl.
2L,b) - on overal-l layer of white paint. was applied, after
which a circle was removed along with a centre dot.

The

underlying red paint is thus exposed.
Early Horizon r painted decorations frequently occur as
white-and-red painted designs. rt is int.eresting to note
that t.he occurrence of this painting technique occurs on the
ext.erior of a B/C cl-ass vessel, which, âs pointed out in t.he
previous chapter, frây include the common inverted beIIshaped vessels of Horizon f.
III. Red-on-Buff. positive red-on-buff paint is
represented by two sherds in the collection"

one is a rim

sherd from a B/C vessel from ES1. On this rim, red paint
appears to be l-imited to the upper portion of the exterior

surface, Below this, rro paint. is observed, Lhus producing
the buff colour. The other example of this paint. design is
from a body sherd from Sandy Bay.
IV. Red-on-Oranqe. Two sherds in the coll_ect.ion
exhibit positive red-on-orange paint. one is a body sherd
from P,CA, while the other is a B/c vessel rim from ESi-. one
the later example, red paint is present along an area
approximately two cm below the rim. A thin, white-painted
line was t.hen applied, and below that. the orange-painted
area is present. Orange paint has not been found at any
site in the Lesser Ant.illes, although this may be a
consequence of misclassification"
L79
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Figure 40. Miscellaneous sherd.s. a,

Scale is

180

5cm.

g-ê,

Bc3

,.

b, spiing .

pink paint has so far not been
mentioned in any published report of saladoid ceramics in
the windward rslands. rts rarity is further emphasised in
V. Pink-on-Buff.

t.he collect.ion from st " víncent. only one instance of pinkon-buff positive paint was recovered during t.he survey" It

occurs on a body sherd from BCC-D" The pink paint occurs as
a linear-paint.ed line with another linear-painted whit.e line
immediately above it.
VI. Purple-on-Buf f " Three sherds in the col_l_ect.ion
exhibit positive purple-on-buff paint. One is a keeled
sherd from BC3. On t.his example, purple paint is found
below the keel on1y" The other example is a body sherd from
the site of Spring"
The only rim sherd associated with vessel class
(

f

C3

rom Sandy Bay) exhibit.s purple paint on the thickened

portion of the neck" Above this thickened neck, the surface
is smoothed, but. no paint is present (hence, Lhe colour of
buff) " The l-ower portions also appear to have been painted
purple" Both sherds that exhibit purple-on-buff paint are
part. of larger painted designs. The occurrence of
purple paint was not mentioned by the Bullens in their
Iikely

report, although some inst.ance of "dark red,' appear and
could have been true examples of purple paint"
VII" Purple-on-Red. Only one instance of purple-on-red
paint was observed in the collection.
BC3 exhibits

One body

very dark purple with red paint.
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sherd from

VIII.

Yellow-on-Red"

A light yellow paint in the
collect.ion from st.. vincent. frequently occurs with red

paint.; the fact. that the yellow colour is often associated
with a pure white element indicates that the coloration was
deliberate and not. a faded shade of white. Tt is usually
manifested as a broad, paint.ed area rather than linear or
curvilinear lines. The occurrence of ye11ow paint on
saladoid ceramics in the windward rslands is not well
documented. Bul-len and BuI1en (L972:2i) mention "yeI1owwhite" from an rncense Burner fragment from the chatham
Midden sit.e on union rsland" on Barbados, "cream', coloured
sherds are mentioned (Harris L990) , and this may represent a
yellowish colour. The yellow paint in this collection is
characterised as a pale yellow (2.5y B/2, B/3, B/4). In t.he
st " vincent collection, yellow paint appears on two rims.
one rim is from a very 1ow and shallow platt.er from Bc3.
Yellow paint is present on the bottom of this vessel. The
other instance is a modelled rim from an oblique low bow1,
where yellow paint is observed on t.he interior (pI. 23,ð,).
seven vassue rims exhibit ye11ow paint. six of these
are from BC3 (P1" 23,c) whil_e one is from Arnos Vale. In
all cases, yellow paint. occurs underneath the lip whire red
paint is found on the interior.
All other instances of yellow-on-red paint occur on
body and keel sherds. On two body sherds (from Sandy Bay
and Arnos vare) , a cl-ear geometric pattern is present (pr.
LB2

23

,b) .

fn bot.h cases, both the red and yel1ow paint. has

faded considerably.
IX. Yellow-on-White.

Only one example of yel1ow-on-

whit.e paint was observed in the collection.

This painted

style is present on a keeled sherd from BC4. This
particular

example is Iikely

part of a larg'er design

consisting of red, white, and yel1ow polychrome-paint.ed
patterns.
X. Red-Whit.e-Yellow Polvchrome. This combination of
paint. occurs quite frequently in the collection
variety of sherds (Pt. 23)"
BuccamenL site "

ft is most

common

on a wide
at BC3 at the

The large l-ateral- incense burner appendage

from BC3 discussed in the previous chapter exhibits this
paint combination.

In this case, the ye11ow and white paint
occurs as thin bands of paint near the juncture of t.he

appendage and what would have been the body of the incense

burner itsel-f.

The lower porLions of the appendage are

paínted red.
One of the more interesting

examples of this

polychrome-painted decoration occurs on a keel sherd from
In this example, a large yellowpaint.ed t.riangle is present just below the keel- (pl. 24,b)
the site of Arnos Vale.

The triangle

.

is outlined in a very thin white-painted line"

The rest of the sherd exhibits traces of red paint..

Similar

t.riangular motifs have neither been found on St.. Vincent nor
any other Windward Tsl-and"
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An interesting

motif, manifested in three col_ours, is
present on t.he interior of an A1 vessel from the site of
Spring (Fig. 38, e; Fig. 21-,c) .

It occurs as two white-

painted lines that meeL at their end poinLs, with a semicircular 'tab' Lhat joins t.he two lines" In this case, Lhe
lines and tab are painted in white, while the interior area
below the folded 1ip is painted ye11ow" The 1ip portion of
the vessel- is painted red. This particular motif is also
found on the exterior surface of an inverted beIl-shaped
vessel- from the site of Fond Capot on the west coast of
Martinique.

Some

artifacts

from t.he site of Moulin L,Etang

on Martinique, âs depicted in Harcourt's publicat.ion

(1-952:PI. 38), also show this type of painted sty1e,
although one rim occurs as in polychrome paint (white and
bl-ack)

.

This 'tab-and-angle' motif, as well as the triangular
motif,

can tentatively

be assigned to Horizon fI due to

their polychrome paint constituents"

It does not, however,

appear to be found along the lower-middle Orinoco valley in
easLern Venezuela.

All sherds with this paint.ed decoration occur with
l-inear or angular incision,

sugig'esting larger geometric

patterns.

Similar pat.terns are found in Bullen and Bul-l-en,s
report, especially from the site of Kingstown post Office,
and the same combination of paint was recovered by the

Bullens on a sherd from

Camden

Park (1912)
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XI. Zoned Red-and-White. Zoned red-and-white paint
occurs as Lwo separate areas of paint separated by incision
(P1. 1-3) . This painted decoration occurs frequent.ly at BC3
and ES1 (Fig" 31,d).

This decorative style is evident.

on

one large sherd from Arnos Val-e exhibits enough of a curve
to allow its association with a Vase Caréné vessel.
Anot.her B/C class rim from BCC-C at. the Buccament site

exhibits this painted style on the exterior surface.
likely

associated with a Vase Caréné vessel.

One

It is

body sherd

from the site of Brighton exhibits minute traces of black
paint in the deep incision that separates whit.e and redpainted areas (fig.

36,c).

This could be an example of

Bullen and Bu11en's St. Vincent. Black Lined t1pe"

Zoned

red-and-white is found on Mart.inique (at Vive), Grenada
(Pearls) , and St. Vincent (Buccament West.) (Lehoui111ier
1-914; Bullen 1-964; Bullen and Bu11en L972)

"

XII. Zoned Red-and-Purple" Only one sherd from the
collection

exhibits zoned red-and-purple paint."

It occurs

on a body sherd from BC3 and exhibit.s a single linear
incised line.

XIII. Zoned Red-and-Oranqe. This painted decorative
style occurs on only one sherd in the coll-ection" A rim
sherd associated with a B/C vessel from BC3 exhibits
curvilinear incisions
"

XfV. Zoned Red-and-Buff. This decorative paint occurs
on three sherds in the coll-ection"
185

One exhibit.s l-inear

incisions while the other two exhibit angular incisions.
One interesting example is from ES2. fnside the angular
incisions is a single incised mark, which ís present. on the
buff areas" Out.side the angular incisj-ons, red paint. is
found.

XV. Zoned Red-and-Grav. This particular painted style
appears only twice in the collection (Pl. 22). No mention

of a gray colour was made by the Bullens (1,972) and does not
appear t.o be mentioned in any other published reports from
the Vrlindward Islands. It. is possible that t.he gray colour
on both sherds could have at one time been whit.e, wit.h the
effects of post-depositional infl-uences causing a
discolouration. The striking similarity of t.he tone of the
gray paint (2.5 Y 6/1-, 5/L) , however, and its occurrence at.
two separate sit.e (Arnos Vale and BC3 ) could indicate that.
is an original colour"
The body sherd from Arnos Vale that exhibits this
painted style exhibits angular (geomet.ric) incisions in t.he
shape of rectang,les. Gray paint. was applied inside these
rect.angles, while red painL was applied out.side. A keeled
sherd from BC3 exhibits a singl-e incised line that fol_lows
the keel around t.he vessel. Gray paint, was applied below
the keelXVI. Black paint. As mentioned earlier, black paint,
whil-e considered in this st.udy to be a decorative attribute,
could also be considered an attríbut.e of funcLion or
"
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technology" rt is possible t.hat interior black paint may
represent. burnt soot that would have effectively sealed t.he
interior surfaces of a vessel- " The occurrence of black
paint. in the collection is interesting, however, âs it does
not always appear on the inside of vessels.
Black paint was observed on bot.h the int.erior and
exterior surfaces of sherds from the collection (pl. 20)
The general hue of the paint., based on Munsell colour
charts, lvas usually 2.5 Y with a value of 2"5. Exterior
black-paint.ed is exhibited on ten sherds. on five of these,
black paint. occurs by it.self . fn these instances, t.hey
occur only on body sherds " rn the instances where black
paint occurs with other decorative elements, mosL are found
on rim sherds " one A1 vessel cl-ass rim from spring exhibits
Lraces of black paint on the ext.erior, along with two
para11e1 and linear incisions. The int.erior of this
specimen is painted red.
.

one Vase Mario vessel rim from BC3 exhibit.s black paint

underneath t.he f langed lip and on the ext.erior neck surface.
Red paint is presenL on the top of the lip on t.his specimen.

of B/c vessels have exterior black paint. (from
Arnos Vale and BC3) " Both exhibit. red painting on the 1ip
portions of the rim" Fina1ly, black paint occurs on what
appears to be the exterior of a body sherd from BCC-B that
has a single linear incised 1ine. One body sherd from
Brighton exhibits a triangular area in black paint. which is
Two examples
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outlined by incision. This style is what. Bul]en and Burlen
(L972:l-38) have referred to as St. Vincent. Black Zoned.
rnterior black paint. is represent.ed on 22 sherd.s in t.he
collection" Eight of these are rim sherds, whil_e L4 are
body sherds. Of the eight rims, two are from Vase Mario
vessels. one is from BC4 at t.he Buccament sit.e, while the
other is an aberrant find near the town of Biabou on t.he
central windward coasL. Black paint is particularly conìmon
Lo vase Mario vessels. At the sit.e of vive (from the second
1eve1), eight percent of vase Mario vessels exhibit int.erior
paint (Lehouillier 1-914:L27). At. the site of Diamant, 42
percent of vase Mario vessels exhibit.ed int.erior black paint
(Lehouillier ]-97 42L27 )
"

Three rim sherds exhibiting interior black paint are
from B/C vessels (two from Spring and one from BCC-D). AI1

three have exterior red paint. Three examples of cl-ass A1
vessels exhibit interior bl-ack paint" One of these, from
Arnos Vale, has a low-rel-ief modelled lug on t.he 1ip
portion

"

Of the 1-4 body sherds represenLed, one interest.ing
exampre is from a vase Mario vessel " rt exhibits traces of
black paint along with the results of heavy corrosion,
manifested as severe pitting.

This may support t.he
suggestion that black paint was used as a sealant.. Two
sma1l body sherds exhibit black paint within incisions (Fig"
36, d and e) " These are affil-iated with what Bul1en and
1.8 B

Bu11en (L912) have called st. vincent Black Lined. These

are discussed in detail in t.he next section.
The Bullens (Bullen and Bullen 1972) note that br-ack
paint. is included in their tlpes pearrs polvchrome, simon
Black-and-Red Painted, and Simon Zone-painted" Due to the
overall- smal1 size of the sherds exhibiting black paint, it
is difficult to determine if any of these can be considered
as members of the tlpes established by the Bullens.
Plain ware. only a small percentage of the collection
is considered as plain ware (without any decorative
attributes) because, as ment.ioned earlier, transporLation
limitations did not. allow for all- sherds recovered during
t.he survey to be brought. back. of t.he rims and body sherds
in t.he collection used for this study, only 19 percent are
regarded as plain ware. The dominant surface colour of
these is dark yellowish brown (L0yR 4/4, 4/6, 3/6), although
there are some inslances of light olive brown (2"5y 5/3,
5/6) and dark brown (1 "sYF. 3/2, 3/3) " Many plain ware
sherds in the collection exhibit patchy surface colours,
although it is not clear if this is due to inconsistencies
in t.he clay itself or the result of post-deposit.ionalfactors

"
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II.

Incised Decoration

Five modes of incised decoration are represented in the
collection

of ceramics from SL. Vincent. which includes

a

total of 1,29 sherds " The modes observed in the collection
incl-ude (1) zoned-incised crosshatching; (2) rectilinear;
(3) curvilinear;

(4) angular; and (5) excision.

lines may be broad or fine"

Incised

Each of these modes is

discussed separately.
r. Zoned-incised crosshatchinq (ZIC) " During t.heir
survey, Bul-Ien and Bullen (I972) located zoned-incised
crosshatching (which they called Pearls Crosshatched) at the
following sites: Queensbury; Stubbs; Carib Piece (North
Union); Grant's Bay; Texaco Tank; Arnos VaIe Swamp;
Kingstown Post Office; Camden Park; and in t.he lowest layer

of their test at the Buccament West Rockshelter.

The

subject of intensive debate with regard to chronological
positioning, zoned-incised crosshatching (ZIC) occurs on
only three sherds from St" Vincent (P1. L4).

All occur

on

the ext.erior surface; two of the three sherds are rims.
large fragment is associated with an inward flaring

One

vessel

from BC4 and is a good example of what. Bullen and Bullen
referred to as the Barbados Exterior Incised tlpe (Fig"
" The zoned crosshatching in this example is broad and
slightly deeper, âs compared to the others, which are
31 , a)

tlzpically very tight. and f ine.
190

The f ine line examples of

ZIC in t.he St. Vincent. collect.ion from Spring and

ES2,

however, are similar to those mentioned by Mattioni

(L979:Fig. 9) from the Vivé site on Mart.inique. They are
also very similar to sherds from t.he Kingstown post Office
sit.e on St. Vincent
Fine line zoned-incised crosshatching is found on an
open-mouthed vessel (c1ass Al-) from Spring. It exhibits,
along with the exterior fine line zIC incisions, exterior
red paint." Similar ZIC designs are found on one body sherd
(from ES2) also has ext.erior ZIC.
This very well known motif in found throughout the
hlindward and Leeward Islands, as well as in puerto Rico. It.
"

is generally associat.ed with Horizon I, but its occurrence
on the upper portions of a casuela vessel (which itsel-f is
usually associated with post.-Saladoid context.s) from BC4
suggests that this decorat.ive pattern continued into Horizon
IT " If we are to restrict the occurrence of ZIC style
incisions, then casuelê vessels are indeed present in the
first. Horizon"
II. Rectilinear Incision. Simple rectil-inear incisions
were observed on both exterior and int.erior surfaces (Fig"
37,b) " Most. rectilinear incisions occur with some form of
painting. They are described below:
(a) Exterior incised" A t.otal of 7L sherds v¡ere found
with exterior rectilinear incision (Table 6), of which 20
are rim sherds" Of t.hese rims, 14 (70 percent) are
L9L

associated i,vith open-mouth bow1s, eight of which also have
red paint either on the interior or exterior surfaces (see,

for example, Fig. 40,b). fn addition, one rim sherd from
BC3 has exterior positive white-on-red paint. Two rims are
associated with vessel cl-ass B/C exhibit ext.erior
rectilinear incisions. One is from ES1 and exhibits
exterior red paint and the other is from ES2 and. also has a
red-paint.ed exterior. one vasgue from BC3 has exterior red
and interior white paint.. concentration area BC3 yielded 1-7
(23.9 percent) exterior rectilinear incised body and rim
sherds. Fi-ve of t.hese (29 "4 percent) are rim sherds. Three
are associated with open-mouth bowls whil-e one is associated
with a vasgue.
Eleven sherds from ES2 also exhibit interior
rectilinear incisions. only two (L8.2 percent) of these are
associat.ed with rims (one from an open bowl, the other from
vessel class B/C) " The remaining are body sherds. Overa1l,
a general pattern of exterior rectilinear incisions
separating zoned area (primarily white and red) painting is
found in the collection" on keered sherds, the rect.irinear
incisions is often found just below the keel or infrection
poi-nt " This combination of attribut.es was cl-assif ied int.o
t.he type of Simon Zone-Paínted by Bullen and Bu11en (L9j2)
(b) Interior incised" A t.otal_ of 31 sherds from the
collect.ion exhibit interior rectilinear incisions " This
tlpe of incision is only found once in association with
"
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exterior rectilinear incision. fn a1l- other cases, it is
the only incision present on t.he sherd.
Fourteen rims exhibit int.erior rectilinear incisions.
Six rims have been classed as members of open-mout.hed
vessels. All are from various concentration areas in the
Buccament. Va11ey. The incisions on these rims appear as a
single line that is usually 2 - 2.5 cm from t.he end point.,
and may have functioned as 'fill
lines' , assuming the vessel
held liquids (Fig" 36,b; Fig. 40,c,d,e; pf" 15,a).
Two rims that exhibit int.erior rectil-inear incisions
have been classed as members of the B/C vessel_ class. These
are from the sites of Brighton and spring. only one incense
burner rim fragment exhibits interior rect.ilinear íncision.
Seven Vasgue fragments exhibit. interior rect.ilinear
incisions " This is not surprising, as most. Vasques from
Mart.inique exhibit. this decorat.ive el-ement as well (Mattioni
L9'79), as is tlpical of this tLpe of vessel_. Incisions
characteristically appear on t.he flange-1ike upper part of
vasques in this collection, and are usually para11e1 to the
lip itsel-f (Fig" 26,c) " Based on t.heir description of this
tlpe of decorative att.ribute pattern, these rectilinear
incisions on Vasgue flanges may have been cl_assified by
Bullen and Bul-len as Arnos vale rncised or st. Lucia Flanqe
rncised. The Bullens did not specifically mention vassues,
even t.hough their presence was well established on
Mart.inique at the t.ime.
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Of the 31 sherds recovered wit.h interior incj-sions,
fifteen occur on body sherds. Sixteen (51.6 percent) of
t.hese have interior red paint in addition to interior

rectilinear incision. One body sherd from Sandy Bay is
painted orange on t.he interior surface, while exhibiting
interior rectilinear incisions.
From the site of Arnos Vale, one sherd was found that
exhibited interior red paint with black paint rubbed into
the interior incisions (fig" 36,e) " This obviously belongs
t.o Bullen and Bu1len's -9L Vincent Black Lined tlpe (Bullen
and Bullen 1-972:1-38)
A particular motif of rectilinear incision is found on
only one sherd in t.he collection, but is not limited to St.
Vincent " It is found on the top portion of a flanged rim
from BC3 and occurs as a single incised line ending in a
point (Fig " 39, d) " Bul1en and Bullen (1912:1-41) include
this mode in their St. Lucia Flanqe Incised tlpe
This t.echnique is of significance in Caribbean
archaeology because of its close association with Barrancoid
decoration style (see Cruxent and Rouse l-958-l-959); it. is
relatively common in the Lesser Antilles (although iL is not
mentioned for Grenada [Bu]-len 1,9641), and was found by
Vargas (I976:Fig. 1a,b) in the Orinoco Basin in Venezuel-a"
As expecled, it is associated with design elements in the
Akawabi Incised style in t.he Barrancoid early Mabaruma Phase
as described by Meggers and Evans (1960) " Thus, w€ can
.

"
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associate this incised style with the Horizon TT, which is
closely associated with Barrancoid influences.
A part.icular design element of incision was noticed on
t.hree sherds; it is characterised by one wide incision and. a
series of narrow (fine) incisions immediat.ely below it (p1"

19)" ft is represented at BC3 on one body sherd, and at. ES3
on the upper exterior of a casuela vessel rim (pl. 19,a).
The sit.e of Spring yielded one sherd with this decorat.ive
style, which is present on Lhe upper part of a flange.
Curiously, this parlicular st.y1e does not appear
elsewhere, at least in any of the publications for the
region or in the collection from the Musée Départment.al_ in
Martinique (l-991-). It is found on a rim sherd in t.he
National- Museum in Kingstown, where the incisions occur just
below the end point of t.he rim. ZtC is also f ound on the
same rim sherd"
TTT. Curvilinear Incision. Curvilinear incisions are
less common than rectilinear incision in t.he collection, âs
t.hey account for 19.7 percent of the sample considered.
Like rectilinear incisions, curvilinear incisions were found
on both the interior and exterior surfaces of sherds " A
tot.al of 32 sherds in the col-lection exhibit curvil-inear
incisions " Two of these are ri-ms that exhibit. such
incisions on the f langes " The remaining thirt.y are either
body or rim sherds
One Vasgue rim exhibit.s fine interior curvilinear
"
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incisions consisting of two parall-el- linear incisions which
are connected by two instances of curvilinear 'parentheses'
incisions, which has been suggested as represent.ed a frog
(Petitjean Roget L976). This particular manifestation of
curvilinear incision is common in the Lesser Ant.illes,
especially seen in the collections at the Musée Départmental
in Martinique (Musée Départmental, t99L) " It. is also
represent.ed in leve1 II at. Vivé (Lehouillier 1-9'74:PI. 10,6
and P1" L9,f) " In their St. Vincent. report, Bullen and

Bullen (1,912:1,4L) include this incised decorat.ive element
under the Arnos Vale fncised t]ape, which is associated with
their "Modified Saladoid" period.
A rim from a casuela vessel exhibits very fine
incisions on the upper port.ion of the vessel (above the
keel) " The incisions are particularly uniform and are
combined with linear incisions which follow the
circumference of the rim (Fig. 39,e) " This occurrence of
incisions on the upper portion of casuela vessels is
reminiscent of the Bullens' Barbados Incised Rim tlpe
(L97 2 :1-41)

"

Of particular inlerest is a large tabular lug from

BCC-

C t.hat was originally part of an open-mouth vessel t.hat.

exhibit.s fine curvilinear incisions and possibly one area of
excision (Pl. 29,b). On the uppermost area of t.his tabular
1ug exists a spiral or scroll incised motif " The style of
incision is very similar to sherds from the Kingstown Post
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Office site (Bullen and Bul1en L912:P7" XXIV)
As discussed, an interesting find from the survey are
two body sherds (ESl- and Arnos Vale) which exhibit
curvilinear incisions also exhibit black paint. rubbed int.o
the incised lines and overall exterj-or red paint. This
particular decorative mode was classified by Bullen and
Bullen as t.he St . Vincent Black Lined tlpe
One sherd from BCC exhibits a series of para1le1
curvilinear incisions on the int.erior of a shallow openmouthed vessel (Fig. 39,a; Pl " 29,a). Another from ES1 also
exhibits simi1ar para11e1 curvilinear incised lines on the
interior. This decorative design belongs to a particular
tlpe known as Grande Anse Interior Tncised from the site of
Grande Anse on St. Lucia, which is otherwise relatively
common throughout. the Lesser Antil-les during the Saladoid
.

"

period

"

As a design el-ement, the type defined as St.. Lucia

Bullen (I972) occurs on fifteen
sherds in the collection from St. Vincent, and is generally
found on the int.erior portions of open-mouthed vessels
(vessel class A1) (Fig" 39,b,c; Pl. 15,b; Pl" 16). The
style of incisíon is best characterised as large areas
outlined by broad, curvilinear incisions. A cornmon motif is
Lhe occurrence of an incised line just below the rim of
these vessels, occurring at BER (one rim) and BC3 (three
rims) . The style is most common (26 "6 percent) at the site
Zoned Incised by Bullen and
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of Arnos Vale.
two body sherds (from BCC-C and ES2) can
also be associated wit.h t.his tlpe defined by the Bullens,
In addition,

but it.s appearance on the exterior portions of a casuela
vessel from BC4 at t.he Buccament site may indicat.e the
flexibility
39,e)

of this style with regard t.o its location

(Fig.

"

The St. Lucia Zoned Incised tlpe was found by t.he

Bullens on the islands of Mayreau and Bequia in the
Grenadines, as well as the Arnos Val-e Swamp site on
Vincent, emulaLing our results"

This particular

St..

style is

also found at the site of Séguineau on Martinique (A1laire,
field

notes), and is found at the sit.e of Soufrière on
Dominica (Petitjean Roget 1978) " It is also found at the
site of Morne Rita Cave on the tiny island of Marie Galant.e
(off t.he southeastern coasL of Guadeloupe) (Slozinski and
Slozinski 1-983:Fig. 1-5), and at. t.he Lavoutte site on St.
Lucia (Bullen and Bu1len 1970:Fig. l-1, i) . Thus, t.his style
can best. be associated with Horizon II due to its

association with both our and the Bu11en collect.ion from the
Arnos Vale locality"

Of part.icul-ar interest
sherd that has interior
red paint).

is the presence of one keeled

curvil-inear incisions

At. the exterior inflection

(along with

point of this sherd,

a thin appliqué line of clay was added and decorated with
smalI notches (perhaps fingernail indentations).
This is
198

the only occurrence of this attribute

in t.he coll_ection.

An incised "scro11 motif " is quit.e

common

in the

Caribbean area and on the South American mainl-and. It. is

found on four sherds in the collection
specifically

from St.. Vincent,

ES2, BCC-C, BC3 and the site of Arnos Vale.

The design element is characterised by a swirling

pattern.

A possible variation

or scrol-I

is exhibited as an incised

circle with a centre dot (Pl. 1l-,b) " This scrol_I motif can
either be exhibited as a painted element. or incisions; as an
incised decoraLion, this style occurs on one body sherd each
from BC3 and ES2. It also occurs on a small tabular
from t.he sit.e of Brighton.

fn the National

Museum

1ug

on St.

Vincent this style is observed on some sherds as a modelled
scroll patlern.
In Guyana, it. is found in t.he Mabaruma phase and
designated under the Aruka fncised \,rare by Meggers and Evans
(1958:Pls" 21d and 22b,c) . The scrolls associated wit.h the
Aruka fncised ware, ho\n/ever, are particularly

crude. Some
sherds from the Carupano area (west of the paria peninsul_a

on the Venezuelan coasL) exhibit this decorat.ive style and
have been associated with the El Mayal style (Cruxenl and
Rouse 1958-L959:Fig. 93)

fn the Antilles,

.

this scrol-l el-ement has been

associated with sherds from level II at. Vivé (Lehouillier
1-974:PI. 7c,d,e),

from surface col-lections at. Séguineau

(A11aire, field notes), and at t.he site of Moulin L,Etang
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(Harcourt 1-952:PI .

3

B, 9 )

and L'Ésperance (primarily post-

Saladoid) (Allaire L917:Fig. 33j). As well, it has been
found at the Montserat site on t.he northeast coast of Puerto
Rico, especially on the interior portions of open bowls with
pedest.als (Roe l-9BB:Fig" 5) " As a result of its
geographical extent and association with particular sites
which have chronologrical significance, this design element

is perhaps best associated with Horizon II in the prehist.ory
of St" Vincent and t.he Windward Islands.
Fina11y, one rim sherd from BC3 exhibit.s unique
curvilinear incision design element (Fig" 40,a) " It is
neither found on any other sherd in the collection, nor is
it immediat.ely identifiable in col1ections in the National
Museum in St. Vincent. The incised area is limited to the
upper or top part of the flange on the rim. The incisions
are wide (averaging 1.98 mm in thickness), suggesting that
bot.h this particular rim sherd and its associated pattern
can be affil-iated with a Horizon II context. From published
figures, t.his particular style does not appear to be found
on Mart.inique or Grenada.
rV. Anqular Tncision. Angular íncisions are
essentially linear incisions which occur in a characteristic
geometric pattern (Fig" 36,a). These were examined
separately as they often occur independently of linear
incisions, although some linear incisions may indeed be part
of angular incised styles. SevenLeen (L3"2 percent) sherds
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were recovered that exhibit.ed this tlpe of incision.

All

occur on the exterior surf ace. Nine of t.he 1,7 sherds
associated with exterior angular incisions are complimented

with exterior red paint.. One of these is a rim sherd (from
an open bowl) from BC3. All ot.her sherds are body sherds.
Two (1,1,.1 percent) do not, have any exterior paint at all,
and five (29.4 percent) exhibit positive white-on-red
exterior paint. One body sherd from BCC-C in the Buccament
Va11ey exhibit.s zoned red and black painting.
A particular design element is evident in the
collection t.hat. exhibits angular incisions. f t is
characterised by very fine line incisions which are either
angular or g'eomet.ric. These incisions are generally f ound
on the exterior surfaces of the sherds from the collection.
In one case, it is found on the interior of a broad flange
from

BCC-C"

In all, five sherds from St. Vincent. exhibit. this
decorative style: two are from BCC-C in the Buccament Va1ley
(Fig. 33,c), two are from the sit.e of Spring, while one
sherd is from ES2 " On two of Lhese, the angular incisions
are complimented by a finely incised rectangular motif. One
sherd exhibits what may be excision, but. it is not evident
in any particular pattern and does not follow any geometric
pattern in association with the other incisions present.
Thus, it is not certain at this time whether this is postdepositional, ârr accident during manufacture, or intentional
20r

excision.

This style is very similar to some decorative elements
encountered by the Bullens at the Kingstown Post Office sit.e
and the lower zorre of a test pit at the Buccament West
Rockshelter" The technique of incision manifest.ed on t.his
style has been referred to by t.he Bullens as "post-firing
incision " (1,9'7 2: 155 ) . Interest.ingly, this part.icular style
does not appear to be found at the site of Saladero on t.he
lower-middle Orinoco, but the rectangular mot.if does occur
in negaLive whíte-on-red paint. (see Cruxent and Rouse 19581-959:Pl" t84,4) " As well, this style does noL appear in the
Mabaruma Phase as outlined by Meggers and Evans (l-960), and
is not found in eastern Venezuel-a. Similar incisions have
been found by Allaire at the site of Séguineau, yet do not
appear as uniform or geometric. As a result, this style
likely dates to a very early period in t.he first Horizon of
the prehist.ory of St" Vincent. Moreover, the unique
combination of elements within this style appears to be
restricted to St. Vincent.
V. Excision. Excision refers to "cuLting out c1ay" in
large areas in order to creaLe a design (Rice 1,987:146)
Only one example of excision was found in the col-l-ection. It
appears on an exterior red-painted rim sherd from BC3 in the
Buccament Va11ey (Fig" 31,c) " While it does appear that.
sections of t.he exterior surface were removed in a somewhat
linear manner, it is not clear if this is int.entional-, a
"

"
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result of use t or even post-deposit.ional. As mentioned, a
large t.abular lug from BCC-C may exhibit excision, but t.his
is unclearfrI.

Modellinq

Whil-e the Lerm modell-ing often refers to a met.hod of

ceramic vessel construct.ion, where pieces of clay are

rol-Ied, pinched, or drawn to create a desired vessel shape
(Rice L987:124-125) , it. is best known in Caribbean
archaeology as smal-l to medium sized clay additions to
vessels surfaces or rims " The purpose of these clay
additions is almost always decorative, are frequently
combined with incised lines. Paint. is equally common.
Mode1ling can al-so be ref erred to as 'appliqué'
.

Adornos. Adornos are a variety of appendage that
usually appear on the rim of vessels.

They are differenL

from simple appendages, such as lugs, in that. t.hey exhibit
either a human or animal face.
during the survey.

Six adornos were found

Three are hollow-backed specimens, two

of which are from BC4 and one from the site of Spring.
from BC4 exhibits red paint on the frontal

section"

paint is also found on another adorno from

Buccament.

One

Red

Construction (BCC). Traces of red paint are also found on
thin rim adorno from BCC-C" Hol-Iow-backed are known from
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the Queensbury sit.e, âs described by the Bul-lens (1,972:PL.
XXV, f,g)
SLylist.ically, a prominent. feature shared by two
adornos from BC4 is the pronounced nose, which is slight.ly
raised an in a 'pug'position (P1. 18). A specimen from BCC
displays a similar pug-nose features as well " It exhibits
"

roughened areas where ears might have once been, buL have

since been broken off.

This feature is similar t.o those
found on adornos housed in the National Museum on St..
Vincent" As well, the Bullens also recovered similar
adornos from the Arnos Val-e Swamp site (I912:PL. xrx,d,L,u)
From Grenada, simil-ar adornos were recovered at the site of
Pearls (Bul1en 1964:P1. TTI), but these are smaller and
exhibit prominent mout.h features with a centred incj-sion,
whereas the ones recovered from BCC and BC4 during our
survey do not. The 'pug-nose' adornos seem to be more
closely related to adornos housed in the Musée Départmental
on Martinique, especially Lhose from Vivé (see Mattioni
l.919:Fis. l-0).
One adorno, also from BC4, appears to represent an
animal " It is painted on the upper extremities and was
1ike1y attached to a rim of a thin-walled vessel " The
unique, and flat, adorno from BCC-C exhibits very pronounced
eyes, which are a raised appliqué in a circular form (Pl.
1,7 ,b) " What appears t.o be an ear is also present " This
particular style does not appear to be conrmon on Martinique,
"
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but an example bearing a few similaríties was found at the
site of Pearls on Grenada by Bu11en (1964:Pl" fff).
Morse
and Rouse (l-995) indicate that lat.er saladoid periods in the
Lesser Antilles are characterised by head lugs which are
"prismaLic" in shape rather than rounded" As this
particular adorno is fairly unique and does not appear to
bear any resemblance to sherds from know Horizon I conLexts,
it is likely associated with Horizon. II.
Appendaqes. Ceramic appendages are essentially

clay

additions which are found on various parts of a vessel.
tlpical

The

forms in which certain appendages are manifested in

Saladoid ceramics have been discussed in Chapter II " For
this period, appendaqes are essentially limited t.o rím and
side lugs " Various stylistic
forms represented in the
coll-ection include rim nubbins and adornos. The unique
naLure of ceramic appendages allows reliable

chronological

associations, âs the nature of t.he decorative att.ributes
st.rongly manif ested in these f eatures.
A total of 15 lugs were recovered during the survey.
of these appear with the rim or body sherd to which
they are attached (Pls" 25 and 26). Others \¡/ere found
Some

without any vessel association.

Three appear as tabul-ar

lugs situat.ed on the end point. of a rim, one of which is
vasque fragment from the concentration area of BC3 at the
Buccament site "

Two of these are painted red, while t.he
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other exhibit.s no painting"

One rim 1ug exhibits

incision motif (p1" 26,d).

Saladoid rim lugs were

classified

a spiral

by Bullen and Bu11en as either the Pearls Side

Luqqed or Simon Rim Luqqed t]æes.

Pearl-s Rim Luqqed and

Simon Rim Luqcred lvere found by the Bullens at the Coconut

Oil Factory site near the Arnos Vale site (L972:PI" XXI).
The Pearls Rim Luqqed tlpe is also known from Grenada

(Bullen 1-964:PI. Ir),
incision

but these t.end to have a single

in the lug itself"

This feature was not observed

in the St. Vincent collection,

but. it was found at the site
of La Sal1e on Mart.inique (Harcourt 1,952:PI. XXXII)
A t.ot.al of eight simple nubbins were recovered, one of
which is surrounded by a single-1ine incision"
modelled-incised side lugs were also recovered.

Two

One is a

long and rectangular in shape with a cenLred incised line
down t.he middle " A similar

1ug was f ound at La Sa1le on

Martinique (Harcourt l-952:P1. XXXII) . Another lug in the
collection

is also rectangular with small nubbins at either

.,.i
end,
which has been referred to as "bar and dot." in Puerto
Rico (Roe l-988). This style of rim lug is present at

Hacienda Grande on Puerto Rico (Rouse and Alegria L992:PI.

4,n) and is associated with lugs from Vivé (Musée
Départment.al , L99L; Lehouillier I914:PL" XV) , La Salle
(Harcourt 1-9522PI" XXXTI) and Pearl-s on Grenada (Bu1len
L964:PI" II).
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CHAPTER

VII

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Saladoid Chronoloqv on St. Vincent

A relative chronological picture of the sites
encountered during the survey ultimately allows for

positioning St. Vincent in the larger scheme of the Saladoid
period in the Windward Islands " A summary of t.he six sites
considered in this thesis foll-ows:
Sandv Bav. Located along the north Windward coast of
St.. Vincent, ceramics from the Sandy Bay site represent only
4.6 percent of the collection" Vessel classes defined in
this study which were found at. Sandy Bay include wide, openmouthed bowls (5 " B percent) , keeled vessel-s (5.5 percent) ,
Vase Mario vessel-s (l-0"5 percenL) , and vasques (7 "L
percent) " Incense burners, 82 vessel-s (casue1as) , and
griddle fragments were not recovered here. Curiously, this
is the only site where C3 and D2 vessefs, infl-ected
independent unrestrict.ed and complex restricted vessel-s
respectively, were recovered.
Painted decoration is well represented at Sandy Bay; it.
inc1udes whit.e-on-red, manifest.ed bot.h in positive and
negative techniques, as wel-l- purple-on-buff and yellow-onbuff, all of which are indicat.ive of Horizon ff slyles" The
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Bullens recovered 324 sherds from the site during their
survey (Bullen and Bullen 1912:66) . Based on t.he summary
they provided in their report, it seems that the Bullens,
collection emphasised a lat.er prehistoric occupation (in
what today is known as Suazoid and Cayoid series) while our
collection, despite the fact. that similar later prehist.oric
sherds were recovered, reveals a more substant.ial Saladoid,
especially Horizon II, occupation"
Escape Localitv. The Escape cluster consists of three
separate concenLrat.ion areas " Ceramics from the entire site
represent 24 percent of the collection, and suggest. that

of Horizort I and Horizon II are present.
Painted decoration is most abundant. in the ESI- concentration
area at this site, wit.h such painted styles as red-on-buff ,
positive whit.e-on-red, orang'e-on-red, yeI1ow-on-red, and
zoned red-and-white represented" One example of the highly
diagnostic ZIC was recovered at the ES2 concentration area,
and is reminiscent of pat.t.erns encountered at the Vivé site
on Martinique (Lehouillier L974)
The Escape site yielded no vasques or incense burners,
and Vase Mario vessels are represented by only six specimens
(31"6 percent) , alt.hough a few of these are characLerised by
thick, heawy rims. As we1l, only two griddle fragments vüere
retrieved from t.he site area" Some decorated elements
encountered at the Escape cluster convey st.riking
similarities to elements erÌcountered by t.he Bullens aL t.he
some elements

.
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Kingst.own Post Office site, especially the presence of fine,

angular incisions and a rect.angle motif . Tn addit.ion, zoned
white-and-red, present in collections housed in the National
Museum on St" Vincent, is al-so found here. Simple rim lug,s,
also present at. Kingstown Post Office, are also found at the
Escape site cluster"

This demonstrates that some pottery
sherds from the Escape site can placed in early Horizon I.
Some elements of Horizon TI, ho\,vever, are also found here
and are discussed be1ow. As mentioned, this entire area was
missed by the Bul-lens during their survey in the late 1960s.
As a resul-t, ûo direct comparisons can be made.
Sprinq" The site of Spring is al-so 1ocated along the
I¡Iindward coast. The sherds recovered here during the survey
represent 1-1-.1 percent of the entire col-l-ection. Positive
white-on-red, purple-on-buff , red-whit.e-ye11ow polychrome,
and zoned red-and-white painted patterns are found" The
presence of these painted styles suggest an association with
Horizon II. An example of ZTC, however, was recovered at
this site, and is similar to the example from Escape. Two
body sherds from Spring exhibit fine, exterior angular
incisions which are símilar to those found at the Kingstown
Post Office site by the Bullens. The range of vessel tlrpes
represented at Spring is significantly fewer t.han any other
sit.e. The only rims recovered at. the site were those which
are associated with A1- (20.2 percent) , B/C (8.3 percent) ,
and D3 (Vase Mario) (15.8 percent) vessels" The Bullens'
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small collection (Bul1en and Bul-Ien 1,972:69) reveal-ed
ceramics from both early and later prehistoric periods.

exhibits no obvious association with
post-Saladoid (such as Caliviny style) sherds, it is,
however, dominated by Horizon II styles (equivalent to the
Bullens' Simon series). The north side of the access road
at this site, hor,.tever, was the locat.ion where we found
significant concentrations of post-Saladoid ceramics and
historic material, both of which are not considered in this
Whereas our col-lection

st.udy

"

Briqhton" The site of Bright.on, located along
southeasLern coast of the island, represent.s 5.3 percent. of
the total collection. The only vessel classes represented
at the site are simple open-mouthed bowls (class A1; 5"8
percent) and B/C vessels (2.7 percenL) which are more
representative of Horizon I. Decorative elements include
positive white-on-red painting, although ye1Iow-on-red., redwhite-yellow polychrome and zoned red and white is found.
Whil-e the overal-I sample from this sit.e is 1ow, the
decorative styles represented nonethel-ess reflect. a more
positive association with Horizon I styles
The Bullens' collect.ion from Brighton (L972:L25) ,
unlike the one from our survey, consists almost exclusively
of later period sherds" No post-Saladoid (especially
Suazey) was found in our collection in 1,993 and 1994.
Arnos VaIe Localitv. The Arnos Val-e collection
"
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represents 1-0.8 percent of t.he total col_lect.ion. The site
(and surrounding area) is well known from the Bul1ens'

report (1-9122'74-87) , but was subdivided by them into two
sit.e ares: Arnos Val-e Swamp and Arnos Val_e Field. The St.
Vincent Nat.ional Museum also houses some pot.tery from the
vicinity around the Arnos Vale site"
Of the 424 sherds the Bullens recovered from the Arnos
Vale Field site, 25.4 percent. were cl-assified as "fnsular
Saladoid" and 61-. B percent were classified as "Modified
Safadoid" " Only 1-.3 percent of their total was designated.
as belonging to later periods in prehistory" At the Arnos
Vale Swamp site, however, 4133 sherds were recovered by the
Bullens " 82. B percent of these were classified as "Modified
Sal-adoid" " Thus, it was expected that any sherds recovered
in the Arnos Vale areas during our surveys in 1994 would
also reflect an early Saladoid occupation"
The locality we surveyed is located along the fence
bordering the E.T. ,foshua airfield.
Our survey supports the
conclusions reached by the Bul-lens on the chronological
position of the site, which have been emphasised in
published chronological charts as reflective of the
'Cedrosan Saladoid with Barrancoid influences, (Rouse 1,992;
Rouse, Allaire, and Boomert i-985) " White-on-red paint is
present on sherds from this site, âs is ye11ow-on-red, and
red-whit.e-ye11ow polychrome" One instance of zoned red-andgray, a first in the Windward Islands, is also found at
21,1-

Arnos Vale.
This site exhibits the second highest. frequency of
vessel cl-asses A1 (I4"5 percent) and B/C (13.9 percent) ;
vasgues (28.6 percent) and incense burners (60 percent.) are
found here as well.

This site also exhibits the highest

freguency of 1ip class 1 in the collect.ion, which is
normally associated with keeled vessels " The Bullens
recovered a significant amount of pottery from their Arnos
Vale area, which was divided int.o the Arnos Vale

Swamp and

Field sites, âs well- as the neighbouring Coconut Oil Factory
and Texaco Tank sites.

Their 1,972 reporL of the survey

indicates t.hat. aIl periods are found, although most sherds
were assigned by the Bullens to their "Modified Saladoid"
(Horizon II) period, for which this is locally defined as
'Lype site'

a

"

Buccament Localitv.

The Buccament site clusLer is

complicated as it consists of numerous concentration areas
in which Saladoid pott.ery was recovered during t.he survey.
The entire Buccament locality

collection.

represents

43

"

3 percent of the

All Horizon I and Horizon II paint.ed

modes

(except for red-on-buff) are represented in at least one of
the concentration areas at this site.
Buccamenl cluster exhibit

Two sherds from the

incised decoration which is

similar to incisions found at the Kingstown Post Office site
(Fig" 39,e) " In addition, one example of ZIC is found on
the upper portion of a casuela (c1ass F2) vessel, yet is
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different. from ZIC styles from Spring and Escape. As
mentioned, the BuccamenL example is characterised by large
spaces between the incised 1ines, and is thus not similar to
early Horizon f patterns of ZIC decoration. The unique
incised flanged rim (fig" 40,a) is also from the Buccamenl
site, and the only example of an incised line ending in a
point (Fig" 39,d) is found here as welI.
The highest concentration of all painted styles,
however, occurs at BC3. BC4 exhibits the next highest
freguency of decorat.ive patterns. BC3 also exhibits t.he
highest frequency of simple, open-mouthed vessels (c1ass A1;
29 percent), and every other vessel class (except for C3 and
D2) are represented here as well. Early Saladoid ceramics
were recovered by the Bullens in the lowest zone of a test
pit they dug at the Vr7est Rockshelter (which are similar to
pottery recovered at the KingsLown Post. Office site),
although our surface survey of the same shelter only
revealed post-Saladoid period ceramics.
A Tentative Chronoloqv for St. Vincent
The Bullens were abl-e to establish a relative

chronology from the results of their survey, based on
radiocarbon dat.es and comparisons to ceramic sLyles from
other islands, which were classified

by them using their

tlrpological system. Despite its limitations,
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some elements

have been usefu1 for drawing comparisons and establishing

relative

chronological associations, âS discussed be1ow.

As t.he design of our preliminary survey on St " Vincent
v/as one of sit.e location and assessment (see McManamon
1984)

, t.he sample for each site may not be fu11y

representative of either the site content or the Saladoid
ceramics in general.

Controlled excavat.ions supplemented

with stratigraphy and chronometric dat.ing coul-d help reveal
the true extent of Saladoid occupation"

Like the Bullens,

present discussions of Saladoid chronologies on St.. VincenL
require comparisons to from other islands where a more
reliable

chronol-ogy has been established (see, for example,

Mattioni I979, 1980; Rouse 1992)

"

Horl-zon

One of the most interesting

1

results of t.he preceding

analysis is the apparent presence of two Horizort I styles
St." Vincent which can be identified:

on

a Brighton st.yle from

t.he site of Brighton during our survey, and a distinctive
Kingstown Post Office st.yle, based on the Bullens' report
and museum col-lections " The identification

of these two

variants within Horizon I on St " Vincent does not follow the
proposal forwarded by Rouse (1992), and Rouse, AII-aire, and
Boomert (1985) who state in their chronological charts that

the Kingstown Post Office site is the only represenLation of
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the Cedrosan Saladoid subseries.
During Kirby's investigations at the Kingstown post.
Office site, ít appeared that the excavation units creat.ed
by construction workers exhibited signs of stratification,
from which he delineated four "zones" of artifact
concentration" The first three are located between depths
of 1-"6 and 2.4 m of an construction-relat.ed profile (Bullen
and Bu11en 1,912:BB) . Kirby's first zone essent.ially
comprised t.he upper f ace of the prof ile. Here , 3L4 sherds
(or 1-0.5 per cent of the total- sherds recovered by Kirby)
were recovered, most of which are designat.ed as Modified
Saladoid by Bullen and Bu11en (1972:90). The second zone
designated by Kirby was the lower zorre, which produced
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(3.2 per cent of the total ceramic sherds recovered) , most
of which were again classified by Bullen and Bullen
(L912:BB) as Modified Saladoid.

Kirby's third zorre is termed as "probably Iower". A
tot.al of 234 (7.8 per cent) sherds were recovered from t.his
zorre, most of which \¡/ere classed as Modified Saladoid
(Bul-l-en and Bull-en L972:90) " The fourt.h zone identif ied by
Kirby is not an actual zone in the sense of the ot.hers
designated by relative stratigraphic associat.ion, but.
instead refers to 2361, sherds (lB "6 per cent) recovered
either without provenance and in the immediate vicinity of
t.he site or sherds coll-ected by construction workers (Bullen
and Bull-en I9l2z92) " The Kingstown Post Office site is
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important as it may reflect., based on stylistic
the earliest

attributes,

Saladoid occupation on the island.

Many ceramics from Kingstown Post Office seem to be

quite different

from the decorative attributes

normally

associated with the Cedrosan subseries " Ceramics from the
site of Brighton, however, do t.end t.o exhibit decorat.ive
paLLerns that. are more in line with current designations of
Cedrosan style ceramics from Martinique and Grenada, for

example" fL is not possible at this point, however, to
determine if these two styles are in fact chronologically,
in addition t.o stylistically,

dist.inct.

A radiocarbon date

was obt.ained at the Kingstown Post Office site,

ho$/ever,

placing it at ca. A"D. L60, which is relatively

early in

t.he

lrlindward Islands.

Briqhton stvle"

The most. conclusive associat.ion with

Horizon I in the collection

is associated with the site of

Brighton on the southern coasl (Pl. 28), although the sample
from this site,

âs pointed out previously,

is quite smal1"

The most conclusive evidence we have t.hat. suggests a Horizon

I affiliation

with t.his site is based on the absence of Vase

Mario or Vasgue vessels, which are generally associated with
Horizon If"

The fact. that Brighton is assigned to Horizon f

on the basis of negative evidence (i"e. the absence of
evidence suggesting otherwise, in this case the presence of
Vase Mario and Vasgue vessels) is important as it. is indeed

possib1e that future work will prove this inference
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inaccurate"

Based on the current. evidence, however, it

seems that a different.

primarily

style can indeed be recognised, based

on the distinct

differences in decorat.ive

features.
The pottery from Brighton is generally very thin"

While some paint.ed styles, such as positive yellow-on-red,
red-whit.e-ye11ow polychrome, and zoned red-and-white, are

found, they do occur less frequently in comparison to ot.her
sit.es (such as BC3, for example) (see Table 5) " One example
of Bu11en and Bul-]en's St. Vincent Black Zorted, which
defined by them as a separate tlzpe yet still

considered part

of the Pearls series, \^/as f ound on a body sherd
Brighton

was

f rom

"

Some

sherds from the Escape sít.e exhibit simple red-on-

white-painted decoration, although the exact chronological
conLexl is not clear.

It is likely,

however, that. part of

t.he Escape sit.e, or at least some elements of the pottery

from t.he site,

can be considered as Horizon I, especially

the Brighton style"
This st.yle can therefore be summarised as consist.ing of
tlpical

'Cedrosan' element.s; that is, white-on-red paint,

thin rect.ilinear

or curvi1inear incisions,

and vessels which

can either be simple bowls or inverted bell-shaped"

No ZIC

is found.
Kinqstown Post Office stv1e.

The decorative attributes

from Bright.on (and for that matter, other 'cl-assic' Cedrosan
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subseries sit.es in the Windward Isl-ands) bear very lit.t1e
resemlclance to t.hose from the Kingstown post Office site,
which has generally been accepted as the earliest example of
Saladoid ceramics on the islands based on the type sit.e
described by the Bullens (Bullen and Bul-len 1-912,.
1992; Rouse, Allaire,

Rouse

and Boomert 1-985). The KingsLown post

Office styIe, then, consists of fine angular incised lines
and simple zoned paint" The zoned-incised crosshatching
designs associated with the "Cedrosan Sal_adoid', subseries
may also fit into this phase. The zoned paint. is different.
from Arnos Vale in that smaller areas are incised and t.he
paint. is not manifested in polychrome colours. In addition,
zoned paint at the Arnos Vale site appears on tal1 vessels,

which are not found at the Kingstown Post Office sit.e.
fnstances of excision are also present in this style, âs are
deep incisions through paint. on the top port.ions of flanges
(Pl" 29,b).

The overall- pattern of decoration association

with this style is one that Allaire
"almost Art Deco"
Surprisingly,

(pers " comm. ) has termed

"

t.his style is characterised by very low

frequencies of whit.e-on-red painted patterns, and, based on
the published photographs and descriptions in the Bullens,
report,

lacks adornos (BuIlen and Bull-en L972:pls. XXII-IV)

As well-, no adornos were observed in the collections

the Kingstown Post Office site at t.he National

.

from

Museum.

Instead, t.his style appears to be charact.erised by sma11 rim
2tB

nubbins (often with scrolls),
incision"

somet.imes outlined by

Overal1, some characterist.ics of La Hueca are

immediately observabl-e in the Kingstown Post. Office sty1e,
especially the ZIC ware, but also the t.hin, fine incised
nubbins and occasional low, wide bow1s.
The Bul-l-ens' Grande Anse Interior

is not. found at. Vivé I, fits

Incised t1zpe, which

into this phase as well-, âs it

is characterised by very fine incisions on smal1, l-ow bowls
which normally have no association to white-on-red painted
decoration (Bullen and Bul1en 1972: l-3I ) (see P1 .

29 , a)

.

The material from the Kingstown Post Office site

exhibits fine angular incisions
wel1, deep incisions,
are found.
National

(see Pls. 9-l-0, 29-30).

As

ofLen penetrating painted surfaces,

Excision occurs on some sherds housed in the

as well " These unique incisions were not
found at Brighton during our survey, but they lvere found at
Museum

Spring, on a body sherd, the concentration area of BCC-C at
the Buccament site (where it is found on a body sherd and

a

rim lug tFig" 35,a1 ), the concentrat.ion area BC4 at the
Buccament site (pf. 30,c), and the ES1 and ES2 concentration
areas at the Escape sit.e (pf . 30,a and e, respect.ively)

"

of these incised design elements \^/ere also found by the
Bullens at the Coconut Oi1 Factory site (see Bul1en and
Some

Bullen 1-972: PI" XXI,f,1,m) and the lower zones of t.he
Buccament West Rockshelter (Bu1len and Bu11en L972:1,06; Pl.
XXfX, a-p) " This would imply t.hat these sites exhibit
21,9

decorative features that would place them in this Kingstown
Post Office style
Based on the apparent. lack of white-on-red paint (other
than simple red), the sherds from Kingstown Post Office,
"

Spring,

a few from BC4), may in fact
represent an separate manifestation of Horizon I on St.
Vincent, perhaps more properly defined as Horizon Ia. This
contradicts Bul-len and Bullen's conclusion that Kingstown
Post Office represents a "Late Insular Saladoid"
development, a point never fully defined by the authors.
ESI- and ES2 (and

Comparisons

of the types defined by Bul1en and Bullen (1-912)
for St. Vincent which are associated with their Pearls
series, or "Insular Saladoid" period rvere observed in the
col-lection. For example, ZIC is present on three sherds in
the collection, two of which correspond to Bull-en and
Bullens' Pear1s Cross Hatched t1pe, while one example from
' BC4 is more similar t.o t.heir Barbados Exterior fncised, âs
it is found on the upper portions of a casuela vessel " As
\,ve associat.e casuela vessels with the l-ater Saladoid period
(Horizon II), this demonstraLes that ZfC continued into
later Saladoid times, although with changes to the technique
and style of t.he incisions" This particular example, due to
its wide spacing of the crosshatching may represent a later
Some
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form of ZlC"
Two sherds which would have been classified

by the

Bullens as St. Vincent Black Lined and thereby affiliated
with the "rnsular Saladoid" period, were also recovered.
According to the Bullens (L972), incisions with black paint.
rubbed in are found in Trinidad, Venezuela, Guadeloupe,
Martinigue, although no references are provided.
problem with the Bullens' correlation

and

The

of the St. Vincent

Black Lined tlpe, however, with what we would consider

Horizon I contexts is t.hat the occurrence of black paint
does not seem to be particular to Horizon I.

Black paint it

is common at Horizon fI sites such as Vivé II (Lehouillier
L9l4) and Diamant on Martinique (Musée Départment.al , 1991)
Therefore, it seems that the Bullens' association of the St.
Vincent Black Lined type as particular to the Insular
Saladoid period (Horizon I) is perhaps premature"
"

The Bullens' Pearl-s White-Painted Lype, which covers

all of the white-on-red Windward Islands, was also
encountered in the collection, either as positive or
negat.ive white-on-red. Chronological or technical
dist.inct.ions between negative and positive painting
techniques were not made by the Bu1lens. The wide-spread
Grande Anse rnterior l4qised t1zpe, âs defined by the Bul-Iens
(L972:l-38)/ was encounLered in the collection as we]l, and
is represented by a series of para11el interior curvilinear
incised lines on a small- open-mouth bowl-. A similar
221"

decoration is common at La Sa11e on Mart.inique (Harcourt
t952zPI. XXXIII). Bul1en (1968:82) points out that this

style of decoration was also found at t.he lowest leveIs of
the Chancery Lane site on Barbados. Harris (I99L:43)
reports an "Interior fncised" sherd from this site, which
exhibits fine incisions on the interior of a red-painted
vessel

"

Horlzon

Arnos Vale stvle"

-L-L

Based on the ceramic analysis,

Horizon If ceramic styles seem to be found at a1l- six sites
encountered during the survey"

the collection

Painted styles identified

in

that are 1ike1y associated with Horizon II

include bichrome-painted sherds in colours other than simple
red and white (such as purple, pink, and orange) and Lhe
occurrence of red-white-yelIow polychrome paint on one sherd
from Spring" Vessel shapes such as the Vase Mario and
Vasques are also associated with Horizon fI.
Two localities,

BC3

at Lhe Buccament site and Arnos

Vale, exhibit a higher frequency of decorative and
morphological attributes

associated with Horizon II.

A

t.hird sit.e, Escape, also exhibits a high frequency of those
painted decorative elements which are associated with
Horizon TI (for example, orang'e and black paint), despite
the fact that. some decorat.ive elements associated with
)tt

Horízon I were recovered here as well"
The Arnos Vale site yielded three (]-5.7 percent) of t.he

19 Vase Mario rim sherds are found" As wel-l-, three (2L

percent) of the L4 vasgue rims \^/ere recovered from this
site. While ES1 yielded six Vase Mario rim fragments, it
produced no vasque rims" A total- of four (26.6 percent) of
the l-5 sherds which exhibit deep curvilinear incisions over
wide areas \^/ere recovered f rom the Arnos Vale site.
Concentration area BC3 at t.he BuccamenL site yielded a
total of ten positive whit.e-on-red sherds " Bichrome and
polychrome-painted designs in colours such as yeIlow,

orange, purple, and grey, the presence of which suggests a
Horizon II context, are represented in the highest frequency

at BC3 " Forty-one percent of sherds within the collection
exhibiting the yellow-on-red painted style is represented
here as wel-1. Moreover/ 67 percent. (n=6) of the red-whiteyellow polychrome-pai-nted style is represented at BC3. This
concenLration area is the only site area from which zoned
red and orange paint was found" As weII, the single instance
of a single incised line ending in a point, a hallmark of
Horizon II which reflects Barrancoid infl-uences, is found at
this concenLration area"
By vessel- c1ass, BC3 exhibit.ed the highest frequency of

vasque rims (50 percent).

along with Arnos Vale and

As well, this concenLration area,
BC

, \^/ere the only localities

which incense burners were found. As a result,
223

f rom

it can be

suggested that both BC3 and Arnos Vale represent the most

definitive examples of Horizon fI sites on St. Vincent. A
similar conclusion was reached by the Bullens for their
Arnos Vale sites. No pure Barrancoid pottery was recovered
during t.he L993-L994 survey.
Perhaps the most significant aspect of Saladoid
archaeology in the Lesser Antilles to have been ignored is
the nature of mainland Barrancoid influences in t.he region,
which ultimat.ely characterise the Developed Saladoid period,
as discussed by Allaire (1-995) . These influences are
manifested especially in the decorative styles of the
ceramics, which are reminiscent of the Barrancoid series,
which dominated northern coastal areas of South America from
ca. 500 B.C" to ca. A.D. 500 but first. appear along the
lower Orinoco around l-000 B.C. Mainland Barrancoid
influences are current.ly poorly undersLood and require
definitive chronological and stylistic correlations (A11aire
1-995). What we do know is t.hat. this Horizon is responsible,
when compared to the earlier Horizon I manifestation, for a
larger number of sites throughout the Windward Islands
(A11aire 1995) .
The chronological dates which have been est.abl-ished for

Horizon ff cluster from ca. A.D. 350 to c. A.D. 650 (Allaire

. Bull-en and Bullen (1972:158) include some dates
associated with their 'Modified Saladoid' period (which,
noLed, is equivalent. to my Horizon II): A.D. 4L0 for the
1995)
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âs

Arnos Vale

Swamp

site on St.. VincenL, A.D. 420 for the upper

zorre at Vivé in Martinique, and A.D" 475 for the lower

levels of Diamant on Martinique.
(pers.

These influences have 1ed

) to coin an al-ternative term,
'Developed Saladoid', âs it. accurately reflects the
amplíficat.ion of certain design elements (such as the

Allaire

comm.

elaboration of more baroque model-Ied-incised design
characteristics)

and the introduction

of new decorative

techniques (especially polychrome-painted patterns and
modelled-incised flanges) in t.he ceramics.
From a regional perspective, it

can be suggest.ed that

Barrancoid influences from the mainland appear more or less
as a continuum, such that. certain decorative elements are
found on t.he South American mainland are present even in
Horizon I contexts.

For example, while simple white-on-red

painted designs are normally associated with early Saladoid
ceramics in Horizon l, some decorative techniques, such
scro11 motifs and rim nubbins outlined by incisions,

continuous throughout the entire Saladoid period.

as

are
The case

can also be made that negative white-on-red painting,

while

present in Horizon I conLext.s, conLinues t.o be implemented
into Horizon II times, in which thin lines of whit.e paint
are rubbed off.

fn addition,

the presence of flanged,

simple Vase Mario vessels (Bul1en and Bullen L972:Plat.e
XXTI) are present at the Kingstown Post Office site, while
later more substantial Vase Mario vessels with zoned white225

on-red painting are hallmarks of Horizon II.

It can Lherefore be suggest.ed that. from the time of the
initial population movements from the mainland out into t.he
islands (around 200 B.C. ) until the loca1 emergence of lat.e
prehistoric ceramics styles, the entire region may have
functioned as a large interact.ion sphere (Allaire l-995).
Similar interaction spheres have been suggested by Haviser
(1-99L) for the North Leeward Islands, although t.hese are
based on site sizes, which were not calculated on St"
Vincent. This interaction sphere was not extensive to the
point that actual Barrancoid styles are evident. in the
collection, unlike the presence of Erin style ceramics on
Trinidad which refl-ect a Lrue manifestation of Barrancoid
stylistic elemenLs (Harris L9l8) .
Horizon II in the Windward fslands represenLs a
continuation of decorated designs which are present in
Horizon I, but attributes including modelling, elaborate
adornos, and deep, wide incisions begin to develop. Morse
and Rouse (1995) identify zoned designs, d-shaped
"pegLopped" strap handles, circular button lugs, and
zoomorphic and anthropomorphic "head 1ugs" as major

characterist.ic of later Saladoid periods. The escalation of
these complex and sophisticated decorative at.t.ributes is
attributed to Barrancoid influence from the South American
mainland.
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Comparisons

Tlpes characteristic of the Bullens' "Modif ied
Saladoid" period are

in the collection. For
instance, fifteen sherds that exhibited incision that the
Bullens would have classified as St. Lucia Zoned fncised
(and placed in the "fnsular Saladoid" period) were recovered
(1,912:l-56). This style was also observed by Bullen and
Bullen (I970:Fig. 11) at the Lavoutte site on St. Lucia. It
is observed in Horizon II contexts (especially Vivé II) on
Martinique (Musée Départmental , 1-991-) , which demonstraLes
that the Bullens' associaLion of this tlpe with Horizon I is
common

misleading.
Rims associated with Vase Mario vessels v/ere recovered

during the survey (9.94 percent) , as \¡/ere incense burners
(2.6 percent) " The later correspond t.o t.he Bu]lens'
Cvlinder" The Bul-lens' type Arnos Vale
Zorted, characterised by vessel rims which are "less clublike" and feature "vertical" incisions, 1ike1y represents
the "Vase Caréné" or keeled vessel, which is associated with
the vessel class B/C defined in this study"

Troumassée Decorated

The Arnos Vale Incised t1¡pe (as defined by the Bullens)

is characterised by complicated rims with
...bent. [wal1s] or curved inward and then outward to
form a narrow external 'neck' at t.he top of which is
thin flange which extends outward more or less
horizontally (Bu11en and Bul-l-en L912:l-41)
This description more or less fits the description of a
.
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a

vasque, which the Bullens do not mention by name in their
report.
The overall chronological representation of the

Saladoid period on St. Vincent, then, can be

summed

up

as

fo1lows. The collection from St. Vincent demonstrates that
two styles of Horizon I Saladoid ceramics are present on the
island: a Bright.on style and a Kingstown Post Office sty1e.
Horizon If is best represented by the Arnos Vale st.yle.
Saladoid Adapt.ation on St. Vincent

Like all islands in the Windward Island chain, our
knowledge of the Sal-adoid period relies primarily on
material remains, especially pottery sherds. Little data
are avail-able that woul-d suggest social organisation or
community patterns for the Saladoid peoples considered in
t.his report. No def initive household structures have been
found in the Windward Islands, âs in St. Eustatius, for
example (Versteeg and Schinkel 1992) " In this regard, St.
Vincent is no different, and the preceding analysis can do
1ittle to illuminate the cult.ural aspect of the people who
manufactured Saladoid ceramics.

It. is possible, however, to contribute to our
understanding of Saladoid adaptat.ion on St. Vincent.
Previous archaeol-ogical research on St. Vincent did not.
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involve inLensive invest.igations into prehistoric
subsistence strategies because of the lack of faunal remains
in any archaeological contexL" The only evidence
encountered during the survey which could suggest
prehist.oric agriculture are the ceramic griddles, Lhe
presence of which suggests that early Saladoid peoples on
the island lvere fu1ly agricultural, with manioc like1y the
most important crop. As mentioned earlier, carbonised
manioc cakes have been found on a griddle surface along the
middl-e Orinoco River (Roosevelt l-980) . In fact, the
development of the Saladoid series on t.he Sout.h American
mainland is closely paralleled to the practice of
agriculture. As t.hese agriculturalists moved int.o Lhe
coastal areas of the cont.inent., it is assumed that they
adapted their cultivation techniqiues t.o t.his new microenvironment, which was ult.imately brought. into t.he West
Tndies.

Aside from ceramic griddle fragments, which directly
suggest agricultural activit.ies, there is an unfortunate
l-ack of both bot.anical and faunal- evidence in t.he

archaeological record (due to a lack of preservation) and
comprehensive data on paleoenvironmental conditions for St.
Vincent that would sugglest other sources of subsistence. No
faunal, floral, or molluscean remains were recovered at. any
of t.he six Saladoid sites on St. Vincent during the survey.
Vfe musL

again rely on the results of research undertaken
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on

other islands in the Windward group (Cody 1-990; Fandrich
l-990; Petersen l-993; Wing 1-968, t9B9)

.

Despite the fact. that Keegan (1992:I4) suggests that in

early prehistoric times most of the Lesser Antilles did not
have abundant populations of terrestrial fauna, which
explains, in Keegran's view, the rapid peopling of the entire
island chain by Saladoid peoples, we in fact do have a
fairly extensive body of dat.a from many of the Windward
Islands suggesting otherwise (Fandrich 1-990; Petersen 1,993;
Inling l-989) . We can assume, then, that Saladoid subsistence
not only consisted of cultivat.ed root crops (such as
manioc), but also of offshore marine resources (fish and sea
mammals) and terrestrial fauna (including small mammals and
birds).
Windward fsl-ands Aqricultural Svst.ems. At. the time of
European contact, the rsland Carib, having migrat.ed from
northern South America, relied primarily on manioc as a
staple food source. They also cultivated and harvest.ed
sweet potatoes, yams, beans, peppers, and corn (Rouse
1,948:550). Various fruits such as the banana (post.contact), plantain, guava, and papaya were also gathered
(Rouse L948:550). Rouse (t948:550) notes that the agouti,
lizards, and birds were hunted near coastal margins"
Historical accounts provide valuable information about
the agricultural practices of the Island Carib" For
example, Father La Borde (1660:24L) mentions that women
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planted cassava near the houses; afLer a particular

field

had been used for three crops, iL was abandoned and a

new

plot. of land was cult.ivat.ed (La Borde l-660 :24L)
La Borde
(1660:10-l-1) also notes that the
...most populated of all the ones the Caribs hol-d
...the Caribs have their quant.ities of beautiful
vi11ages...they are wary when strangers arrive on their
shores yet. t.hey do not refuse them their 1ocal bread
which is cassava as well as water and fruits as long as
in exchange they give them some axes, sicles, and other
metal tools t.hat they need.
Regarding the gardens of the Island Carib, La Borde notes
(1"660:22) that
After they have made one or two harvesls in one garden,
they leave it behind and make anoLher one on the other
side...and this is why they fell- t.he trees but don't
cut and burn t.he small branches...\,vomen plant manioc,
potatoes, yams, bananas where they can find room.
As not.ed previously, it is generally underst.ood the
early Saladoid peoples were agricult.uralists, practising
extensive cultivat.ion by cultivat.ing, primarily, manioc in
swidden or slash-and-burn gard.ens (Rouse t992:13) . To date,
no remains of montones , ot raised ridged f ields or mounc1.s,
have been found in archaeological contexts in the Lesser
Antilles, a1though it. is unl-ikely t.hat these will ever be
found, due to constant soil turbation which would
effectively erase any evidence to their existence.
Some general assumptions can now be inferred regarding
prehistoric agricultural activities on St. Vincent during
the early Saladoid period. As discussed in Chapter II,
Saladoid peoples are assumed to be responsible for the
.
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introduction of agricult.ure int.o t.he Vùest. Indies, a
situation that closely parallels a similar agricultural
colonisation of t.he Hawaiian is1ands (Tuggle and TomonariTuggle l-980:200)

"

First, hov¡ever, it is necessary to review select
studies that have contribut.ed t.o our understanding of
resource activities on other islands in the Windward chain.
It is important. to remember that unlike St.. Vincent, the
soils of some islands are more conducive t.o faunal and
molluscean preservation.

During the Saladoid period, Keegan has suggested that
garden plots may have contained vegetable dyes, fibres, and

other medicine plants (Keegan 1992) " Both Keegan (]-992) and
Rouse (1,992:78) point out that. the areas of cultivation were
in riverine 1ocalit.ies, especially on inland river terraces,
Most
which provided the highest. degree of soil fertility.
Sal-adoid sites in the Windward Islands (Martinique is a
particularly good example) are also located slightly inland
from the ocean shores (Rouse L992279)
It is commonly assumed that riverine and terrestrial
faunal resources were exploited by early Saladoid peoples in
the Lesser Antill-es in order to balance their diet with
protein rich f oods, especially aquat.ic and terrestrial- f oods
such as mammals, pelagic fish, and intertidal mol-lusca
(Fandrich l-990:l-5) . Again, it should be stressed that the
extent to which these additional resources tvere obt.ained is
.
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not known. Wing (1989) has shown that from the known
archaeological sites in the Lesser Antilles at the t.ime, 38%
of the faunal remains in Saladoid sites are terresLrial,
particularly species such as the agouLi, opossum, armadillo,
and the dog, all which were introduced by early peoples from
the mainland (Fandrich 1-990; PeLersen L993:1)
Based on faunal mat.erial from archaeologícal contexts
on Antigua and Puerto Rico, it is possible that the Guinea
Pig, assumed to have been domest.icated on the mainland at.
some unknown point in prehistory (Wing 1-989 :IAt), may have
been int.roduced into the isl-ands (Petersen ]-993:1) " They
have been found in archaeological contexts at the site of
Mil1 Reef on Antigua and Hacienda Grande on Puerto Rico
(Wing L989:141-) . Other 1oca1 indigenous resources such as
iguanas, ameivas (a lizard), birds, and the rice rat were
likely exploit.ed in the Windward rslands (Fandrich l-990;
.

PeLersen 1-993:7 ) .

For Barbados, Drewett (1991- : l-83 ) has demonstrat.ed that
when terrestrial mammals were not readily available in
prehistoric periods, a reliance on riverine subsistence \^/as
dominated by reef fishes, such as parrot.fish and surgeon

fish.

Aad Boomert (1981) has suggest,ed that offshore marine

resources \^rere used when terrestrial

fauna were not readily

abundant.

In her study of faunal material from three sites on
Barbados, four on Grenada, and one from St. Lucia, Wing
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(1968) indicates t.hat. deep waLer fish such as the Larpon,

snook, jack, sheep head, and tuna were caught. Offshore
banks would have provided such species as snapper and

grouper, while inshore banks were st.ocked with porkfish,
parrotfishes, surgteon fish, trigger fish, and porcupine fish
(Wing 1-968)

.

Most Caribbean islands also have what are called

"fring'ing reefs" (Mil1iman 1973:15) . On islands such as
Barbados and St. Vincent, these reefs are usually rest.ricted
to the leeward and, to some extent, southern shores (Fig.
4t) . The windward coasts are often too rough for adequate
marine ecosysLems to flourish, especially reef format.ions
and mangrove

s\Â/amps (Adams 1-968;

Caribbean Conservat.ion

Association 1,993; MilIiman 1,973) .
Bullen and Bu1len (L972), however, do mention
occasional finds of shel1s in archaeological contexts. In
the vicinity of t.he Sandy Bay site , Livonia Pica shells v/ere
recovered at the site of Owia, while Strombus Gigas shel1
fragments \^iere recovered at the sites of Arnos Vale and
Kingstown Post Office. This could suggest that marine
resources were indeed available on t,he windward coast, but
it could also imply that these artifacts vùere brought or
Lraded int.o the area
To summarize, t.he situation portrayed for prehistoric
"

subsistence systems in the Windward Islands suggests that
marit.ime and terrestrial

resources were exploit.ed, in
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addition to cultivation of root crops (especially maníoc),
for specific food values. The extent to which resources
other than cultivated root crops v/ere utilised is unknown.
Vrihat can be said about the prehistoric agriculture on
St. Vincent is that at. all sit.es are located on land that
had some degree of cultivation potential " Tt is important.
to remember, however, that this pot.ent.ial would have been
variable, âs certain areas contain soils which are more
conducive to manioc cultivat.ion. It can further be
suggested that due to t.he pot.entially unstable and meagre
marine resource ecosystems surrounding St. Vincent.,

\^/e may

suspect a heavier reliance on terrestrial

fauna, combined
with agricult.ural production, occurred in prehistoric St.
Vincent..

As we have no prehistoric demographic dat.a for the

Islands, esLimaLes of t.he population 1eve1s at the
t.ime of the Saladoid entry int.o the islands cannot.
accuraLely be determined. Similarly, the discovery of
spat.ially patterned archaeological remains, particularly
post mol-ds and living floors (some of which have been found
on more northern Antillean islands), which would be
indicat.ive of dwellings and residential patterns, have yet
to be found in the Windwards.
When considering the differences in subtle or microenvironmental conditions among t.he Windward Islands, it can
be suggested, fol-lowing Wat.Lers and Rouse (1989:1-36), that
Windward
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4L. Map of SL. Vincent. showing offshore reef
_ Figrure (adapted
formations
from Environmental prãtite: SL. Vincent,
servation Association L993 )
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raLher than regionally inclusive resource exploitation
methods, island-specific strategies v/ere employed in the
prehistoric period. Watters and Rouse (1989:l-36) discuss at
length the pot.ential variability between riverine and
terrestrial resources. Characteristics particular to each

island in the Lesser Anti1les, especially the area-shoreline
ratio (in other words, large versus sma1l islands) and t.he
variations in reef , shel-f , and mangrove dist.ribuLions,
theoretically allow for greater environmental diversity and
thus distinctive resource procurement strat.egies (Vrlatters
and Rouse 1989:1-36) " One would therefore expect to observe
a wide rang,e of adaptive strategies on individual islands
within the island chain.
With t.he conclusions drawn by Watters and Rouse kept in
mind, it is important to remember that the extent t.o which
early groups acquired protein via offshore marine resources
on St. Vincent (such as mol-l-uscs and shel-Ifish) could have
been hindered by the lack of such resources " The only
region of the island where sea resources could have been
adequately managed is along the Leeward coast, where calm
waters could have eased acguisition" In any case, what can
be inferred from this is that specific subsistence
strategies on the island may therefore have been guite
dist.inct. from ot.her islands in the Windward giroup/
especially those which exhibit. a higher degree of marine
resource availability
"
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. Map of St,. Vincent showing sit.e locat.ions in
relati on to alluvial soil deposits (adapted from
Environmencal Profile: St. Vincent., Caribbean Conservation
Figure

42

Associ-ation

l-993 )
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.

the perspective of prehistoric sett.lement
patterns, two of t.he six Saladoid sites encountered during
the survey (Arnos Vale and the BuccamenL sit.es cluster) are
found in fertile, well-watered river valleys near beach or
marshy areas along the coast (Fig" 42). It is reasonable t.o
assume that potent.ial resources (marine, faunal, and perhaps
some riverine) were nearby. Due to the alluvial soil- tlpe
in these va11eys, Lhe two sites are therefore located on
prime agricultural soil (Caribbean Conservation Association
L993), therefore supporting t.he fact that Saladoid groups
did indeed intentionally select areas of high fert.il-ity for
agriculture.
Likewise, the sit.e of Brighton is located on 1and
designated by t.he Caribbean Conservation Association (1993)
as "sand dunes". Although we have no geomorphological data
for the area, the Brighton Beach area has likely changed
considerably since prehistoric times. One griddle fragment.
From

was found at the Brighton sit.e which could suggest (although

not conclusively) that prehistoric agricultural activities
were not inhibited by the 1ocal conditions. The site of
Spring and t.he site cluster at Escape are l-ocated on ye11ow
earth, which is not as fertile as certain aIluvia1 soils
found in river valleys (Caribbean Conservation Association
L993) . These two sit.es, ho!,rever, are located in very 1ow
va11eys, and the Escape sit.e is located near the ,fambou
River, one of the larger rivers on the island.
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The sit.e of Sandy Bay is located on a small plateau

consisting of recently deposited volcanic ash, which covers
most of the northern third of the island (Caribbean
Conservation Association 1-993 ) . No griddle fragment.s \¡vere
recovered at this site during the survey, although Bul1en
and Bullen (L972) indicate that griddle fragments were
recovered not only at the Sandy Bay site, but also at the
nearby sites of Espagnol Point North and Espagnol Point
South. Clay griddle sherds were also recovered by the
Bullens north of the Sandy Bay site at the site of Owia
(Bullen and Bullen ]-972:63).
Conclusion

up, the overall contribution to West Indian
prehistory that this thesis has made is that it has
supported the notion that two dist.inct archaeological
Horizons are identifiabl-e during the Saladoid period. As
discussed, Horizon I represents the initial colonisation of
the island chain by early Saladoid peoples, and Horizon II
represenLs a period in which a widespread increase of
mainland Barrancoid elements in the pottery of these peoples
begins to appear. While t.hese have been ref erred to more
commonly as, respectively, Lhe Cedrosan Saladoid and the
Cedrosan Saladoid with Barrancoid influences, iL is proposed
here that. they instead be referred as Horizons, âs an
Summing
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archaeological Horizon better reflects the circumstances of
widespread similarities in the ceramics.
Perhaps t.he most significant contribution that the
preceding study has made to the archaeology of St. Vincent,
however, is the ident.ificaLion of two distinct styles within
Horizon I (ca. 200 B.C. - ca. A.D. 350): t.he Brighton style
and the Kingstown Post Office sty1e. The Kingstown

Post.

Office style seems to be unique to St. Vincent, while the
Brighton style seems to have more in common with Horizort I
elsewhere in t.he Windward rslands, from Grenada (Pearls
style) t.o at least Martinique (Vivé style). While t.he
difference between the two styles is primarily evident in
decorative features, they do not exhibit enough conclusive
evidence to suggest chronological divisions, other than the
already cited date of A.D. l-60 for t.he Kingstown Post Office
sit.e. We assume the differences between these unique
ceramic styles to be reflective of specific cul-t.uraldifferences, yet because they share a common ancestor we may
also assume some degree of similarity in cu1tural
associations.
The fact that two separate styles can be associated

with Horizon I cl-early demonstrates that t.here is a higher
degree of variability in the ceramic styles on St.. Vincent
during this period and within the accepted concept of a
Cedrosan Saladoid than was previously assumed. While this
variability has yet to be conclusively est.ablished on other
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islands, it is very 1ike1y that a similar diversity can be
establ-ished elsewhere" This may also shed new light on t.he
controversial issue of the La Hueca style of the
northernmost Leeward islands, suggesting- once again a higher
degree of stylistic and cult.ural diversity during this
initial period of agricultural expansion throughout the
entire chain of the Lesser Antilles.
Concerning Horizon Ir (which begins ca. A.D. 350) ,
whil-e t.he precise naLure of Barrancoid influences could not
be f irmly established f or either St.. Vincent. or t.he Windward
Islands in general, the preceding study has identified some
elements which are associated with the South American
Barrancoid series and appear throughout the Saladoid period
in the Windward Islands. Examples include zoned paint
(although thicker and deeper incisions are more common in
Horizon II) and the coÍrmon scro11 mot.if . Another example
can be found in the Bullens' report, which mentions distinct
rim flanges associated with the Kingstown Post Office site,
and therefore may be earlier t.han previously suspect.ed. The
most definitive association with Horizon II in the Windward
Islands is the presence of paint colours other t.han red and
whit.e, and polychrome-painted styles in more elaborate
mot.ifs. As well, more elaborate, or "baroque" modelledincised appendages are also diagnost.ic " Sites as well as
their ceramic remains associated with Horizon rI seem t.o be
more abundanL, but, both on the island and at a regional
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level " Horizon Ir ceramics also seem Lo exhibit less
variability than those of Horizon I. It can be suggested
that an increase in population 1eve1s may be associat.ed with
Horizon II, as may be consistent with the "prosperiLy" stage
of this early agricultural period. It also suggests t.hat
t,he role of the mainland was at all time act.ive, despite the
fact that. the evidence for an actual migrat.ion of people is

lacking in t.he archaeology"
Overa11, we may consider 'Saladoid adaptation' as
reflective of the practice of prehistoric agricultural
activities, which is perhaps most evident f rom t.he presence
of griddles in the collection. This is also based on the
ancestry of Saladoid potters, which has been traced to the
middle Orinoco valley, ân area in which agriculture r^/as
practised for at least one thousand years prior t.o their
movemenL into the Lesser Antilles (Rouse L992; Roosevelt
1-980)" This evidence for agricultural- activities may be
coupled with the physical location of t.he six sites, which
were found in coastal, fertile valleys consisting primarily
of al-luvial soils.
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